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ABSTRACT
The i^ Iarine Style motifs are examined and evidence suggests the 
possibility of dividing the octopus and argonaut into three types,
A, B, and C. Types A and B are stylistic divisions but Type C is 
possibly also chronologically later. The origins of the Marine Style 
and its history in LMll are also discussed and a comparison is made with 
the l%rine representations in other media.
An examination of the shapes on which the I^ Iarine Style appears shows 
that the pear rhyton was possibly introduced in LMIB specifically for 
decoration in this Style, a fact which gives rise to the idea that Marine 
Style vessels were for ritual use. Shapes are added to the known 
repertoire after an examination of the sherds from Sir Arthur Evan's 
old excavations at the Palace of Knossos.
Several different painters of the I4arine Style are identified and it 
is postulated that a central workshop existed at Knossos. It is sug­
gested that Marine Style vases were produced particularly for use in 
shrines and that production was not continuous but only on demand.
This lenghtens the period of time in which the small corpus of Marine 
Style vases was produced but it is unlikely that production continued 
during the whole of the LMIB period.
A discussion of the fabric and decoration of I>5arine Style vases on 
the I%inland shows that many were produced locally by Mycenaeans copying 
Minoan ideas or by itinerant Minoan potters. Most of the vases and 
sherds are located in the Peloponnese,^ although there are isolated 
examples from Athens, Thebes and Lefkandi^ and have been found in tombs.
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INTRODUCTION.
The Marine Style appears on Minoan pottery in LMIB. It consists of 
octopuses, argonauts and tritons displayed against a background of 
other IVIarine creatures such as starfish, urchins, polyps and marine 
vegetation, . including trefoils, spray fronds and weed. Pish and 
dolphins also appear. The octopus is the commonest motif, appearing 
either with or without dots in its suckers, followed by the triton.
There are few examples of the argonaut, and the fish and dolphin are 
rare, appearing more in other media.
The Marine Style is extremely homogeneous. Each motif follows the 
basic form peculiar to that motif, although there are slight individual 
differences such as the arrangement of striations in argonaut shells or 
the number of segments to a triton's body. Motifs always appear in 
the same combinations, for instance starfish are drawn with tritons but 
never with octopus or argonaut; tritons appear frequently as a filling 
ornament among octopus and argonaut tentacles, whereas there are only 
two examples of octopus and argonaut used in the same way. Other 
background ornament such as spray fronds, trefoils and polyps, appears 
in varying combinations on each vase and always with the same form - 
sprays consist of two or three fronds growing from a rock, polyps appear 
in groups and not singly, rocks often appear as coronets or chains 
between tentacles or around octopus heads, scale pattern often forms a 
background behind argonauts.
The Marine Style is an all-over decoration from shoulder to base.
The lips, necks and handles of the vases are decorated from a limited 
repertoire consisting mainly of chevrons (rims and handles), sponge- 
print (necks), adder mark (below riraj and foliate band (rims, necks, 
handles and shoulders - the commonest of all). Other, less common 
secondary decoration includes reserved wavy lines which generally appear 
in pairs on jar necks, reciprocal serpentine loop, arcades and S's
(especially on rhyton collars).
Another non-Marine secondary decoration is the double-axe, which 
appears frequently on rhytons and on some other shapes together with 
tritons and often with stars as well. The tri-curved arch motif also 
appears in this combination of double-axe,star and triton but not when 
only double-axe and triton are present. As the double-axe is regarded 
as having some religious significance, its appearance on these Marine 
Style vases together with the triton shell, which was used by votaries 
to summon the deity, is especially interesting.
A development can be seen in the l'Æarine Style as horror vacui dis­
appears and the main motifs appear in smaller form against an open back­
ground, often alternating with non-Marine motifs. Most of the vases 
extant in this developed style are cups (rounded and bell) but examples 
of larger shapes come from Phylakopi and Kea. These larger shapes have 
a heavy shoulder decoration which is closer to the LMII vases than to 
the LMIB ones. The commonest Marine motif of the three principal 
ones(octopus, argonaut and triton) is the argonaut, other marine motifs 
commonly employed being trefoil, urchin and spray. This apparent 
preference for the argonaut, however, is based on an unequal recovery 
of shapes in this developed style as most of the examples belong to 
cups, to which the compact argonaut is better suited than the sprawling 
octopus and the long triton shell. These two motifs appear on the 
larger vases of which very few are extant; therefore a true comparison 
as to the popularity of each motif cannot be made until more larger 
vases have come to light and a more accurate picture can be formed.
It must not be forgotten that Marine Style pots in themselves are 
interesting as works of art. The decoration is imaginative and the 
compositions realistic. The motifs, even the octopus, the most 
naturalistic of them all, are conventional renderings of their live 
counterparts but so convincingly are they portrayed and so well are
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the compositions put together that the departures from naturalism 
are not noticable. The whole area of each vase is filled but not 
overcrowded, primary themes contrasting with secondary motifs and the 
whole presenting a harmonious unity. Moreover, the motifs are generally 
chosen with care and are perfectly suited to the particular shape that 
they adorn. Indeed, it seems that each vase is aesthetically more 
pleasing than the last.
Pendlebury was the first person to have defined the Marine Style 
fully (l). He mentions that the main motifs are octopuses, argonauts 
and tritons, that dolphins appear, and notices that tritons and stars 
are common at Palaikastro. He also describes the Marine background. 
Purumark dealt with the Marine Style at first briefly jjz) and then more 
fully a few years later (3). This was in terms of the Mainland Marine 
Style but his remarks on the differences between Minoan and Mainland 
î«5arine Style vases are very valuable, although they must be checked in 
the light of new evidence. He discussed the motifs and noted differences 
between Mainland and Minoan vases; for instance, that octopus tentacles 
are more 'combed out* and symmetrical on Mainland vases, that most 
tentacles had no dots and grew from a stem, not from the head as the 
tentacles of Minoan octopuses^ Argonaut tentacles also grew from a 
stem not from %the centre of the shell. This has a less curved out­
line than the Minoan examples and the striations do not radiate from 
the centre. He also noticed that there was less use of background 
ornament on Mainland vases.
The early excavators did not recognise LMIB and the Marine Style as 
a separate period but consid^ered it as contemporary with LMIA or LMII (4), 
They also thought that the destructions by fire at so many sites such 
as Gournia, Pseira, Mochlos, Zakro and Palaikastro were due to an 
invasion at the end of LMII. In 1935 Evans published the fourth volume
of 'Palace of Minos* and recognised that LMIB was a separate chronolog­
ical phase and that, therefore, the destructions at the above sites
ubelonged to this period (5). He thought that these destructions 
were caused by^attacks from Knossos rather than by outside invaders.
In his Chronology published in 1941 Furumark (6 ) agreed with these 
conclusions. Pendlebury, however, had still (in 1939) believed that 
LMIB was contemporary with LMII at Knossos and in the provinces and 
that, therefore, the destructions at all sites were contemporary and
due to Mainland attack (?). The validity of regarding LMIB as a
separate chronological phase was established with the Royal Road 
excavation at Knossos (8) where LMIB was found stratified above a 
sealed LMIA floor. This destruction at Knossos itself showed that 
people from abroad could have been responsible for the Cretan destruct­
ions (if they were not the result of earthquakes) rather than Minoans 
from Knossos and that the final distruction at Knossos was later.
Finally LMIB has been defined by Popham (9).
Recent excavations have also cleared up another aspect. In 1950
Furumark (IO) had made the points that LMIB and the Marine Style 
overlapped with early LMII (which he called LMIIA) but not with LMIIB 
and that they did not continue until LMIII as the ceramic development 
showed that this was impossible. However, in 19&7 the excavation at 
Katsamba (II) was published and the pottery showed that early LMII was
had
different from and^developed from LMIB and that the two periods were 
not contemporary.
In 1970 Popham (12) added Nirou Chani and Tylissos, formerly thought 
by Furumark (13) to have been later destructions, to the sites destroyed 
in LMIB and suggested a limited reoccupation at the latter site. It 
is now generally accepted that LMIB is a separate chronological phase 
and that the destructions on Crete at Amnisos (or LMIA), Sklavokambos, 
Tylissos, Nirou Chani, Gournia, Pseira, MocHlos, Palaikastro, Knossos 
(slight), Phaistos, Mallia and Zakro occurred in this period and not 
in LMIA. However, there are one or two who do not agree (14).
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It was recognised very early that the I%rine Style vases at other Cretan 
sites apart from Khossos did not belong to those sites hut were imported. 
Thus in 1923 Dawkins and Bosanquet (15) commented on the difference of 
clay of the Marine Style vases from the local clay and the excellence of 
the decoration compared to that of the local vases and suggested a 
Knossian provenance. This applied to other vases apart from the 
Marine Style, with LMIB decoration such as shields, axes, olive sprays, 
papyrus, all over adder mark etc. (I6).
Most archaeologists agree on this Knossian provenance but there are 
several who believe that the Palace at Zakro was the centre of product­
ion of the Marine Style (1?) while Gournia has also been suggested (I8).
The presence or absence of the Marine Style in the destruction deposits 
of this period is of great importance, it is the principal distinguish­
ing mark of LMIB and. is a fixed point in the Late Bronze Age. The 
recent excavations at Khossos in the Royal Road and the Unexplored 
Mansion as well as those on Kythera and Kea have provided much new 
material of LMIB and the Marine Style. A study of the Marine Style 
is needed in the light of this new evidence as, with a larger corpus, 
it might be possible to trace a stylistic development in the Style and 
thus to date the destruction deposits more closely, depending at what 
stage of its development the l'Æarine Style is present.
The origins of the Marine Style and its relation to other materials 
must also be discussed. There are no earlier examples of vases in the 
full Marine Style but isolated motifs appear. Most of these are in other 
media, but octopus and fish appear on some large jars from Kamares and 
Phaistos and dolphins on two jars from Pachyammos, (l8). Marine motifs 
appear on seals (19) and on inlaid dagger blades (20). Reliefs of 
argonaut and triton in clay and of fish in faience are known (21).
Faience is also used for argonaut and triton shells and for a vase 
decorated with dolphins (22). Other vases decorated with marine
motifs appear in steatite and gold (23) and gold leaf is used for 
octopus ornaments. (24).
The closest earlier representations to the LMIB Marine Style vases 
appear on frescoes from Khossos, Melos and Thera (25) and on an offer­
ings table from the last place (26). They are close to the Marine Style 
because the motifs appear in a Marine setting and not in isolation.
The motifs consist of fish, dolphins and argonauts. Thera has been 
the most prolific source so far of these earlier representations, which 
also appear in isolation on vases and another offerings table (27). 
Dolphins swim down the legs of the offerings table (28) and appear 
amidst rocks, urchins and corals. The dolphin fresco from Khossos has 
a border of urchins and the dolphins swim smidst air bubbles and spray. 
Smaller fish are also depicted. Similarly the Melos fresco shows 
spray and air bubbles. Sand is also represented. Other fragments at 
Khossos show weed, corals and, in one cast, an argonaut shell without 
tentacles which is similar to one upon the faience relief panel from the 
Temple Repositories which also has flying fish and a rockwork border.
The high degree of homogeneity of the Style indicates a central 
workshop rather than many local ones in different areas. It would be 
useful to see if there were any local workshops as well as a central one 
and if this central workshop was at Knossos (the rarity of LMIB and the 
I%rine Style in the Palace floor deposits might prove an obstacle,).
The nature of the workshop must be examined; were the Marine Style 
vases produced by several potters and painters or by one man and were 
they destined for any particular purpose, such as ritual use or were they 
merely household containers! The distribution of the Marine Style 
through the islands is also important as showing Mi noan contacts in this 
area^how trade was disseminated.
One of the most interesting aspects of the Marine Style is its
X 9-
presence on the Mainland during LHIIA. It raises the question of 
whether these vases were all imported from Crete or whether they were 
produced locally. If they were produced locally, were itinerant 
potters and painters from Crete at work or were the Mycenaeans them­
selves copying imported vases? It is accepted that Mycenaeans were 
at Knossos in LMII but the Marine Style in the immediately preceeding 
period comes at a peculiarly sensitive point in the chronology as it 
shows a peaceful contact between Crete and the Mainland.
The duration of the îÆarine Style must also be considered, whether 
it lasted for only part of LMIB or for the whole period, in which case 
LMIB can be defined in terms of the Marine Style. There is evidence 
that it continued late into the period, and probably to the very end, 
from the Kythera deposits and from its presence at Kea together with LHIIA 
and LHIIB (29).
All these aspects will be taken into account in this ^say . A 
corpus will be assembled and each marine motif examined as to its source , 
development (if any) during the Marine Style and what happened to it in 
LMII. As the number of whole vases is so small, much can probably 
be gained from a study of the sherds. These might furnish evidence 
not only of different arrangements and combinations of motifs but also 
of different shapes, the range of shapes known so far being very small.
The shapes decorated in this Style must be examined to see if any were 
produced especially for this decoration. An attempt must be made to 
trace the main centre of production and possible individual painters.
The ï%rine Style on the Finland must be considered and its relationship 
to LMIB and, finally, historical conclusions must be drawn.
1. ^  (1939) 205-7
2. m  (1941) 581-2
3. OA VI (1950) 158-9
4 » LMIA - II 5II5 M i l  - PKU 22, AJA XIII (I909) 282, Pseira passim.
5. PM IV 885
6. Chronology 78-83
7. ^  180, 228
8. (1961-2) 26 fig. 33
9. BSA 62 (1967) 337-53
10. OA VI 255
11. Katsamba passim
12. S I M  XII 86 fn 9I
13. Chronology 8l in which Nirou is said to have LMIII pottery and
Tylissos a LMIIB vase.
14. GBA 144 Vermeule considers LMIA and LMIB to be contemporary.
Also Hutchinson 282. On the other hand, Banti, Festos II 55^-61
suggests that LMIB was contemporary with LMII.
15. PKU 23
16. Pseira 30, _ m  XIII (1909) 282
17» Platon Zakros passim, Marinatos Thera III 67 fn 1.
18. Banti Festos II 558-6I
18a. BSA IX (1902-3) pi 10, ^  XXXV-VI (1957-8) 278 pl 25, Pachyammos 
pis 9, 14.
19. Octopus - cm  VII 50, 51, 61; triton - M  I 696 fig. 518, Ib 222
fig. 167; fish - Ib 677 figs. 497-8; dolphin - _Ib 675 fig. 495-
20. Argonaut PAS (1956) pl 101; dolphins and fish Prosymna figs. 420-1
21. M I  521-2 figs. 380-1, Ib IV 128 fig. 97 pl 30d.
22. Zakros 142, T Do Ax 31, Karo pl 141.
23. M  II 503 fig. 307, Jb 504 fig. 308, Karo pl 103.
24. Karo pis 26,27, 28, 44. Crete & Mycenae pl 202 top right.
25. Knossos PM I 542 fig. 394, Ib II 5OI fig. 305; Melos Ib I 54I
fig. 393 Thera «The Times* 23.3.73.
26. Thera V pis C, 102.
27. Thera II pis C.7, 11,12 Ib IV pl 67b, pl 82 Ib V pl 49.
28. Thera V pis C, 102.
29. Kythera passim, Kea — Kesperia XLI (1972) 396.
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1. Alabastron (tall) Tritons 106
2. fi II Mrine Veg.
3- Jar/SJ Oct.A. frg. 8
4. Rhyton (conicalO Triton frg. 112
GOURNIA Nos. 5 - 6
5. Bowl Oct.B.frg. 21
6. SJ Oct.A 9
Ki^OSSOS Nos. 7 - 42
7. Alabastron (tall) Oct. B 19
8. II II Arg.B2.frg. 70
9. II II Urch.frg 150
10. Beaked Jug Star & Triton frg. 114
11. Bowl Oct.B RRN frg. 22
12. Br.Sp.Jug Arg.BI and G 87
13. Gup Oct.frg.B 23
14 Gup (bell) Tref. frg. 144
15. Ewer Triton 132
16. Flower pot Triton frg
17. II II II II 108
18. II II Fish frg 140
19. II II Marine Veg.frg. 155
20 Goblet Arg.G.MUM frgs. 92
2/
KNOSSOS cont. Photograph No,
21. In and Out Bowl Triton frg. 109
22. !» tt ? Triton Frg. 110
23. Jar Oct.A RRN& Arg.A 2
24. tf Oct.A 3
25. f! Triton Frg. 111
26. »! Triton Frg.
27. II Triton frg. 111
28. II Stars & TritonsMUÏ^ frgs 116
29 II Triton frg. 128
30Rhyt (con) Oct.A frg 5
31. Rhyt Tritons HH frg. 113
32. II Tritons frg. 117
33. II II II 118
34. II II II 129
35. II Tritons RRS frg. 130
36. Rhyt (pear) Oct.B frg. 28
37. SJ Oct.B frg. 31
38. SJ Oct.B TO frg. 32
39. 9 Arg.C frg. 95
40. 9 Oct.A frg. 11
41. 9 Oct.A frg; 12
42. 9 Fish frg. 141
2 X.
M&LLIA Nos. 43 - 50
Photograph No,
43. Alabastron (tall) Urchins 151
44. Alabastron (squat) Tref.
45. Beaked Jug Star & Triton 115
46. Br. Sp. Jug Arg.B.1
47. Bucket Vase Star. frg. 134
48. Cup. Weed & Shields 154
49. 9 Oct.B frg. 39
50. 9 Oct.B frg.Trefoil 40
NIROU
51. Bucket Jar Triton 107
PALAIKA.STR0 Nos. 52 - '76
52. Gup. Arg.C frgs. 88
53. Flask Oct. A 1
54. Pyxis Arg.B2 frg. 82
55. Rhyton (con) Oct.A frg. 6
56. II Triton 127
57. It II 127
58. "2 Star & Triton 131
59. II Star (Top^BM) 119
60. II Star (Top half Fitz)
61. II Star (Top half AMO) 120
62. II Triton (lower half) 121
63. Rhyton (pear) Oct.A
33
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64. Rhyton (pear)
65. "
66. "
67. "
68. "
69. ”
70. ”
71. "
72. SJ
73. SJ
74. Sj/Br.Sp. Jug
75.
76. ?
Photograph No.
Oct.A
Oct. A
Oct. A
Oct.A (lower half) 7 
Oct.A (BM)
Arg.C 93
Star & Triton (Pitz) 
Star & Triton 123
Oct. A
Oct.B frg 
Arg. B1 frg. 
Arg.A frg. 
Trefs. frg
10
33
65
56
148
PHAISTOS Nos.77 - 9
7J. Alabastron (tall) Tref. frg.
78. Rhyt. (peg top) Arg.B2
79. »* ” I'ferine Veg,
83
PSEIRA Nos. 80 - 3
80. Br.Sp. Jug
81. Rhyt. (pear)
82. II II
Arg.B1
Arg.C
Dolphin
59
94
137
34
PSEIRA. cont.
83. SJ. Arg.A
Photograph No,
56a
PYRGOS
84. Jar
TROCHALI
Triton frg. 126
85. Rhyton (pear) 
TYLISSOS
86. Jar
ZAKRO Nos. 87 - 100
87. Br.Sp. Jug
88. " "
89. " "
90. Ewer
91. "
92. Funnel
93. Jar
94. Rhyt. (con)
95. " . "
96. ” "
97. Rhyt. (pear)
98. " "
99. "
Oct.B
Tref.
Arg.B1 
ArgA 
Triton 
Arg.B2 
Arg.B2 frg 
Tref.
Oct.A
Star & Triton
ft I»
If n (AMO)
II "
29, 30
147
76
77 
146
4
124
125
3S
ZAKRO cont. Photograph No
100. sa Oct.A
KEA Nos. 101 - 4
101. Alabastron (tall) Arg.B2 71
102. Bowl Oct.B frgs.
103. Ewer Arg.C 91
104. ? Flower pot Triton frg.
KYTHERA Nos. 1 0 5 - 1 9
105. Alabastron (?tall) Arg.C frg.
106. Cup/bowl Arg.C frg.
107. Cup. Arg.B2 frg 74
108. tf 11 II 75
109. ft Arg^frg.
110. ft Tref.
111. If Star.frg. 135
112. It Tref.fr). ‘ ■ .1
113. Cup (bell) Weed.Frg
114. Goblet Weed, frg.
115. HMJ Star 136
116. J ar. Arg.B2 frg. 80
117. SJ Tref.frg.
118. 9 Arg.BI frg^BSA) 68
119. 9 Arg.frg. B2 84
MELOS Nos. 120 - 134 Photograph No
120. Alabastron (squat) Arg.B2 72
121. Beaked Jug Oct.B & Arg.B2 20
122. Br.Sp. Jug Arg.B2 73
123. HMJ Triton 133
124. ?SJ Oct.G frg. 46
125. SJ Oct.C frg. 47 & 48
126. SJ Oct.B frg 34
127. Sj/Br.Sp. Jug ARg.B1.frg 66
128. II II Arg.A.frg. 57
129. ? Tent.B frg 42
130. 9 II II 43
131. ? II II 44
132. ? II II 45
133. 9 Arg.C frg. 96
134. 9 Arg.C frg 66
AIGINA Nos. 1 3 5 - 6
135. Gup (bell) Arg.C 90
136. SJ Oct. B 35
ASINE
137. Alabastron (squat) Tref. I f S
ATHENS
138. SJ Oct.B
36
2?
BSRBATI PhotogrAph No,
139. Jar Oct.B
KAKÔVATOS
140. Jar Arg.BI 64
KORAKOU Nos. 141 - 3
141. ? Arg.B2 85
142. ? Tref. 149
143. ? OCt.B
LEPKANDI
144. ? Oct.B
MYCENAE Nos. 145 - 55
145" ÎAlabastron (squat) Arg.C frg. 86
146. Cup/bowl Arg.C frg. 89
147. In and Out Bowl ArgJ&Zfrg 79
148. Jar : Oct.B 24
149. Jar Oct.B 25
150. Rhyt on Cpear) Weed. 156
151. ? Oct,A 't
152. ? Oct. A IV
153. ? Oct.C 49
154. ? Arg.BI 69
155. ? Urchins 152
NIGHQRIA
156. Cup (bell) 
PROSYI#A Nos. 157 - 8
157. Cup (bell)
158. Jar
Ao û t sI Nos. 159 - 60
159. Alabastron (tall)
160. Jar.
THEBES Nos. 161 - 2
161. Jar
162. SJ
VAPHIO 
15^. Jar 
VARKIZA
164. Basket Vase
MISC. Nos. 165 - 8
165. Alabastron (squat)
166. Br.Pp. Jug
167. Ewer
168. SJ
Tref. frg.
Tref.
Oct.B
Tref.
Oct.B
Oct.B
Oct.B
Arg.B2
Fish
Arg.Bil (Armant) 
Arg&l( Abbot)
Arg.B2 (Mrseilles) 
Arg.BI (Basle)
145
26
142
27
37 and 38
81
138 and 139
58
60, 61, 62, 63
78 
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CATALOGUE
AGHIA TRIADHA
1. Alabastron (tall) C2999 Mon. Ant. XIII (1903) 66 H.O. 28m., Di. base 
0.145m. Condition - no lip. Grey-green clay, semi-lustrous black 
paint. Decoration of vertical tritons around body alternately inverted; 
background consisting of scale pattern which is vertical at the neck but 
becomes horizontal as it progresses down body; two bands at neck, two 
bands around base; possibly the clay is grey-green because the vase is 
badly fired. Photograph. /oé>,
2. Alabastron (tall) 02998 Heraklion Museum Study Collection H.O. 185m. 
Di. rim 0.145m, Di. base 0.14m. Condition - base and and one side 
missing. Pink clay, pinkish slip, black paint. Decoration of vertical 
rockwork down body from which grow spray fronds; foliate band on flaring 
rim finished by band in; two narrow bands below rim; base restored with 
two concentric circles but only evidence for the outer one.
3. Jar/stirrup jar Fragment Heraklion Museum East Apotheke. Di.base 
0.13m. Condition - base and part of lower body. Buff clay, buff 
slip, shaded brown paint. Decoration of octopus tentacles with suckers 
enclosing a dot. Ph. ' i /^9*
4. Rhyton (conical) Fragment Heraklion Museum East Apotheke.
Condition - wall near base. Pink clay, pink buff slip, shaded brown 
paint. Decoration of two vertical tritons back to back with weed in 
between them. On analogy with other rhyta (i.e. PKU pl 20) each of 
these tritons is probably facing a second one thus forming two or maybe 
three facing pairs around the base of the rhyton. Ph. UZ,
Z.
GOURNIA
5* Bowl Fragment Heraklion Museum West Apotheke. Condition - wall. 
Pinkish clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of 
octopus tentacle with suckers without internal dot; filling ornament 
of trefoil; monochrome inside. Ph.
6. Stirrup .jar Gournia pl H H.O. 19m., Di. body 0.24m., Di. base 
0.09m, Di. spout 0.545m. Pink-buff clay, buff slip, black to shaded-
brown paint. Decoration of two octopuses set obliquely from right to
left at front and back; filling ornament of rock, sea urchins, spray 
frond and triton at head of one octopus; spout monochrome in and out; 
false mouth with trefoil ornament on top; sides of handles monochrome, 
tops of handles painted with irregular curved strips. Ph. *7, y». /9
KNOSSOS
7. Alabastron (tall) T.Do.Ax. 87 Decoration of one octopus placed 
horizontally; tentacles do not cross and have no dots in the suckers; 
filling ornament of scale pattern, air bubbles, rock and weed; trefoil 
on base with spray fronds growing from it. Ph./? /?9
8. ? Alabastron tall Fragment SM N II. I8 Queen's Megaron Area of
Fish Fresco. Condition - wall. Pink clay, pink-buff slip, shaded- 
brown paint. Decoration of sm'^ all argonaut amidst scale pattern. Ph.^-O
9. Alabastron (tall) Fragment SM A I. 21 Theatral Area. Area West
of Kouloura. Condition - wall. Pinkish clay, pink-buff slip, shaded- 
brown paint. Decoration of sea urchins. Ph. /S'o
10. Beaked .jug Fragment RRN SM Di. body 0.19m. Condition - shoulder 
only. Pinkish clay, buff slip, black paint. Decoration on shoulder 
two starfish with a black centre circle surrounded by two concentric
4/
circles; spray between the starfish; at edge of sherd the remains of 
a small vertical triton also between the starfish. The shape to which 
this sherd belongs is not certain but it is definitely that of a narrow­
necked closed vessel and, on analogy with the decoration of the Mallia 
beaked jng Cat. No. 45» it would seem likely that this sherd, too, 
belongs to a beaked jug. Ph.
11. Bowl Fragment RRN Condition - wall. Pinkish clay, buff slip, 
black paint. Decoration of octopus tentacle with no dots in suckers; 
monochrome inside. This sherd has a curious flattened area in its 
centre - see photograph
12. Bridge Spouted Jug PMIV 279 fig.214 found in a chamber tomb near 
the Temple Tomb. Condition - spout restored. Decoration of argo­
nauts swimming to right round body amongst trefoil, spray, rockwork, 
sea urchins; bands around lower body. Ph.
13. Cup Fragments SM PI Little Palace Condition - wall. Pink clay, 
buff slip, red-brown paint. Decoration of tentacles with no dot in 
suckers; filling ornament of weed; monochrome inside. Ph.^^S
14. Cup (bell) Fragment SM A II. I5 SSW Rooms. Condition - rim.
Buff clay, buff slip, brown paint. Decoration of trefoils with arched 
rockwork above and below each trefoil alternately; monochrome inside.
Ph. /U A . />•
15. 'Ewer' M I V  215 fig. I65 House of Sano-tusry H.O. 18m. Condition - 
upper part restored. Yellow buff slip, orange paint, not lustrous.
Shape - flaring rim with prominent ring round base of long neck; double 
excrescences below spring of handles; globular body. Decoration of 
inverted triton on one side of neck with weed, next to triton are two 
flowers; same on other side of neck except triton not inverted; foliate 
band on rim; dots on edge of rim and band below rim; blobs around neck
ring; foliate band below it; lower body covered with fine stipple.
Ph.
16. Flower pot Fragment SM PI Little Palace. Di. base 0.06m.
Condition - base fragment, pierced. Pink clay, pink-buff slip, black 
paint. Decoration of vertical tritons around base with axes or weed 
between them; the axe is not duplicated at the edges and there are no 
cusps, the hafts are reduced by the base band from which the axes grow; 
they are carried tlirough the sockets and terminate in a knob; band 
above bases; diagonal lines on edge of base.
17. Flower pot Fragment AMO I938. 491 PMII 506 fig. 310b-c. Di. base 
0.05m. Condition - base only. Buff clay, buff slip, shaded-brown 
paint. Decoration of two large vertical tritons; rock and weed around 
base, rock containing reserved sponge print. Ph. /C>S
18. Flower pot Fragment AMO I9IO. 186 Antiquity XXXIV (1960) 269 Fig. 3 
H. ex. 0.052m., Di. base 0,058m. Condition - base only, pierced Pinky 
clay, buff slip, shaded brown paint. Decoration of tunny fish swimming 
down to base. Ph.
19. Flower pot Fragment AMO 1938. 49^ H ex 0.042m., Di. base 0.05m. 
Condition - base only, pierced Pinky clay, buff slip, shaded-brown paint. 
Shape - ridge just above base. Decoration of rock and weed. Ph.
20. Goblet Fragments MUM Outside South Wall of Mansion Tr. 15 level31* 
Di. rim 0.12. Condition - fragments of upper body including handle 
stub. Pink-buff clay, buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of 
argonauts swimming to right, their bodies filled with horizontal lines 
and their tentacles having no suckers; coronet around the top of each 
tentacle; filling ornament of rock, spray and tritons, the latter small 
and with three symmetrical segments to body and a fourth for tail. Ph.
43
21. In and Out Bowl Fragment Heraklion Museum East Apotheke Gamma 99. 
Condition - wall. Orange-pink clay, pink-buff slip, brown-red paint. 
Decoration, out - two thick diagonal lines; in - triton body with 
spray. Ph. /O ^ . yn
22. In and Out Bowl Fragment. SM C.V.1 South House. Condition - 
body fragment near rim. Pink clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown paint. 
Decoration: out - papyrus flower alternating with bicurved arch, foliate 
band below rim; in - weed growing down from rim and ?triton body next
to it. Ph.//^. /I
23. Jar AR (196I-2) 28 fig. 36 RR. Condition - top half only. Pink- 
buff slip, black-red paint. Shape - pithoid amphora with four vertical 
handles on shoulder, flaring rim and base ring. Decoration of two 
octopuses placed vertically under handles; filling ornament of tritons, 
rockwork, sea-urchins, spray and one argonaut (tentacle tips only) with 
suckers enclosing a dot; two reserved wavy lines on neck; adder mark 
on lip; chevrons on handles. Ph.
24. Jar PMIV 280 fig. 215# Pink-buff slip, black paint. Shape -
a pithoid amphora with three vertical shoulder handles, wide neck with 
flaring rim, base ring. Decoration of three octopuses between the 
handles, filling ornament of spray, weed and rock; foliate band on lip; 
two reserved wavy lines on neck; vertical groups of lines on neck ring 
and rim; chevrons down handles. Ph.
25# Jar Fragments. SM C.V. 1 South House BSA 62 (I967) pl# 8la. 
Condition - wall, two fragments. Pinkish clay, pink-buff slip, shaded- 
brown paint. Decoration of large vertical tritons facing each other 
with spray between them. Ph. / / /  yi. ^
26. Jar Fragment Heraklion Museum. Condition - wall. Pinkish 
clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown. Decoration of large tritons with 
spray fronds between them.
27# Jar Fragment SM C.V.I South House BSA 62 (I967) pl# 8la. Condition 
wall fragment. Pinkish clay, pink-buff slip, shade dr-brown paint.
Decoration of a horizontal triton. The appearance of this triton is
peculiar in that the head segment contains five vertical lines whose 
normal rows of cross bars alternate with rows of diagonal cross bars. 
Moreover, the next segment is the first of the body, appears to have 
lines springing out from its top da/gonally instead of vertically.
This example is the only instance so far of this type of decoration. Ph.///
p . m
28. Jar. Fragments MUM Outside South wall of Mansion Tr. I5 level 31# 
Condition - wall. Coarse pinky clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown 
paint. Decoration of starfish, having a filled centre circle surrounded 
by two concentric circles, and tritons amidst scale and spray. Ph. //^.
p- 'XU.
29# Jar Fragment SM P.I.2 Little Palace East of Pit of Bull's Head 
Condition - wall. Pinky-mauve clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown 
paint. Decoration of large triton with axe; only edge of axe is left
and this is not duplicated; Between and below triton and axe is the
beginning of rockwork tricurved arch M  32.1,62.4# Ph.
30. Rhyton (conical) Fragment SM L.III.20 Royal Pottery Stores.
S I M  XII pl. 28d. Condition - wall. Orange-pink clay, pink-buff 
slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of crossing tentacles with internal 
dot in suckers; filling ornament of air bubble and weed. Ph.5^ y>.
45
31. Rhyton (conical) Fragment SM Hogarth's Houses. Condition - 
wall. Pink-orange clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown paint.
Decoration of a large vertical triton against a background of spray 
fronds. Ph. //g
32. Rhyton. (conical) Fragment SM A.II 12 North West Treasure House 
North East Rooms. Condition - wall near base. Pinkish clay, pink- 
buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of tritons with starfish 
above them. Ph. //
33# Rhyton (conical) Fragment SM C.V.I South House. Condition -
wall. Pinkish clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration 
of triton with a star-fish above. Ph •
34# Rhyton (conical) Fragments AMO 1938. 530a, b PM IV 360 Di. body 
0.08m. Condition - two wall fragments. Pinky-buff clay, buff slip, 
shaded-brown paint. Decoration of tritons with axe heads between them 
and rockwork/tricurved arch FM 32.1, 62.4# The edges of the axes are 
not reduplicated and there are no cusps. The hafts are reduced to a 
short section with a blob below it, although they are still carried 
through the sockets and terminate in a knob. Ph.
35# Rhyton (conical) Fragment RRS (Warren) Trench C level 14 -
mixed level. Condition - wall. Buff clay, buff slip, shaded-brown 
paint. Decoration of two small tritons with axes between them.
The edges of the axes are not duplicated and there are no cusps.
The hafts are reduced to a short section with a blob below it, although 
they are still carried through the sockets and terminate in a knob.
Ph. /S o . py. X ./S .
36. Rhyton (pear) Fragment SM M.IV Area of East Slope Fire Places
SIMA XII pl 27c. Condition - wall. Mauve-pink clay, buff-white
slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of crossing tentacles, sucker
4^
with no inner dot; filling ornament of rockwork and air bubbles.
Ph. 3-3>.
37# Stirrup .jar Fragment SM CV. I South House outside North Face.
Fall from Palace Di. base 0.10m. Condition - base and lower wall. 
Pinkish clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of 
tentacles, suckers with no inner dot; filling ornament of weed. Ph. 2/.
38. stirrup .jar Fragment Knossos Terracottas Di. base 0.12m. Pink- 
buff clay, buff slip, plack paint. Decoration of octopus tentacles 
with no dots in suckers; rock springs from band round base. Ph. 2
39# ? shape Fragment SM Hogarth's Houses Hood's excavation K 11.
Condition - wall. Pink clay fired buff, shaded-brown paint.
Decoration of argonaut swimming to tight, no suckers on tentacles; 
filling ornament of weed and foliate bands Ph. 95!" y.
40. ? shape Fragment Hogarth's Houses Heraklion Museum East Apotheke
Gamma 6. Condition - wall Yellow clay, yellow slip, plack paint. 
Decoration of octopus tentacles having sucker with internal dot and 
filling ornament of trefoil. Ph. // /9^.
4^1 • ? shape Fragment North West Treasure House NW Rooms. Condition
- wall Pink-mauve clay, white-buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decrration 
of two large urchins with octopus tentacle, having suckers with dot, 
above them. Ph. //?. y?. /9^.
42. ? shape Fragments SM A.II. I5 SSW Rooms North West Treasure
House (2 sherds) and AM) 1938. 496 (one sherd). Condition - wall 
Dark grey clay fired deep pink, buff slip, black paint. Decoration 
of tunny fish swimming down to lower body bands; filling ornament 
of scale. Ph. /A/, y?
49
MALLIA
43. Alabastron (tall) House Zb Room^EG XI $6 pl 55^3*H.0.154m. (4^ 
Di. mouth 0.93m Condition - whole vase burnt so that paint gone and 
urchins are no longer reserved. Dark grey clay (burnt), black paint.
Shape - thin walled with flaring lip. Decoration of reserved sea- 
urchins all over body; adder mark on neck. Ph. /5*/ /»•
44. Alabastron (squat) House Zb ^  XI 57 pl 15#4, 5.H.O.o7m, Di. 0.19m. 
Grey clay, green-gray slip, paint fugitive. Decoration of waves of 
rock with parallel dotted lines inside; trefoils under handles; base 
with two concentric circles with cross in central one from which radiate 
four groups of two wavy lines; another wavy line around edge joins all 
these together.
45* Beaked jug House Zb Room I ^  XI 55 pl 16.2 and frontispiece
H.O. 27m. Di. 0.19m. Green-grey clay, black paint. Shape - shoulder
almost horizontal, ring at base of neck, tapering spout, ribbed handle
tapering outwards at base and with 'buttons* at top imitating metal
star
protype. Decoration - on shoulder three large ap%^-fish having a 
black centre surrounded by two concentric circles, spray between the 
starfish hanging from band at base of neck, while rocks grow up from 
bottom of vase; between the spray fronds are large vertical tritons 
which alternate with the starfish; chevrons on handle; tongue pattern 
on neck arising from a band which goes round the lip in%side and 
outside. Ph. //£* y?.
46. Bridge spouted jug House Za ^  IX 84 pl 43. 1-4/H.O. 215m., 0^4;S?'
Di. base 0.95m., Di. max. body 0.24m. Condition - spout and handle 
reconstructed. Grey-green clay, black paint. Shape - short strijâght neck
horizontal lip, bridge spout, metallic 1aid-on handle arched from rim
to shoulder, flat base. Decoration of argonauts swimming round body 
towards the right amid rock, weed and trefoil; foliate band round neck
and shoulder; three bands below decorative zone and one round base.
47# Bucket Vase Fragment House Za M938 Mallia apotheke Di. body 0.08m. 
Condition - base. Paint fugitive except red-black patches. Decoration 
of lower edge of starfish; no circles between rays of starfish as on 
other vases; next to starfish an axe with the remnants of a second 
above it, edges of axe not reduplicated and no cusps; haft reduced but 
still carried through socket to end in a knob; band round base. Ph.
p.xn
48. Cup Fragments House E (M2172 joining 219I and M2215 joining 2185 
(latter published)). ^  XI pl 62f. Mallia Apotheke. Buff clay, red- 
brown paint. Shape - remains of spout and handle. Decoration of 
weed on rim; shields belii^  rim alternating with hatched crocus blooms; 
monochrome inside. Ph.
49. ? shape Fragment M208l House E EC XI pl 62g Mallia Apotheke.
Condition - wall. Grey clay fired pink, red-brown to purple paint. 
Decoration of tentacles, suckers without dots. Ph. 29. y>- SKO%
50. ? shape Fragment M2734 House E EC XI pl 63b. Mallia Apotheke. 
Condition - wall. Grey clay fired buff, red-brown to purple paint. 
Decoration of tentacles, suckers without dots; filling ornament of 
trefoil. Ph, A O . /».
NIROU GHAMI
51. Cylindrical ,1ar C7572 Xanthcudides jg (1922) 20 fig. 17 H.O. 18m.
Di. rim 0.16m. Condition - reconstructed from fragments. Red clay, 
black paint. Shape - cylindrical body with two wide horizontal handles 
and a short spout; between the handles and each side of the spout are 
three plastic 'buttons'. Decoration of four vertical tritons with 
spray between them; rock and weed at top and bottom of decorative 
areas; two bands below neck and one round base; groups of vertical
49
lines on handles. Ph. / O '^  y>.
PALAIKA.STRO
52. Gup Fragments BSA 65 (1970) 231 Di. 0.14m. Condition - six 
fragments including one rim. Pinkish clay, black paint. Decoration 
of argonauts swimming to fight round body alternating with trefoils, 
the tentacles having no suckers; horizontal S's on rim; rock and weed 
from band below rim; trefoil with rock inside, weed outside; 
monochrome inside. Ph. y?.
53. Flask C3383 PKU pl 18 a H.O.27m., Di. mouth 0.05m. Buff slip, 
brown paint but in places grey-green slip and green-black paint from 
over-firing/burning. Shape - flattened spheroid with a small foot and 
short neck with elliptical mouth compressed between round vertical 
handles. Decoration of two octopuses set obliquely from right to 
left; filling ornament of triton, rock,weed, spray and sea-urchin; 
wavy vertical lines on neck; horizontal lines on handles. Ph. /.
54# Pyxis Fragment CVA Fitzwilliam Museum no 58. Condition - shoulder. 
Pink clay, palebuff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of argonaut 
amidst scale pattern. Ph. y?. 9^/0,
55# Rhyton (conical) Fragment Heraklion Museum East Apotheke Box 58a 
Condition - wall. Pink-orange clay, pink-buff slip, black paint. 
Decoration of octopus having suckers with internal dot. Ph. 6 . y
56. Rhyton (conical) C3384 PKU 50 pl 19^ H.O.33m. Yellow slip, red- 
black paint. Shape - slightly turned ovjer rim notched externally; 
handle square in section and rising a little above rim; rivet head 
at juncture of handle and rim; perforated base. Decoration of vertical 
bands of rockwork with vertical tritons between each spray growing from 
bands; adder mark on and below rim; octopus with dots instead of
S o
suckers in the rockwork at top of vessel, upright, inverted and side­
ways on. Ph. ^
57. Rhyton (conical) G3385 PKU 5O pi 19h. H.O. 0.35m. Yellow slip, 
red-black paint. Shape - slightly turned over rim notched externally; 
handle square in section and rising a little above rim; rivet head at 
juncture of handle and rim; perforated gjEse. Decoration of vertical 
bands of rockwork with spray growing from them; vertical tritons half 
buried in net of bands of rockwork; adder mark on and below rim. Ph.
58. Rhyton (conical) 03386 PKU 50 pi 20 H.O. 345%. Yellow slip, 
black-red paint. Shape - slightly turned over rim notched externally; 
handle square in section and rising a little above rim; rivet head
at junction of handle and rim; perforated base. Decoration of two 
starfish with large filled centre circles surrounded by one other circle; 
between the starfish on eash side a double axe with duplicated blade 
edge and cusps within; the haft is carried through the socket and ends 
in a knob; below each starfish two tritons face each other; the rocks 
around them are represented by thick and thin wavy lines. The same 
lines occur between the axe hafts below the rim but here they have 
assumed the form of rockwork/tricurved arch FM 32.1 ,62.4; adder mark 
on rim; foliate band below rim; at base a rayed pattern with small 
circles between each ray - obviously this pattern is derived from 
starfish. Ph./S/
59* Rhyton (conical) g  A684 1.1 110 fig. 139 H. ex 0.135% Di. rim 
0.122. Condition - top half only. Pinky clay, buff slip, black paint. 
Shape - slightly turned over rim notched externally. Decoration of 
starfish on shoulder with filled centre circle surrounded by another 
circle; rockwork and weed hang down between them; adder mark on and 
below rim. Ph. //^ 9J ’^ ,
60. Rhyton (conical) OVA Pitzwilliam Museum pi III.30 H ex. 0.383m.
6"/
Condition - handle and part of lip extant. Orange-red paint.
Decoration of starfish on shoulder with rockwork and spray between them; 
adder mark on lip; reciprocal serpentine below lip enclosing a ros^ette 
of dots in each loop; wide and narrow curved bars across handle.
61. Rhyton (conical) AMO I909. 373 PKU 5I fig. 38. Condition - top 
half only. Yellow slip and black paint. Shape - slightly turned over 
rim notched externally; handle square in section and rising a little 
above rim, rivet head at junctira. Decoration of starfish on shoulder 
with filled centre circle surrounded by another circle; rockwork and 
weed hang down between them; below rim reciprocal serpentine enclosing 
a rosette of dots in each loop. Ph. p .
62. Rhyton (conical) AMD I909. 393 H. ex 0.13m. Condition - wall 
above base. Pink clay, buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of 
two starfish on opposite sides at base and remains of six tritons with 
net between them. Ph.
63. Rhyton (pear) 03392 P K U  52» Shape - wide lip on thin concave 
neck, small loop handle under rim, neck ring, perforated base.
Decoration of two octopuses back and front set vertically; filling 
ornament of rocks weed and net; suckers with internal dot.
64. Rhyton (pear) 03393 PKU 52. Shape - wide lip on thin concave
neck, small loop handle under rim, neck ring, perforated base.
Decoration of two octopuses back and front set vertically; filling 
orna&ent of rocks, weed, net and triton; suckers enclose a dot; 
triton on neck.
65. Rhyton (pear) 03394 PKU 52. Shape - wide lip on thin concave
neck; small loop handle under rim, neck ring, perforated base.
Decoration of two octopuses back and front set vertically; filling
orn; on ] cLe#®:" “ark on neck; curved stripes
66. Rhyton (pear) 03395 Listed in PKU 52 as a duplicate of Oat. No.
61 03392 but I am unable to trace this vase as it is not on show nor 
in the Study Oollection in the Heraklion Museum.
67. Rhyton (pear) Heraklion Museum East Apotheke Box 58a H ex 0.14m. 
Oondition - lower half. Pink clay, pink-buff slip, black paint.
Shape - base not pierced but a depression where hole was started. 
Decoration of two octopuses set vertically back and front, having 
suckers enclosing a dot. Ph. ^  p .
68. Rhyton (pear) BMA 65O 1.1 pi 9 PKU 52. Shape - wide lip 
on thin concave neck, small loop handle under rim, neck ring, perfor­
ated base. Decoration of two octopuses back and front set vertically; 
filling ornament of rock, weed and net; decoration of lip and neck 
indistinguishable; curved stripes on neck ring; suckers enclose a dot,
69. Rhyton (pear) 03398 PKU 53 pi 21 H.O.285m. Shape - wide lip; 
thin concave neck, small loop handle under rim, neck ring, perforated 
base. Decoration of argonauts swimming to right round body and placed 
roughly in columns down body; filling ornament of scale pattern and 
rockwork; decoration of lip and neck ring - serpentine loop enclosing 
sponge pattern; tritons, rock and weed on neck. Ph. ^ S. p ,  .^ /S,
70. Rhyton (pear) CVA Pitzwilliam Museum pi III. 31. Condition -
rim, handle and base restored. Buff slip, black paint. Shape - thin
concave neck, neck ring. Decoration of starfish on shoulder having 
black centre circle surrounded by another circle; below starfish one 
triton extant, presumably one of a pair; rockwork and spray hang down 
between the starfish; adder mark on rim; reserved sponge print on 
neck; wavy lines on neck ring.
71. Rhyton (pear) C3397 PKU 53 fig. 41 H. max. 0.24m. Condition -
base restored. Shape - wide lip on thin concave neck, small loop
f S
handle under rim, neck ring, perforated base. Decoration of starfish 
onshoulder having black centre circle surrounded by another circle; 
below starfish two pairs of tritons face each other; rockwork and spray 
hang down between the star fish; adder mark on rim; reserved sponge 
print on neck; wavy lines on neck ring. Twin of Gat. No 70. Ph.
72. Stirrup .jar BSA 65 I97O pi 56 H.O.265m, Di. body 0.3l6m. Pale 
yellow clay burnt grey, dark-red paint burnt black. Decoration of 
two octopuses set obliquely from left to tight at front and back; 
filling ornament of weed, trefoil and air bubble; quatrefoil on top
of false spout; bars on handles; suckers with internal dot. P h . /? 7;
73. Stirrup .jar Fragment CVA Fitzwilliam Museum No. 6I. Di. base 
c.C.IOm. Condition - base and part of lower body. Grey clay fired 
pink, buff slip, black-red paint. Decoration of octopus having suckers 
without ènternal dot. Ph. S?. p >  52.^ /.
74* Stirrup jar/bridge spouted .jug Fragment CVA Fitzwilliam Museum 
No. 58. Condition - wall. Pink clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown 
paint. Decoration of argonaut upper body and first tentacle. Ph. ^ 5^
p ,
75* Stirrup jar/bridge spouted jug Fragments Heraklion Museum West 
Apotheke Box 53. Condition - two fragments wall. Pink clay, pink- 
huff slip, brown paint. First fragment - lower part of shell with 
weed filling ornament; second fragment - two argonaut tentacle tips 
with internal dot. Ph. ^ é. p -  X O é ,
76. ? shape Fragment Archaeological Museum, Cambridge. No. 54#
Condition - wall fragment, closed shape. Pinky clay, buff slip, black 
paint. Decoration of trefoils with background of net. Ph. ^ ^ 4
PHAISTOS
77# Alabastron (tall) Bord® Arte Cretese-Micenea No. I65 pi. 32. Di. ^  
0.21m. Condition - base and lower body only. Pink-grey clay, black 
paint. Decoration of marguerites separated by tri-arch pattern; 
trefoil on base with rock and spray.
78# Rhyton (peg top) C5832 Festos II 173 H.O.20m., Di. mouth 0.07m.,
Di. body 0.125m. Red-grey clay, black paint. Shape - wide neck and 
jutting lip, handle round in section with imitation metal rivat at 
junction with neck, pierced base. Decoration of four argonauts swim- 
ing round body to right amongst small trefoil, rock and weed; horizont­
al wavy lines on lip and handle; rock on neck; base solid. Ph.
79# Rhyton (peg top) Pigorini Museum 77280 Borde Arte Cretese-Micenea 
No. 166 pi 31# top middle. H.max.O.26m., Di. body 0.19m. Condition - 
lower half only. Grey clay, brown paint. Shape - rather lop-sided. 
Decoration of marine vegetation all over.
PSEIRA
80. Bridge spouted jug Pseira 32. fig.13# H.c.0.22m. Mended and 
restored from many fragments. Shape - short straight neck, horizontal 
lip and bridge spout; a metallic laid-on handle arched from rim to 
shoulder with 'rivet# at top; flat base. Decoration of argonauts 
swimming round body to right amidst rock work; foliate band around 
neck; bars down handle; three bands below body zone. Ph. '^9. (P-
81. Rhyton (pear) C5410 Heraklion Museum Study Collection Case 50 
H.ex. 0.222m., Di. rim 0.075 1^. Condition - top half only and very 
little rim. Pink-buff clay, buff slip, black-to-red paint. Shape - 
wide lip with thin concave neck, small loop handle under rim, neck ring. 
Decoration of argonauts swimming up body in roughly vertical columns;
s s
filling ornament of scale pattern, spray, rockwork and weed; chevrons 
round rim; mano band in and out below rim; foliate band round neck; 
chevrons on neck ring. Ph. 9^4 5^ /S.
82. Rhyton (pear) Pseira 29 fig. 10. Decoration of dolphins swimming 
up and down body amidst scale filled with dots; rock and weed at top 
of body; rock on rim; rock, weed and spray on neck; S's on neck 
ring. Ph.
83. Stirrup .jar BSA 67 (1972) pi 36. H.O. 196m., Di. mouth 0.035%.,
Di. base 0.08m., Di. body 0.243m. Condition - restored from many 
fragments, mouth and lower body almost completely restored. Pinky 
clay, pink-buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of four argonauts 
swimming round bady to right amidst tritons, trefoils and spray; 
urchin on false mouth; neck solid paint; one (maybe more) concentric 
band round lower body. Ph. S éok, p ,
PYRGOS
84. Jar Fragment Trench Gb level 2. Di. body 0.17m. Condition - 
wall. Decoration of vertical bands of rockwork with vertical triton 
between them. Ph. p>
TROCHALI WEST
85. Rhyton (pear) BSA 59 (I964) pi I5 H. ex. o.llm, Di. base 0.025m, 
Greyish clay fired pink, pink-buff slip, black-red paint. Shape - 
very wide base, not the usual pointed one. Decoration of tentacles 
having suckers with no internal dot; filling ornament of trefoil and 
rockwork. Ph. /»• XO/^
S i
TYLISSOS
86. Jar M  (1912) 202 fig. 613, PMII fig. 248. Condition - restored 
from many fragments, no lip, base or any complete handle. Shape - 
a pithoid amphora with three vertical shoulder handles in three rows 
decreasing in size down body, two top rows ribbon shaped, bottom row 
round. A cord in relief joins neck to body; wide neck with flaring 
lip; groove in lip. Decoration - six bands round body consisting of 
croci with festoons between them alternating with bands of trefoils, 
which have spray growing outside and weed inside; reserved wavy line 
on rim, two of same on neck. Ph. 2.2/
ZAKRO
87. Bridge spouted jug Hefaklion Museum unpublished. H.c. 0.25m. 
Shape - short straight neck, horizontal lip and bridge spout; deep 
globular body; metallic laid-on handle arched from rim to shoulder; 
flat base. Decoration of argonauts swimming round body to the right 
amidst weed, trefoil and spray; foliate band on neck; scale pattern 
on shoulder; chevrons down handle; five bands below decorative zone 
to base.
88. Bridge spouted jug PAE (I962) pi 152. Shape - depressed ovoid 
with short straight neck, horizontal lip and bridge spout; a metallic 
laid-on handle sloping from rim to shoulder; flat base. Decoration 
of argonauts swimming round body to right amidst trefoil, spray, rock 
and weed, tentacles having suckers with internal dot; ? Y*s on neck 
inverted alternately; scale pattern on shoulder; five bands below 
decorated zone to base.
89. Bridge spouted jug PAE (1962) pi 152 H.c.O. 0.28m. Shape - 
deep ovoid body, short straight neck, horizontal lip and bridge spout; 
metallic laid on handle arched from rim to shoulder and in
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section; flat base. Decoration of vertical bands of rockwork round 
body; vertical tritons between bands and spray growing down from 
bands; diagonal bars across handle; foliate band on neck; 
four bands round base.
90. Ewer Platon Crete pis 45 and 112. Shape - conical - piriform 
body; stud at top of ribbed metallic handle. Decoration of four 
rows of argonauts swimming round body to the right amidst net; rim 
decorated with scale pattern round mouth followed by foliate band and 
then chevrons on edge; foliate band on neck below which several rows 
of scale pattern as on rim; below this a circle of argonauts with 
rockwork between them; sponge pattern on shoulder with foliate band 
below it; also foliate band down handle and round base. Ph.^^,/7.-2/C.
91. Ewer Fragment Heraklion Museum West Apotheke Gamma 47*
Condition - wall with beginning of handle stub. Pink clay, buff 
slip, black paint. Decoration of argonaut amid scale pattern; 
foliate band around stub of handle. Ph."??. 2/0.
92. Funnel PAE (I962) pi 155 Heraklion Museum Case IO5. Condition - 
base somewhat restored. Decoration out-drop pendants around rim. a 
line of dots below and then spirals and arcades beneath; in - 
quatrefoil round base with spray fronds growing from it to rim;
drop pendants below rim; quatrefoil has double outer line with 
crenellations along it and weed inside; sea urchin in base with 
funnel hole in middle - but difficult to see how much is restored.
93. Jar Platon Crete fig. 43 H.c.0.52m., rim 0.24%. Shape - 
pithoid amphora with nine vertical handles in three rows the top 
three ribbed and laid on. Decoration of three octopuses between 
handles placed obliquely from left to right; filling ornament of 
tritons, spray, rocks and weed; three reserved wavy lines on rim and 
three on neck; raised band below neck with chevrons; foliate band
on handles. Ph. p .  /9/.
94* Rhyton (conical) Heraklion Museum Case 106 H.C. 0.32m. B^ uff 
slip, orangy paint. Decoration of a circle of double axes below rim 
with no duplication at blade edge and no cusps within. The haft is
carried through the socket and ends in a knob; starfish below the 
double axes; below starfish two pairs of tritons face each other with 
spray separating each pair; under the circle of axes and between the 
starfish rockwork/tricurved arch FM 33.1.624; adder mark on rim; 
foliate band below rim.
95. Rhyton (conical) Heraklion Museum Case 106 H.c. 0.32m.
Condition - base restored. Buff slip, orangy paint. Decoration of 
a circle of double axes below rim with no duplication at blade edge 
and no cusp within. The haft is carried through the socket and ends 
in a knob; starfish below double axes; below starfish two pairs of 
tritons face each other with spray separating each pair; under the 
circle of axes and between the starfish rockwork/tricurved arch FM 
33.1 62.4 ; adder mark on rim; foliate band below rim.
96. Rhyton (conical) Heraklion Museum Case IO6 H.c. 0.32m.
Condition - base restored. Buff slip, orange paint. Decoration of 
a circle of double axes below rim with no duplication at blade edge 
and no cusps within. The haft is carried through the socket and ends 
in a knob; starfish below double axes; under the circle of axes and 
between the starfish rockwork/tricurved arch FM 38.1.62,4; below 
starfish two pairs of tritons face each other with spray separating 
each pair; adder mark on rim; foliate band below rim.
97. Rhyton (pear) JHS XXII (19O2) pi 12. Condition - base restored.
Pinkish-yellow clay, buff slip, red paint. Decoration of starfish on 
shoulder having a black centre circle surrounded by two concentric 
circles; below starfish pairs of tritons facing each other; inverted
tritons on neck; rocks at top and bottom and round base; weed on 
lip; wavy lines on neck ring. Ph.
98. Rhyton (pear) AMO AE785 H. ex. 0.13m. Condition - upper half 
only. Buff clay, pinky buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration 
of starfish having black centre circle surrounded by two concentric 
circles with rockwork and weed between them; inverted tritons around 
neck; rocks at base of neck. Twin of Cat. No. 97. P h . /?.
99. Rhyton (pear) PAE (I962) Paton Zakros plate on 110. pi I53* 0
Shape - wide lip on thin concave neck, small loop handle under rim,
neck ring. Decoration of starfish on shoulder having filled centre 
circle surrounded by two concentric circles; between the starfish in 
two places are inverted tritons with rockwork/tricurved arch M  33.1.62.4 
above. In the third place there is only this latter motif. Below 
the starfish are pairs of inverted tritons; foliate band on lip;
trickle down neck; wavy line on neck ring; foliate band on shoulder.
100. Stirrup .jar Platon Zakros plate on 121. Condition - false 
mouth and two handles restored. Pink-buff clay, buff slip, black 
paint. Decoration of two octopuses set obliquely from left to right 
at front and back; filling ornament of spray, triton and weed;
Tentacles with suckers enclosing a dot.
THE ISLANDS 
Kea - Ayia Irini
101. Alabastron (tall) Hesperia XXXIII (1964) pl 53a. Condition - 
half of body only and no rim. Pink-buff slip, black paint. Shape -
wide lip; decoration of two rows of argonauts swimming round body to 
the right amidst scale pattern and small trefoils; foliate band on
é o
on neck. Ph. "?/ p>
102. Bowl Hesperia XXXIII (I964) pl 52d. Condition — fragments 
including rim. Decoration of octopus placed sideways on, tentacles 
without internal dot; fill of sea-urchins and air-hubhles; groups 
of vertical lines on rim.
103. Ewer BCH 9I (1968) 95I. Hesperia XLI (1972) 395 pl 94 H4.
Area of R H. ex. 0.26m., Di. body 0.213m. Condition - most of neck 
missing. Fine yellow-buff shading to pinkish clay, buff slip, black 
paint. Decoration of two rows of argonauts swimming round body, 
upper row towards right and lower row to left; filling decoration of 
large and small trefoils, rock and weed; two bands below body zone, 
solid base. Suckers are portrayed as dots. Ph. *9/ p -
104 ? Flower pot Fragment Hesperia XLI (l972) pl 95 R 11. From
disturbed earth at North edge of town. Di. rim est. 0.30m. Th. of 
wall 0.005m. Condition- wall fragment.with rim. Fine pink-tan clay 
with grey core, buff slip, black paint. Decoration of tricurved arch 
with rock below from which grows spray; at iether side of spray part 
of triton head with star above it.
KYTHBRA - Kastri
105. Alabastron ? tall) Fragment Kythera ^  138 pl 40. Condition - 
wall. Orange clay, brown paint. Decoration of argonaut tentacles 
having dots instead of suckers.
106. Cup/bowl Fragment Kythera ^  101-2 pl 39* Condition - wall. 
Decoration of argonauts with wavy band below; tentacles without suckers; 
monochrome inside.
107. Cup (rounded) Fragment Kythera CJ 110 pl 53* Condition - base
6/
and lower wall. Soft pale-orange clay, worn brown paint.
Decoration of argonauts against open background; wavy band at base; 
monochrome inside. Ph. yi. ^^9.
108. Gup (rounded) Fragment Kythera 120 pl 53. Condition - 
wall. Soft buff clay, brown paint. Decoration of argonaut body
and trefoil with rock in and weed out; monochrome inside. Ph.?^.Z’- 2^ *?,
109. Cup (rounded) Fragment Kythera O 1^1 pl 54* Condition - wall
Pale orange clay, black paint. Decoration - out rockwork, in - 
argonaut with no suckers; fill of small trefoils; monochrome inside.
110. Cup (rounded) Kythera Tomb N9 pl 85 H. 0.66m., Di. rim 0.118m. 
Di. base 0.038m. Condition - handle restored, probably wrongly.
Soft buff clay, polished surface, red-black paint. Decoration of 
trefoil with rock in and weed out alternating with weed pendant from 
band below rim; blobs of paint on rim; daub under and round handle; 
monochrome inside.
111. Cup (rounded) Fragment Kythera W 134 pl 53* Condition - wall
Buff clay, yellow slip, black paint. Decoration of starfish having 
centre circle filled but no concentric circles; small circles between 
arms; monochrome inside. Ph. ^ 25^ p .
112. Cup (bell) Kythera ^  83 pl 39* Condition - rim fragment Di. 
rim 0.08m. decoration of trefoil; monochrome inside.
113. Cup (bell) Kythera 60 1?2. pl 54* Di. 0.08m. Condition - 
rim. Soft yellow clay, black paint. Decoration - front rim, 
pendant rockwork and weed.
114. Goblet Kylix Fragment Kythera f  IO9 pl 39* Condition - stem
Tgÿth edge of foot broken off. Stem hollow painted inside. Decoration
é f .
of rock and weed rising from continuous base li^ -e.
115* Hole mouth .jar Kythera y/ 48 pl 34 H. 0.124m. Di. rim 0.007m., 
Di. base 0.006m. Condition - handles missing. Pale orange clay, 
red-brown paint. Shape - boss on shoulder opposite spout; foot 
slightly concave underneath. Decoration of four starfish, having 
filled inner circle surrounded by one other circle, alternating with 
double axes not reduplicated; dots round rim; bands and stripes round 
spout; two rows of pentant rockwork one below rim, the other at handle 
level; near base foliate band with two bands below; handles solid.
Ph. /3^. 2 /9.
116. Jar (small) Fragment Kythera 03 249 pl $6. Di, rim c.0.13m. 
Condition - neck fragment. Soft buff clay, white grits, yellow slip, 
black paint. Shape - broad rim similar to that of bridge spouted jug. 
Decoration of argonaut against background of net and small trefoil; 
chevrons on rim, one thick alternati^ng with four thin. Ph. p . 2/0.
117. Stirrup jar Fragment Kythera 00 223 pl 58. Condition - part 
of disc of false mouth. Buff clay, grey core, lustrous black paint. 
Decoration of rockwork with dotted background.
118. ? shape Fragment BSA 58 (I981) pl 28 nos. 4,5* Condition -
two joining wall fragments, Wo. 5 published upside down. Buff clay 
with grits, white-buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of 
argonaut amidst spray. Ph. p . 2.0
119 ? shape Fragment Kythera ^  267 pl 57* Condition - wall closed
vessel. Pale orange clay, dull brown paint. Decoration of argonauts 
amidst net and small trefoils. Ph. ^4. P '
é s
I^LQS - Phylakopi
120. Alabastron (squat) BSA XVII (19IO-II) I5 pl 11 Day Book Cat.p28. 
Find Spot Grid H Sq. 4 Rm 26 98.I7.97.80. H. 0.08m., Di. rim 0.103m. 
Di. base 0.20m. Condition - mended fragments. Pink clay, pink- 
buff slip, shaded-brown to red paint. Half of vase is grey ? burnt. 
Decoration of three argonauts, one between each handle with rockwork 
in between them, rock and weed from top and bottom; lip solid paint; 
handles solid; two bands at base of decorative zone; parallel lines 
across base. Ph.
121. Beaked .jug (low) JgS XXIV (I904) pl 12. Condition - top half 
only. Shape - ribbed metallic handle. Decoration of sponge print 
on neck; below neck four masses of rockwork filled either with scale 
or net filled with dots; small argonauts enclosed by rockwork; 
octopus on body with no dots on suckers; foliate band down handle.
Ph. Z.O. p . /
122 Bridge spouted .jug BSA XVII (19IO-II) pl 11 Day Book p22 Find 
spot. H.4. 22 98.38-97*71 H. 0.35%* Di. rim 0.18m. Condition - 
restored from fragments; Pink clay, pink-buff slip, black paint. 
Shape - metallic laid on handle with central rib and rivet at top, 
rises above rim; very deep globular body. Decoration of four
groups of three argonauts around the body against open background; 
spray hangs down between each; sponge pattern on neck; serpentine 
loop below neck; chevrons on lip, one wide between groups of three 
thin; spout solid; foliate band down handle; sponge print on rivet; 
two rows of arcades round base. Ph.
123. Hole mouth .jar JHS XXIV (1904) pl 12. Condition - body only 
with handle stub. Shape - wrongly restored to jar. Decoration of 
tritons against open ground with abbreviated spray growing from rock 
at base and from band of rock below handle. Ph. /3%
é4-
124. Stirrup .jar Fragments BMC A694, AMO AS 526d Di. base 0.07m. 
Condition - two fragments wall and base. Pinky clay, white-buff 
slip, black paint. Decoration of octopus in open field having dots 
for suckers; band round base. Ph. 4^. /#•
125. Stirrup far Fragments National Museum Athens, two sherds. 
Ashmolean 1 sherd AS 526f LI ^  (1956) 28 fig. 4.12 (Scholes); 
Fitzwilliam 1 sherd CVA pl 2 no 43, Museum of Classical Archaeology 
Cambridge. 1 sherd. Condition - four wall fragments and one near 
neck with handle stub. Buff clay, creamy buff slip, black-red paint. 
Decoration of octopuses painted sideways on open background all over 
body; dots instead of suckers and tentacles reduced to two long (one 
on each side of body) and six short; massed rockwork round necks 
with similar ostopuses inside it amidst scale; similar rockwork at 
base. Ph. 4 ?  ^ 4^.
126. Stirrup jar Fragment National Museum Athens H.2.III 1.40-2,10. 
Condition - false mouth and three handles. Decoration of octopus^ 
having tentacles without internal dot; rockwork on false mouth; 
bars down handles. Ph. 24.
127. Stirrup .jar/bridge spouted Jug Fragments National Museum 
Athens. Museum of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge. pp210.
Condition - 6 fragments wall. Deep buff clay with grey core, buff 
slip, brown to dark-brown paint. Decoration of argonauts swimming 
to right; filling ornament of urchin, air bubbles and trefoil with 
weed in and out; five bands extant below decorated zones. Ph.
128. Stirrup jar/bridge spouted .jug Fragment AMO AS 526b.
Condition - wall. Deep pink clay, buff slip, black paint. Decoration
of part of argonaut shell and tentacles with sucker containing a dot.
Ph. 5"?. p .
éS
129* ? shape Fragment AMO AS 526.9* Condition - wall. Pinky-
buff clay, pinky-buff slip, red paint. Decoration of tentacles 
having suckers without internal dot; filling ornament of trefoil with 
rock inside, weed outside. 4 2  p . 2.02
130. ? shape Fragment Fitzwilliam CVA pl 2 no. 42. Condition -
wall. Pink clay, buff slip, shaded brown paint. Decoration of 
tentacle having suckers without internal dot; fill of spray, weed 
and air bubble. Ph. p .
131* ? shape Fragment Museum of Classical Archaeology, Cambridge
PP 293. Condition - wall. Buff clay, buff slip, black paint. 
Decoration of tentacles having suckers without internal dot; fill of 
sea urchin and air bubbles. Ph. /».
132. ? shape Fragment Museum of Classical Archaeology, Gambgidge.
PP 235* Condition - wall. Buff clay, buff slip, black-red paint. 
Decoration of tentacle having suckers without internal dot; fill of 
sea urchin and weed. Ph. 4^. p>
133* ? shape Fragment National Museum, Athens. Decoration of
argonaut having tentacles without suckers. Ph. *9 6. 2./S.
134* ? shape Fragment AMO AE 526k. Condition - wall. Pink buff
clay, buff slip, black paint. Decoration of argonaut on open back- 
91^ ground having dots instead of suckers. Ph.
THE mINLAND
AIGINA
135* Cup (bell) Sieveking and Hackl no 43a. H. 0.04m., Di. 0.09m< 
Condition - rim and upper body fragment. Buff clay, red-brown to
ublack paint. Decoration of three argonauts swimming to right on 
open ground; having dots instead of suckers; foliate band on rim; 
monochrome inside. Ph. p ,  X/X.
136. Stirrup .jar Aigina 22 fig. 25* Condition - mouth and one 
side restored. Buff slip, black-red paint. Decoration of two 
octopuses set obliquely from right to left at front and back; 
tentacles without internal dot in suckers; filling ornament of 
trefoil, weed and rockwork; neck solid; chevrons in groups down 
handles. Ph.
ASINE
137. Alabastron (squat) Asine 412 fig. 270.2 Chamber Tomb 1.7
H. 0.115m. Di. body 0.26m. Smooth yellow slip, black paint.
Shape - flat, globular with round shoulder, high mouth with flat 
projecting rim, three small loop handles. Decoration - between the 
handles rock pattern as a solid wave enclosing space filled with 
parallel loops, one plain, the other composed of dots; above and 
below handles are trefoils with rock and weed inside and dotted inner 
outline rock outside; filling ornament of sea urchins; two bands 
below body; solid mouth and handles; base - central circle with 
cross of wavy lines and ten wavy lines radiating outwards. Ph. y 22/
ATHENS
138. Stirrup jar ^  XX (I965) B.1 pl 26b North Slope of Acropolis 
Well ST. Condition - top only. Buff slip, black paint. Decoration 
of octopus with background of coronet and trefoil with double outline; 
trefoil on disc of false neck. Ph. 3^. p .
é ?
BERBATI
139* Jar ILN 15*2.36 279 fig* 15 from tholos tomb. Shape - three 
horizontal shoulder handles, grooved in section, neck ring and base 
ring. Decoration of three upright octopus one between each handle 
with air bubbles and coronet between the tentacles; tentacles un­
crossed and suckers with no internal dot; neck and handles solid.
KAKOVATOS
140. Jar 0ÊIV 278 fig. 213 H. 1.79%. Di. mouth 0.34%* Shape - 
three groups of three vertical handles ribbed and laid on; ring base. 
Decoration of argonauts swimming to right in panels between the 
handles, two above and two below in each panel; filling decoration 
of trefoil and rockwork; neck solid; three bands below decorative 
zone; base solid. Ph. ^ 4. /).
KQRAKOU
141* ? shape East Alley Pit Level 6. Pinky clay, buff slip,
black paint. Argonaut tentacle tips only surrounded by rock work
on a chain, forming a horse-shoe shaped cove. Ph. 2V2. iy
142. ? shape East Alley Pit Level 6. Pink-buff clay, buff slip,
black paint. Trefoil with weed inside and outside surrounded by 
rockwork. Ph. /49.
143. ? shape East Alley Pit Level 6. Quatrefoil with weed inside
and rock all round outside between octopus tentacles which have 
suckers with no internal dot; fill of air bubbles.
"^2
LEFKANDI
144. ? shape Fragment BSA sherd collection. Pink-buff clay, buff 
slip, black paint. Decoration of octopus tentacle having suckers 
without internal dot; fill of rock.
mCENAE
145. ? Alabastron Fragment Nauplia Study Collection. Buff clay,
deep warm buff slip, black paint, crackled. Decoration of argonaut 
on open ground having dots instead of suckers. Ph. 84. 2/£.
146. Cup/bowl Fragment Nauplia Study Collection. Di. base 0.04m. 
Grey clay fired buff, buff slip, black paint. Decoration of two 
base bands with argonaut above floating on upper one, argonaut with 
dots instead of suckers. Ph. 8^ p , Z./2.
147. In and out bowl Fragment BMC 1.1.A 772.1. Pinky clay, buff 
slip, black-red paint. Inside - argonaut surrounded by a chain of 
rockwork outside of which grow papyrus flowers; outside - palm trees, 
Ph. 2-/0.
148. Jar. %lonas Ancient %-cenae fig. 86 Grave Rho Circle B. 
Condition - no rim or base. Shape - nine handles in three vertical 
rows. Decoration of three octopuses having uncrossed tentacles with 
no dot in suckers; between tentacles coronet and air bubbles one 
behind the other in symmetrical fashion; reserved wavy line on neck; 
decoration right to base. Ph.
149. Jar Ch T 104 no 529 pl 50 H. 0.515m. Condition - two handles 
add part of one side lost. Shape - three vertical handles, neck 
ring. Decoration of three octopuses with uncrossed tentacles having 
no dot in suckers; one octopus below each handle; fill of sea urch-
ins; sponge pattern on lip; pendents below neck; handles solid; 
bands below decoration to base. Ph. ZS. p>
150# -Rhyton (pear) Fragment Nauplia Study Collection. Condition - 
collar and part of wall. Grey clay fired pink-buff, deep warm buff 
slip, black paint. Decoration of reserved blobs on collar; weed 
below collar with filling ornament of semi-circles of small dots.
Ph. p ,
151' ? shape Nauplia Study Collection. Grey clay fired buff,
clear buff slip, black paint. Decoration of part of octopus tentacle 
having dots in sucksrs. Ph./4. /9 g
152. ? shape %cenae Citadel House I968 Gamma 23 Basket I4I.
Pink clay, deep buff slip, brown lustrous paint; Decoration of 
octopus tentacle having dots in sucker and part of argonaut tail 
above it. Ph. iG, /?*
153# ? shape Nauplia Study Collection. Buff clay, buff slip,
black paint. Part of octopus head and two tentacles with dots instead
of suckers; open background; monochrome inside. Ph. 4*9. p , Z.^4.
154. ? shape Br/D 1.1 A772.2 and 772.4* Grey clay fired pink then
orange with grits, buff slip, shaded brown paint. Argonaut with 
large flowing tentacles with rockwork above; ? same vase which is 
possible a jar as one sherd has neck ridg^ Ph. 4*% p , 2^6,
155. ? shape BMC 1.1. A772.5* Mauve clay fired orange with grits,
buff slip, shaded brown paint. Decoration of urch^s with reserved 
centre growing from vertical band» Ph. p ,  Z t t , ,
MICHORIA
156* Cup (bell) Fragments Nos 319, 354, Di. 0.008m. Pink clay, 
buff slip, shaded-brown paint. Decoration of trefoil alternating 
with arched rockwork; monochrome inside. Ph. /45] p , 2.2-/
PRQSYMNA
157* Cup (bell) Prosymna 429 fig* I66 no III5 Tomb 28 H. 0.066-0.071m 
Di. rim 0.085m., Di. base 0.033m. Buff clay, creamy buff slip, 
shaded-brown paint. Shape - thin walls, vertical loop handle.
Decoration of three trefoils alternating with arched rockwork; bands 
on lower body; monochrome inside.
158. Jar Prosymna 417 pl 7 fig* 437 no 177 Tomb 11 H. 0.515m.,
Di. rim 0.2m. Di. base 0.138m., Di body 0.359%*, rim 0.025%* wide.
Buff clay, light buff slip, black paint. Shape - three short hor­
izontal loop handles, neck ring, base ring. Decoration of three 
octopuses, one between each handle having no dots in their suckers; 
coronet round heads and between tentacles; spray,rock and weed 
grow from neck, handles and base bands and from coronet; trefoil 
with weed out, rock in; tentacles cross once; neck solid; bands 
below decorative zone; base solid. Ph. 2-^. /#• 2-0»
ROUTSI
159* Alabastron (tall) PAE (1956) pl lOOg. Decoration of zig­
zag round body, one thick band enclosed by two thin ones; scale 
fill; foliate band below lip; trefoil on base with weed inside 
and outside. Ph. /4£. P- 2-2-/.
160. Jar PAE (I956) pl 100a. Condition - top half only.
Shape - three grooved horizontal handles, ring base. Decoration
> /
of octopus between handles with uncrossed tentacles having no dot 
in suckers; coronets between each tentale^ trefoils with rock inside, 
weed outside, rock and spray spring from neck and base; neck and 
handles ? solid; base solid with two bands above; Ph. 2.?. p .
THEBES
161. Jar III (1917) 142 fig. IO4 Tomb 9 H. o.8lm., Di. rim
1.06m., Di. base 0.71m., Di. body 1.6lm., width lip 0.06m. Pink 
clay, red-brown to black paint. Shape - three vertical ribbed handles 
with plastic ’button# at base. Decoratèon of octopus between each 
handle, having suckers represented by dots; octopus is inverted
and tentacles do not cross; spirals on flaring lip; solid neck, 
lower body and handles, except thick, reserved wavy line above thin 
reserved band on (over body); band above base.
162. Stirrup jar Preliminary Report ^  (1967) Chamber Tomb at 
Kastelli. H. 0.26m., Di. false mouth 0.042m., Di. mouth 0.054%*,
Di. base 0.083%*, Di. body 0.25%* Pink clay, pink-buff lustrous 
slip, black paint. Decoration of two octopuses back and front set 
obliquely from left to right; filling ornament of sea urchins, rock 
and weed; trefoil on false mouth; stripes across handles; neck 
and false neck solid; black line round base carefully drawn so as 
not to overlap on/to base. Ph. ^  3 %  />•
VAPHIO
163. Jar JHS XXIV (1904) 138-9 pl 11. Yellow to reddish clay
with grits. Shape - conical-piriform with two vertical ribbed and 
laid on handles from neck to shoulder. Decoration of diagonal and 
horizontal bands (wavy) filled with net or with rockwork with scale 
fill in which argonauts swim. In a third panel marguerites alternate 
with a composite pendent crocus with sea urchin in background; there
are four oblique friezes and in each panel one frieze ends at the top 
and one at the bottom so giving four panels and four handles; sponge 
print neck. Ph. ^/.
VARKIZA
164. Basket vase Antiquity XXXIV (I960) 266 fig.1 H. 0.187m. including 
handles, Di. max. 0.136m., Di. base 0.063m., Di. between handles 0.063m. 
Pale greenish-yellow clay, pale greenish-yellow slip, black to brown 
paint. Shape - conical, basket like, very pressed in below the two 
ribbon handles which rise vertically from the rim and are incised with
a notch in the middle; ’studs# at ends of handles, plastic band below 
rim; which is horizontal and notched in the middle; base flat with 
round hole (Di. 0.003m.) bored after firing. Decoration of four tunny 
fish swimming down towards base from which grows marine vegetation; 
band below rim painted with a row of blobs; border of rock pattern below 
band; S pattern on neck; paint in 0.015%. below rim. Ph./S^ ^  22a
MISCELLANEOUS
165. Alabastron (squat) Provenance Armant P & C VI 925 fig. 485 
British Museum H. 0.11m., Di. body 0.19%. Condition - no rim. Deep 
greenish-yellow clay, black paint. Decoration of argonauts swimming 
round body; weed grows down from handles; rock at base of neck and at 
base; two bands above base which has ? cross decoration. Ph. />•
166. Bridge spouted jug Provenance Egypt P & C VI 869 fig. 436.
Shape - short straight neck, horizontal lip and bridge spout, metallic 
laid on handle arched from rim to shoulder, flat base. Decoration of 
argonauts swimming round body to the right amidst rock and weed; foliate 
band on neck and shoulder; two bands below decotative zone and one round 
base. Ph. ée>, 6/ (Z-, é ^ .
93
167. Ewer P & C VI 926 fig. 488 PMII 508 fig. 312a Provenance ?Tyre; 
in Marseilles Museum. Shape - conical-piriform body, trefoil shaped 
mouth, handle with central rib and three rivet heads at top. Decoration 
of three rows of argonauts swimming round body to tight amidst trefoil 
quatrefoils, rockwork and polyps; spray fronds grow on the rim from
the trefoil mouth, the remainder of the rim being filled with rockwork; 
foliate band round neck and down handle; sponge pattern on each rivet 
head. Ph. 9-^ . p -
168. Stirrup jar Ant ike Kunst I (1958) 3 fig. 1 & 2 No provenance, 
now in Basle Museum H. 0.20m., Di. mouth 0.06m., Di. base 0.085m.,
Di. body 0.245%%» Decoration of four argonauts swimming round body
towards the right amidst rock, weed and spray; neck solid; serpentine 
loop on shoulder; sea urchin beneath each handle; three bands below 
decorative zone; one band round base. Ph. P ^
9 lf
CHAPTER I.
An Examination of the Motifs.
Each motif will now be examined with respect to its source, its 
development (i^ any) within the Marine Style and its history within LMII.
OCTOPUS
Octopus vulgaris is greyish to yellowish-brown and has a round head 
and body. There are eight arms, the front pair being shorter than the 
others and each one has two rows of suckers connected at their bases by 
a web of skin (l).
Although the octopus on LMIB pottery has a naturalistic appearance,
ton
it is a convenijal rendering of its live counterpart. It has eight 
tentacles growing from the head, four curving to the right and four to 
the left, but these tentacles are not covered with suckers as in nature. 
Instead only one row of suckers is shown, genarally placed on the lower 
edge of the tentacle.
This conventional rendering of the octopus evolved slowly. The 
earliest example is found on a MMII jar from the Kamares Cave (2) depict­
ing an octopus which has six tentacles with orange discs at their ends. 
Each disc has a crimson circle in its centre and a circle of small white 
dots at its circumference. As very little of this vase is preserved? 
only three of the six tentacles are apparent, but there is enough to show 
that there were only six. This creature cannot be an argonaut as the 
tentacles grow in different directions, whereas those of the argonaut 
grow parallel to each other and only three are shown on Mnoan ceramic 
art. Another early vase from Phaistos, a hole mouth jar, is decorated 
with two octopu^ one at the back and one at the front, below the spout.
■^5
They have six tentacles, a bladder-like body, white painted eyes and 
white dots for suckers (3).
Another MMII example of the octopus appears on a seal impression from 
the Hieroglyphic deposit at Knossos (4 ). This is a more naturalistic 
version, again with six tentacles, shown with a fish and rockwork.
A vase from Pachyammos (5) assigned to I#III portrays an octopus in 
whose appearance Seager (6) sees a development from the first mentioned 
Kamares octopus. The octopus has six symmetrical tentacles without 
suckers. Two tails represent the two remaining tentacles. However, 
it is possible that this vase is actually of the LMIB period but painted 
injk local style.
The octopus also appears on seals of this period i.e. CMS VII nos.
50, 51, 61.
By the time of the Late Minoan I period the octopus has a highly 
naturalistic appearance. There are examples in gold foil from Shaft 
Graves III and IV (7) of which no. I8 is very symmetrical and has no 
suckers, nos. 30 and 31 have only six tentacles, one of which is not 
curled at the tip and seems like a tail, arad nos. 39 and 40 have eight 
tentacles and ace fairly naturalistic^ that from IV no. 386, has seven 
tentacles coiling very naturally but growing from a stem, however, it is 
more natural than any of the examples from Grave III. A round gold 
plaque from Shaft Grave III (8) is decorated with a very symmetrical 
octopus and a gold cup from Dendra (9) has four octopus surrounded by other 
marine elements including a border of argonauts with dolphins leaping 
between them. There is a steatite peg top rhyton from Knossos (IO) 
depicting the 'ambushed octopus' - a highly realistic octopus peering 
out from behind a barrier of rock.
possible to assign vases with octopus
TYPE A (Fig. 2)
Octopus of TYpe A have suckers in the form of a circle enclosing a 
dot. The tentacles of this Type of octopus cross each other in a 
naturalistic fachion and the neck, or junction between the head and the 
body is narrow. A fourth characteristic is the liberal use of Marine 
filling motifs such as triton FM 23a, spray frond M  30, 2 , sea urchin 
FM 27.5,8 r^ockwork F^ 28 and trefoil £M 29*2.
Vases belonging to this Type include Cat. Fos. Aghia Triadha 3,
Gournia, 6, Knossos 23-4, 30, Palaikastro, 55, 63-8, 72, Zakro, 93,100.
The shape of the vase can influence the design of the octopus.
Normally the tentacles fan out from the head across the surface of the 
vase as on the stirrup jug from Gournia, Cat.6 and other globular vessels 
If, however, the vessel is of a tall narrow shape such as a pear rhyton, 
it is normal for the tentacles to grow upwards, vertically from a stem. 
This manipulation of the tentacles allows room for a second octopus to 
be inserted on the other side of the vessel. If, on the other hand, 
the tentacles were arranged on the same principle as those on a globular 
vessel, there would not be room for a second octopus and the back of the 
vessel would become a mass of tentacles and less aesthetically pleasing.
The position of the octopus on a vase may also influence the behavmour
of its tentacles. A jar from Knossos Cat. 24, is decorated with an
octopus whobe-body is so near the base of the vase that there is no room
for the tentacles to fan out from the head and a stem is necessary. A
jar from Zakro Cat. 93, on the other hand, is decorated with an octopus
whose body is placed much higher up the vase, thus enabling the tentacles
to fan out from the head. Furumark (II) mentions that all Mycenaean 
es
octopus^ have stems. The foregoing examples show that this feature appear^ 
on Cretan octopuses.
The jar from Knossos Cat. 24, has nine tentacles on one octopus, eight
on the second and seven on the third - an intriguing fact, possibly a
painters error.
There are some fine examples of octopus Type A on four sherds from 
Mallia one of which is illustrated (12) (Ph. l3 ).
Octopus Type A is common on Crete (seventy five sherds and thirteen 
whole pots) but it is rare in the islands (four examples) and on the I%in- 
land J _ ' there are two sherds from %cenae and a group of twelve from 
Aigina (Ph.l^ */^ ) which appear with scroll pattern.
TYPE B (Fig. 2)
Cat. Nos. Gournia, 5, Knossos, 7, 11,13, 36-8, Mallia 49, 50, Palailcastro 
73, Trochali 85, Melos, 121, 126, 129-32. The criterion of this Type is
the lack of dots in the circular suckers of the tentacles. In all other
respects these octopuses are the same as those of Type A. The only whole 
pot of Type B from Crete is from Knossos, Cat. 7^ , which has only air 
bubbles and scale as background fill, and the tentacles are combed out.
There à a vase from Thebes, Cat. 153, which is probably a Minoan import,
A
because its fabric is the pink clay common at Knossos and it does not have 
the lustrous finish which Myceipaean pots often have. This vase also has 
less background decoration. Spray frond and triton do not appear but 
instead there is a profusion of sea-urchins and air-bubbles. The sherds 
of this Type from Crete include one which has a spray frond on it (not
catalogued) and many with rock, air bubbles and sea-urchins. As there is
less background decoration it is possible that this Type is stylistically 
later than Type A and horror vacui was beginning to disappear.
Type B is common on Crete (forty two sherds) and as popular on the
Mainland^ there are also twenty three examples from the islands.
This Type had a much wider distribution than Type A.
Although Type B is common on the Mainland and Type A is not, there is 
no reason to suppose that all octopuses of this Type must have come from 
the Mainland. It is present at Knossos in equal pro^rtions to Type A -34 
to 33 sherds - more than have been found in any one place on the îÆàinland, 
and the fabrics are all Knossian.
TYPE C (Pig. 2).
Cat. Nos. Palaikastro, 56, Melos, 124, 125, and one from %-cenae, 153.
VV » tti
The motifs in this group are small and compact in comparison i^a those 
of Types A and B and their suckers are reduced to knobs. Two of the 
octopuses in this group. Cat. 58 and 125, have two long tentacles curving 
up on each side of the body and six short ones which do not cross and do 
not curl at the tips. They are identical on both vases and probably by 
the same painter. The other octopuses of this Type are too fragmentary 
to ascertain the arrangement of the tentacles.
This Type of octopus is scarce. There are two examples from the 
islands, one from Crete and one from the Mainland. As it appears floating 
in an open field (except Cat. 58) it was probably developed towards the 
end of LMIB when horror vacui was disappearing.
The LMII octopuses show a rapid degeneration from the naturalistic 
LMIB examples. There are three comparatively early examples all from 
Knossos (13) (Ph. f#"" %  ), the tentacles of which have been reduced to
four, six and six respectively and only the first example has proper 
suckers. However, the form is not too different from that of LMIB.
By the latter half of LMII the octopus has lost all claim to naturalism 
(l4).Ay3These examples have uncrossed tentacles and no suckers except
perhaps fig. 243 (hut this could be restoration). The heads are also
unrealistic, fig. 242 has a nose, fig. 243 reserved concentric circles
around the central dot of the eye as also fig. 244. All have extrjôardinary
' L
shaped bodies; fig. 242 has a long, thin neck and a curved point at the 
top of the body, fig. 243 a very wide neck, fig. 244 a minute neck and an 
egg-timer shaped body. They all have a seventh tentacle or tail.
Moreover, the filling ornaments are now no longer Iferine cf. fig. 243, 
papyrus and lotus.
A similar octopus of this period appears on the inside of a bowl in 
Heraklion Museum Case 45 from Knossos (Ph.S'/I- ). It has eight thin 
tentacles with no suckers and three wavy parallel lines grow from the body 
between the inmost pair of tentacles. Similar octopuses appear on 
goblets from the Unexplored Mansion excavation at Knossos (unpublished) 
and also on a stucco floor from Aghia Triadha amidst fish and dolphins (15),
ARGONAUT
Argonautica Argo belongs to the octopus genus. The female measures 
up to 25cm. in length and has a silvery white or green irridescent body 
whose underside is pale brown. The skin of the body secretes a paper-thie^ 
white calcareous shell. The argonaut has eight arms two of which are 
widened and curl back over the body. Male argonauts are only about a 
centimetre in length and have no shell, therefore the argonaut ..depicted 
in Minoan art must be the female. It is the argonaut which is portrayed 
rather than the nautilus; the latter are found only in the South West 
Pacific (16).
The argonaut in Minoan Art is not as naturalistic as the octopus.
The tentacles are reduced from eight to three and grow from the spiral
centre of the shell and not from the open end. Thus the soft parts seem
to be placed at the closed instead of the open end of the shwll. Referr­
ing to the number of tentacles Evans (I7) says 'from this time onwards
(Mill) wherever its (the argonauts) tentacles are rendered, its eight 
arms are usually reduced to three arranged in ornamental coils'. This 
would indicate that earlier examples of the argonaut had eight tentacles 
hut it has not been possible to find an example either earlier or later 
in which all eight arms are depicted.
The earliest appearance so far of the argonaut in Minoan art occurs on 
two reliefs from the second kouloura at Knossos (18). The first example 
is covered with a creamy white wash and was once attached to the flat 
border of a vessel. It is uncertain if the tentacles were rendered.
The second relief, onkn almost flat surface, is covered with dull creamy 
white paint and its segments are marked in vermilion. It is moulded on 
a black glaze and no tentacles are rendered. Both these examples are 
Mil, the latter being a good instance of MlVill polychromy.
The MMIII gaming board from Knossos is described by Pendlebury (I9) as 
having a pair of argonauts in relief on a background of blue paste in the 
two top corners. Eash relief consists only of a ridged circle with a 
blue paste fill and it is rather difficult to see how they can be 
described as argonauts. An LMIA example of the argonaut can be seen on 
part of a fresco from the House of the Frescoes at Knossos (20) amongst
rocks and weed; Other examples of this period appear on a faience vessel 
in the shape of a shell fr 
amidst rock and weed (22).
om Zakro^(21) and an inlaid dagger from Routsi
These representations are fairly naturalistic, especially the faience
shell, and on the dagger the waving tentacles give an appearance of motion.
Gradually the argonaut became more stylised. All three tentacles were
drawn close together and bent back along the body instead of swimming
forwards. It appears in gold on the octopus cup from Dendra (23) (a row
of stylised argonauts below the rim) and on gold necklaces from Dendra,
Knossos and l^cenae (24); in glass paste from Dendra (25) and I'fycenae (26) 
in the form of rectangular plaques with the decoration in relief; on
ivory plaques from the house of the sphinxes LHIIIB (27) and on fresco 
of the same period from friezes in Pylos (28). Lang suggests (29) that the 
idea of painting argonauts in friezes had originated in their being strung 
out in gold or ivory necklaces, for this type of argonaut is the closest 
parallel to the Pylos argonauts, rather than the specimens with enormous 
tentacles from a fresco at Knossos (30). All these representations are 
very similar and show that gradually a conventional and stylised way of 
depicting the argonaut was evolving.
The earliest example of the argonaut portrayed on pottery appears 
in LMI on a double vase from Gournia (31 )(f^^he form of these argonauts 
is curious - the shell is filled with parallel vertical lines and the 
tentacles have no suckers. The vase comes from the LMIB destruction 
deposit and was found with vases pi. 9, nos. 1, 4-6, 9» 13-16, all of 
which are LMIA, except for no. 4-6 - two stirrup jars. The decoration 
of these ss LMIA but the shape is a LMIB one so they were probably 
produced in this period.
A vase similar to this was found in Shaft Grave I at Mycenae (32), a 
shallow spouted bowl with argonauts painted on the interior, again with 
parallel vertical lines on their shells but this time with the suckers 
present as dots. Shaft Grave I is the latest of the Shaft Graves, some 
of the pots being LHIIA (33), so this vase can also be assigned to that 
period. Moreover, in the apotheke on Kea, as yet unpublished, there is 
a large jar decorated with argonauts of exactly this variety, which swim 
all over its body. This jar belongs to the LMIB destruction deposit and 
so provides a parallel to the Mycenae and Gournia examples.
During the LMIB period the argonaut was depicted on a variety of 
different shapes such as bridge spouted jug, ewer, tall alabastra and 
rhyta. It seems that the appearance of the argonaut was influenced by 
the shape of the vase.
TYPE A (Pig. 3)
This Type, Cat,Nos. Knossos 23, Palaikastro 75, Pseira 83, Zakro 88, 
Melos 128, and one from Mycenae not catalogued, consists of argonauts 
which are depicted on globular shapes such as bridge spouted jugs and 
stirrup jar. The decoration of these vases is always limited to the 
upper body, the lower body being filled with horizontal bands. The 
argonauts are large and extended and the shells elongated. The tentacles 
flow over the vase, the first one swimming far forward beyond the body 
and the third one curling back along the shell. All three tentacles 
terminate in generous coils which greatly contribute to the appearance 
of motion. The circular suckers of the tentacles enclose a dot. The 
examples are few, unlike the parallel octopus Type A. There are two 
sherds and three whole pots from Crete and single sherds from the 
Minland and the islands.
TYPE B (Fig.3)
The argonauts of this Type can be split into two groups.
Type B.1. These argonauts are exactly the same as those of Type A 
and appear on the same shape vases but they do not have dots in their 
suckers. This is a much larger group than Type A. Vases belonging 
to it include Gat.No. Mallia 46, Palaikastro 74, Pseira 80, Zakro 87, and, 
from the Mainland Kakovatos I40, and the Basle
stirrup jar 168. On all these examples the decorative zone extends from 
theshoulder to just below the curve of the belly, the lower part of the 
body being filled with concentric circles as in Type A. The jugs form 
a homogeneous group, all having foliate bands round the neck as well 
as similar body decoration.
On the unpublished jug from Zakro Cat.No. 87 the argonauts have 
extremely round bodies which are very well adapted to the deep globular 
shape of this particular jug.
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The argonauts on the Pseira jug, Gat. Ho. 80 are curious. The front 
tentacle does not swim forward beyond the shell and the shell itself has 
an odd formation in that the lower front portion is projected forward and 
follows the curve of the tentacles as they emerge from the shell.
However, because of their elongated shells the argonauts should belong 
to Type B. 1.
Type B. 2. These argonauts are smaller and more compact than those
of Type B. 1. The shell is less spread out and forms a unity with the 
tentacles. The latter are drawn in close together and the coils at the 
tips have been greatly reduced; the circular suckers do not enclose a 
dot. The vases of this category are Gat. Nos. Knossos, 8, Palaikastro 
54, Phaistos 78, Zakro, 90-91, Kythera 107-8, 116,119, Melos 12^ and 
the Mrseilles ewer I67.
The shapes of these vases include the conical-piriform ewer, the 
rhyton and the tall alabastron. The decoration is not confined to the
upper body but spreads over the whole vase, and, as the argonauts are
smaller, there are often more of them on each vase than there are on the
vases of Types A and B. 1. In several cases there is a background of
scale pattern.
The general consensus is that the Marseilles ewer. Cat. no.l67, is 
Minoan (35) although the provenance is unknown. It is said to have come
from Egypt but another source is given as Tyre. Whatever its provenance,
the case for its Minoan origin is greatly strengthened by the appearance 
of the ewer from Zakro so similar in shape and decoration , Cat. no.90.
The Phaistos rhyton. Cat. no. 78, is rather an anomaly as, although 
the argonuats have the compact Type B.2 characteristics, yet the tentacles 
have generous coils at their tips similar to those of Type B.1. and the 
creature itself is on a larger scale than the other examples of Type B.2. 
This is explained by the shape of the vase which is globular with a
small diameter. Thus, the cursive Type B. 1 argonaut, so well adapted 
to the ovoid body would not appear to advantage on this vessel, whereas 
the compact body of this argonaut with full coils of its tentacles gives 
a circular impression which accords well with the globular shape of the 
vessel.
Unlike the octopus vases of Type B, the argonaut vases of the Type 
do not Seem to have less background decoration than those of Type A.
Type B is the commonest of the different argonauts but still appears in 
very small numbers compared ^  octopus Type B. There are five sherds 
and five whole pots from Crete, five sherds and three whole pots from 
the Mainland and sixteen sherds and three pots from the islands. There 
are four examples with no provenance, although one probably originated
from the Mainland, Cat.no. I65 and qv. Chapter IV.
TYPE C (Fig.3)
Cat. Hos. Knossos 11, 20, 39, Palaikastro, 52, 69, Pseira, 8l, Kea, 103 
Kythera, IO5, IO6, IO9, Melos, 133, 134 and three from the Mainland 
Aigina, 135, and Mycenae, I45-6.
As in the case of octopus Type C the argonauts of this Type are small 
and compact (except Kea, Cat. 103) and their suckers are reduced to 
knobs. Not much attention is given to the fill of the shells, the 
striations being placed rather haphazardly, either vertically or horizon­
tally. Moreover, although the first tentacle swims forward as in Type
A, yet it and the other two are much reduced.
The argonaut from Kea, Cat. 103, has the large body of a Type A or
B.1 argonaut but its suckers are of Type C and the background is less 
crowded than that of Types A and B, as only trefoils are present among 
the argonauts.
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An important stylistic feature of Type G is that the majority of 
examples appear against an open background with none of the usual Ivlarine 
filling ornament. The exceptions are three rhyta from Palaikastro,
Gat. 56 (octopus) and 69, Pseira, Cat.8l and the vase from Kea, Cat. 103. 
The disappearance of horror vacui from these pots and the reduction 
of the motifs indicates a development in the Marine Style, as also the 
massive neck decoration of the vases from Melos, Cat. 125, and 122,
of which the last tne displays argonaut Type B against an open background* 
This is confirmed by the appearance of Type C. in the LMIB destruction 
deposit at Kythera together with the Alternating Stlye which is^lso a 
late development of LMIB.
Type C argonauts are used in this Style, which consists of two motifs
in strict alternation against an open background, along with other motifs
such as trefoils, urchins and starfish, but Type C octopus does not 
appear. Perhaps the reason is that very small, compact motifs are needed 
for this decoration and the octopus cannot be made small enough.
Type C argonauts are also reproduced on rounded cups which are decorated 
in the Alternating Style in that the motifs alternate ,(see Palaikastro 
2^ Cat. no.5/20f but the background is more crowded. ( Other specimens appear 
which are decorated in a hybrid Marine Style (Ph.i53“|), weed grows from 
the rims but the main motifs are plants and shields which alteraate with 
each other. These are crowded together and not floating in the open 
field of the Alternating Style but they could represent an early stage 
in this style).
Many of the argonauts have tentacles \sithout any indication of suckers
at all. These are Gat. nos. 11, 20, 39, 52, IO6, IO9. This seems to
be the final stage in the development of the argonaut in LMIB and is 
confirmed by Knossos Cat. 20, an Ephyraean goblet, a shape which began 
at the end of LMIB qv. goblet, which is decorated with this type of 
argonaut., Tha.'.apgon.auJs^ qHe • less naturalistic than the other LMIB
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examples without suckers and the background fill of spray and triton 
is rather rigid. Another LMIB - LMII argonaut Type G vase is Knossos 
Cat.No. 11. The decoration of this vase includes argonauts of Type B 
with almost circular shells whose striations describe a semicircle, a 
trefoil with a dotted fill and spray which is reduced to spikes. The 
Type G argonaut not only has no suckers but the tips of its tentacles 
describe a spiral.
Argonaut Type G appears in a small quantity but it is not as rare 
as Octopus Type C. There are three whole pots and three sherds from 
Crète, three sherds from the I'fiainland and five sherds and one whole pot 
from the islands. A very close example to these two vases appears on 
a hole mouth jar from Katsamba (36) (Ph. ) of the LMII period.
Examples of the argonaut during this period are few and have only come 
to light recently from the tombs of the Minoan harbour at Katsamba and 
from the tombs on the New Hospital site at Knossos. Prior to their 
discovery Furumark observed (37) 'there seems to be no example of the 
argonaut in the known (LMII) material' and (38) 'but it may have belonged 
to the Palace Style repertory*. The argonauts on this hole mouth jar 
still have tentacles with suckers but the shell is filled with diagonal 
vertical lines and the lower part of the shell protrudes forward in a 
tongue. There is also a massive foliate band decoration around the 
shoulder. Thus a continuation of the argonaut motif can be traced into 
LMII.
The remainder of the extant examples of LMII argonaut are all rather 
more stylised, A beaked jug from Katsamba (39) (Ph.^^ ) portrays 
argonauts having tentacles without suckers and with a rosette in the 
centre of coils; an amphora (Ph.lOO ) (40) from the same place shows 
argonauts with decoration as above except that the tails are looped 
round to enclose a fourth daisy; another amphora (41) (Ph.lo) ) is
decorated with argonauts having tentacles without suckers and with a 
dotted design in the centre of the coils; and another (42) (PH.\0| ) 
portrays argonauts having tentacles coiled into spirals. An amphora 
(from the New Hospital tombs) (43) (Ph.loi ) is decorated with argonauts 
having tentacles enclosing a filled circle in the centre of the coils. 
There are two stylistically very advanced examples from Katsamba (44)
(Ph.103 ^ 10^  ) _ an amphora with argonauts whose bodies have disintegrated 
to enclose miscellaneous decorative elements including trefoils and an 
Ephyraean goblet with argonauts having disintegrated bodies and tentacles 
enclosing large blobs in their coils.
An LMII argonaut of a different type appears on a beaked jug from 
the New Hospital tombs (45) (Ph. loj ) with six argonauts having a fourth 
tentacle in lieu of a shell and suckers represented by dots as on the 
octopus Palace Style amphora from Knossos (46) (Ph. 5o). No other 
Minoan examples of this type have been found as yet but there are examples 
from Prosymna and Ghalkis (47)*
An LMIIIA.I example of the argonaut appears on a beaked jug from 
Katsamba (48) with excrescences in vertical lines down the body and 
enclosing panels. The argonauts tentacles have no suckers and their 
bodies are filled with miscellaneous linear decoration. They alternate 
in the panels with papyri. Similar examples appear from Haghia Triadha 
and Mavro Spelio (49)*
TRITON
Triton or Conch Shell (Tritonalia nodifer Lammaeus) is about 25cms.
high. The shell is greyish-yellow with brown flecks and bumps, the
last whorl is very domed and the outer lip is thofched. It is difficult
to decide whether the triton or murex is represented in Minoan ceramic
art. Evans notes (50) that the elongated bodies of the shells on LMIB 
ceramic examples could belong to the triton but 'the prickly prominences
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must be regarded as taken over from the murex*(5I). The two shells 
also differ in size, the murex being the smaller. They differ, too, 
in size on the pottery but this is due rather to the exigencies of the 
decoration than to the specis of the animal. The representation, in 
fact, would seem to be a melange of Triton and murex.
Specimens of the murex appear in the Minoan deposits at Knossos and 
near Palaikastro, Bosanquet found heaps of crushed shells (associated 
with I#III pottery) which must have been used for purple dye. The 
settlement on Kythera also had a purple industry from the Middle Bronze 
Age (51a); triton shells appear at an even earlier date in the Neolithic 
settlement at Magasa (52) and continue to appear right through the Minoan 
period (53). Sometimes the shells are hollowed out inside to form a
vessel (54). Shells imitated in other materials are also common, for
examples a specimen in white marble, with perforations on the lip 
probably for a metal border, found at Knossos in the Room of the Stone 
Vases(55)? another in black stone from Haghia Triadha (56) in faience 
from Isopata (57) and examples in minature clay with red and white 
painted bands from the Shrine of the Dove Goddess at Knossos (58).
Representations of triton shells appear on a clay seal impression 
from the Temple Repositories (59) MTHII - LMI; on an intaglio from the 
Idaean Cave (60) depicting a votary blowing a triton shell before an 
altar with horns of consecration and the sacred bough; as a border on 
the rim of a bronze basin (61). Isolated triton reliefs also occur on 
a fragment of a large flat-bottomed basin of the MMIII period (62) 
and on a series of moulded pieces in terra-cotta, possibly part of a 
large marine piece, in the West Court Kouloura with MMIII sherds (63). 
These moulds include pecten, murex/triton, limpets, barnacles and 
small crab. There are traces of white painted decoration.
According to Evans (64) the appearance of the triton in ceramic 
art can already be recognised in MMIB - IIA on some polychrome vases
e.g. figs. 77a-c. He suggests that fig. 77c. has spirals linked into 
a chain with shells in between them and that the shell mouths are turned 
in both/directions. This would seem to read more into the decoration 
than is readily apparent. A more likely example of the conch appears 
on a low spouted vase from the Kamares Gave (65) but it also is rather 
far from the later representations.
In LMIB there is quite a lot of structural variation among the 
representations of the triton. It is most often depicted as having 
two segments for the body and another for the head (Fig. 4A) Gat. Mallia 
45, Nirou Gat. 5I, but occasionally it appears with three body portions 
(Fig.4b) Zakro Gat. 97, and sometimes even with four , the fourth being 
the tail (Fig. 4c.) Palaikastro Gat. 58. The sections of the body 
are filled with lines, those of the upper ones being vertical and wavy 
while those of the Iwv/est are diagonal and also vavy (66) (Fig. 4a).
The head has a row of prickly prominences at its outer edge and a 
similar row on the opposite inner edge next to the soft part which is 
represented by a filled oval Zakro, Gat. 97, but often the inner row 
of prickles is missed out (Fig. 4a) Mallia Gat. 45* The head of the 
triton is generally divided into three parts by curved lines which 
follow the outer edge of the shell. These lines are crossed by 
horizontal bars probably also meant to show prickles Nirou, Gat. 5I, 
Often,- however j =. thé4 head may be divided into two parts or even four 
Palaikastro,Gat. 58, Pseira^Gat. 83. (Fig. 4d). All these variations 
may occur on one vase as, for instance, Palaikastro Gat. 58, where one 
of the large tritons has four body segments and only two head portions 
while the remaining ones have three parts both to the body and the head.
Furumark suggests (67) that the LMIB ceramic version is *^ already 
somewhat disintegrated' compared #  the more natural representations 
in other fields, such as moulds; the mouth of the shell for instance 
is not closed and its interior has a dot of paint: but it seems better
to describe the form as a conventional rendering of the natural motifs,
especially as its appearance does not change from its inception to the 
end of the period.
The form of the Triton can he accommodated to a wide range of shapes. 
It is admirably suited to conical and tapering vases such as conical and 
pear rhytons. Tritons cluster around the bases of the latter, generally 
in pairs facing each other Zakro, 97; they grow up the stems of the 
former Palaikastros 58; or again face each other in pairs half way down 
the vase, their bodies narrowing as the vase narrows until both end in 
a point Palaikastros 58.
Other shapes which display the triton to advantage are the conical- 
piriform beaked jug Mallia, Cat. 45, and the flower pot Knossos Cat. 
16-17. On both these shapes the tritons grows up from the base so that 
its body widens with that of the vase.
On these last two vase forms the triton appears floating in a sea­
scape composed of fronds of spray and similarly on some of the conical 
rhytons Aghia Triadha Cat. 4, Knossos Cat. 31 but on most of this latter 
shape Palaikastro Cat. 58, and on the pear rhytons Zakro Cat. 97, 99, 
it is portraÿed on a relatively open ground with stars above it and 
either rockwork between the pairs (all the conical examples) or weed 
(the pear shapes at the base - but of these only the bases of the two 
examples from Zakro are extant). Also, the triton is very versatile 
in that it can be shortened or lengthened by the removal of segments.
Thus on these same rhytons it appears in an abbreviated form either half 
buried in net^ Palaikastro Cat. 57^  on the conical forms or squashed into 
the necks of the pear shapes Zakro Cat. 97.
It is used too, to decorate larger shapes such as a bridge spouted 
jug Zakro Cat. 89, a cylindrical jar Nirou Cat. 5I, and various large 
jars, as the fragments Knossos Cat. 25, and Pyrgos Gat. 84 show.
On these vases a skilful use of filling ornaments such as fronds of
Vspray is needed because the area to be covered is larger and the tritons 
do not merge so well with the shapes of the vessels, as when used on 
rhytons etc., but stand stiffly on their own. So on the bridge spouted 
jar it appears between vertical masses of rockwork in a decoration 
similar to two rhyta from Palaikastro Cat. 56-7, and thus the globular 
shape of the jug is cleverly divided into columns which harmonise with 
the narrow vertical tritons. The cylindrical jar Nirou Chani Cat. 51, 
is not so successful as the tritons stand in isolation and the spray does 
not encircle them as it does on a jar fragment from Knossos in Heraklion 
Museum (unpublished) where it actually brushes against the shell and thus 
gives a unified picture. The triton itself on the Nirou jar has very 
few prickles and the lines of its last segment are vertical, as in the 
first one, and not diagonal as is normal. Moreover, these lines are 
straight and not wavy thus^iving the whole an etiolated effect, but it 
is difficult to see how much is restored.
The triton also appears on a tall alabastron Haghia Triadha Gat. 1 
against a background of scale pattern. The latter grows from the neck 
vertically and then suddenly becomes horizontal a third of the way down 
the jar and continues thus to the base. The tritons themselves have 
a squashed appearance because their heads are crumpled. From its fabric 
and its appearance this vase is possibly a local production qv. centres. 
Chapter III.
The shape of the triton lends itself very well to filling ornament 
as can be seen on the large nine-handley jar Zakro Cat. 93, where it 
appears between the tentacles of the octopus. It is used on many 
other octopus vases as an accessory decoration Gournia Cat. 6, Palaikastro 
Cat. 53, and once on an argonaut vase Pseira Cat. 83. The motif has a 
great range, much more so than the octopus and the argonaut. The 
octopus appears as a filling ornament but has to be abbreviated to fit 
into the main decoration, Palaikastro Cat. 56, while the argonaut would
nlook most odd if it were inverted as the triton sometimes is^  Zakro Gat, 97.
As there does not seem to be any development of the triton form itself 
during the LMIB period, apart from the variations mentioned above, the 
representations of the triton are divided into three groups according to 
the associated background motif on each vase.
Group 1.
Vases in this group portray tritons against a background which is 
purely I%rine consisting of a)sea-scape, b) sea-scape with starfish, 
c) massed rockwork. InWAc.;
a) Sea-scape Gat. nos. 1, 4,/ 17, 21, 22, 25, 26, 27, 31 Knossos.
Nirou Chani 51, Kea 104* The tritons appear against a background of 
scale. Cat. 1, or spray. Cat. Nos. 25-6 etc.
b) Sea-scape and starfish Cat. Nos. Knossos 10,28, 32, 33. Mallia 45, 
Palaikastro 59-62, 70-1, Zakro 97-9*
Tritons are generally depicted in pairs with stars above them and 
spray fronds between the stars. Cat. nos. 59-61 are included in this 
group although they do not actually portray tritons as the lower port­
ions are missing. However, as they are parallel in every way to the 
complete specimens such as Cat. nos. 70-1, 97,99 (pear rhyta but with 
the same decoration) which have tritons near the base, it seems safe 
to assume that these vases were similarly decorated.
c) Sea-scape and massed rockwork Cat. nos. Pyrgos 84, Palaikastro 56-7, 
Zakro 89.
Tritons appear between vertical rockwork
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Group II
Cat. nos. Knossos 16, 29, 34-5, Palaikastro 58, Zakro 94-6.
This group includes vases portraying tritons against a background 
which is not marine but which depicts Double Axes. Starfish also 
appear but they are in isolation and there are none of the other ele­
ments of the marine sea-scape. It is possible that the vases of this 
group have a religious significance as the Double Axe is generally 
associated with cult and the triton shell itself is often found in 
shrines e.g. Phaistos (68). There is also the intaglio from the 
Idaean Cave mentioned above (69). Moreover, many of the vases of this 
group are rhyta which are themselves cult vases. On the other hand, 
there are many rhyta with normal LMIA and LMIB decoration (70) and, as 
seen above, tritons and starfish occur in sea-scapes. It could be that 
the rhyta decorated with tritons and double Axes were specifically used 
in cult and possibly the jars with similar decoration but none of them 
were found in shrines except,^the jar fragment from the Little Palace. 
This sherd came from a box labelled East of Pit or Bull's Head, an area 
which produced other ritual vessels (71) and is part of the South West 
Pillar Room complex. The other vases of this group all come from 
ordinary house rooms (Palaikastro) or from general fill (the
two other examples from Knossos),.
There often appears with the combination of triton and double axe 
a decoration of formalised rockwork'?^ PM 33 and 62.
On the above vases only the one rhyton from Palaikastro has the 
cusped and double edged axes (Buccholz Type 5)* Elsewhere this form 
of the axe appears on other LMIB vases (72) but all the other I%rine 
Style examples have the simplified or cruder form of the axe (Buccholz 
Type 4).
Group III
Group III
This group consists of vases with tritons as a subsidiary decoration 
to octopus or argonaut.
Stirrup Jar Gournia, Ga.t.no.6
Stirrup Jar Pseira, Cat. no. 83
Stirrup Jar Zakro, Gat. no.100
Flask PK, Cat. no. 53
Rhyton Pear Palaikastro, Cat no. 64
Jar Knossos, Cat. no.23
Jar Zakro, Cat. no.93,
LATE LMIB
Cat. nos. Knossos I5, Melos 123.
The tritons on these two examples are much simpler than those on the
other vases. They have only two body segments, those of the 'ewer* 
filled with a couple of stripes, those of the jar filled with spots.
The head segment of the inverted triton on the *ewer* does not have
any prickly prominences and the Phylakopi triton does not have a head
segment. Moreover the tritons of both vases are shown in an open 
field.
LMII examples of the triton portray several different instances of 
stylisation. Some LMII versions are very symmetrical (73). This 
jar depicts an octopus with a triton under one handle having four body 
segments each slightly smaller than the last and a head segment exactly 
the same shape as the body segments but just slightly larger. The
head portion appears to have no vertical lines with cross bars as in 
LMIB examples but instead two soft parts side by side with a zigzag 
line beneath them. A second example on a goblet Knossos Cat. 20, 
has three segments all the same size.
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Another LMII version has a corkscrew appearance (74). An LMIIIA
vase produces a zonal design in that the shell has become oval, the
mouth is represented by a spiral coil and the shells are linked (75).
Other examples of this period belong to the %cenaen series PM 23 etc. j
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STARS AND STARFISH
The origin of the star on pottery is a dentate circle which has 
assumed a stellate appearance. It appears as such on an MMII burial 
jar from Knossos (76) - a six rayed star surrounded by a cusped border.
Contemporary and later non-ceramic uses of this motif are very con­
fusing, especially on seals, because the motif is portrayed as an orb 
from which rays project. It could be interpreted as a star, a sun, 
a sea-urchin or a starfish. A correct interpretation must obviously 
depend on the accompanying decoration; for instance, seals ghich use 
the motif in conjunction ^ «ith marine scenes, such as one from Mochlos (77) 
with octopus, fish and dolphins or one from Crete (78) with a dolphin 
can be said to be portraying starfish or sea-urchins; whereas seals 
such as a serpentine lentoid from Crete (79) showing a demon carrying 
a stag between two eight pointed symbols or a haematite bead seal from 
Knossos (80) with a similar symbol below a minotaur are obviously 
showing stars or suns.
In other media the motif appears on the bases of some ivory draught­
smen from Knossos (81) IMIII and or/a fresco fragment from the 13th.
Magazine MMIII (82). Evans suggests religious significance for these.
Evans (83) also thinks that the asterisks on a fresco fragment 
depicting'a griffin's wing (MMIIl) have developed from stars. However, 
later on, he shows a similar example of the asterisk on a tripod hearth 
from Knossos MMIII (84) and suggests that the whole motif of asterisk 
in between wave pattern is copied from the patterns on an adder's skin.
This is the most probable explanation of the asterisk. Stars also 
appear as mason's marks (85) on the bastions of the North Entrance 
Passage MMIII at Knossos, in the west wall of the Court of the Stone 
Spout, on the later gypsum jambs of the first and second magazines (86), 
and, finally, the South Porch has some of the largest incised signs 
from the palace site including stars with six rays (iVMl) in the SE 
corner of the South wall (87).
Nearly all representations of stars in Minoan ceramic art of LMIB 
occur on pots in association with the Marine Style and therefore are 
generally called starfish. They are drawn with a large filled centre
circle surrounded by one or two other circles. Sixteen rays grow from 
the outermost circle and have small unfilled circles between them (Pig. 
4c).
The majority of the vases on which starfish accur are rhyta, both 
pear Zakro, 97-9, Palaikastro, Cat. no. 70-1, and conical Zakro, Cat.no 
94-6, Palaikastro, Cat. no 58-6I. Two beaked jugs, Knossos, Cat. 10,' 
Mallia, Cat. 45, also depict starfish. On these examples the starfish 
appear together with tritons and other marine scenery except on four 
of the conical rhyta - Zakro, Cat. 94-6, and Palaikastro, Cat. 58.
On these examples although the triton remains the marine background 
has disappeared and double axes are drawn instead. Thus these particluar 
rhyta depict only cult objects and are not marine in the true sense; 
it is possible to think that a stellar symb/1 is portrayed and not a 
starfish even though the appearance of the star is exactly the same as 
those on purely marine vessels . (See also Triton Groups Ib and II)
A fragment Mailia,Cat. 47, probably from a bucket vase, (88) portrays 
a star which has no circles between its rays. Beside it is a double 
axe(Buccholz Type I^ . Both motifs are set in an open field which 
suggests that the vase was painted towards the end of LMIB. A hole 
mouth jar from Kythera, Cat. 115, is decorated with a nine pointed star
nhaving a central circle surrounded by one other circle. This vase 
was also painted at the end of the LMIB period because the star is 
curtailed and floats in an open field alternating with double axes. 
Similarly, a fragment from Kythera, Cat. 111, portrays a star set against 
an open background. It, too, is curtailed having seven points instead 
of sixteen and no concentric circles round the centre one.
The star generally appears on Marine vases with tritons and double 
axes but in a few instances it appears alternating with non-Marine 
motifs and floating in the open field which is an aspect of late LMIB.
An interesting theory has been suggested by Weisner (89) with refer- 
ence to Palaikastro, Cat. 5^ , a rhyton decorated with stars, double axe 
and tritons. He relates the double axe to Orion (a representation 
which is attested in Crete in Greek times) and the star to Sirius the 
dog star (from its presence with a winged dog on a sarcophagus from 
Palaikastro). The rhyton, therefore, represents Orion and Sirius 
amidst the sea world and could be interpre^ted as a picture of the 
spring, which begins with the disappearance of these two stars into the 
river Oceanus. Thus Minoan starfish could be stars under water.
Later ceramic examples of the star appear on two sarcophagi, one 
from Palaikastro (90) and one from Episkopi (91). The first example 
is LMIIIAI. One of the side panels shows two stars one on either side 
of a dolphin. The lower star is similar to the LMIb specimens except 
that it has only eight points; the other is more elaborate as another 
circle with fifteen triangular points encloses the first star. The 
same motif occurs in a panel on the other side with a standing griffin. 
This latter setting is non-IÆarine in contrast to the former. Another 
star appears on the lid surrounded by a circle of dots. It too, is 
not far from the LMIB specimens whereas the star on the side of the 
larnax from Episkopi is of a later date (LMIIIB) and has been reduced 
to a circle surrounded by another from which grow four spikes.
nDolphin Delphinus delphis
Pliny (92) describes the dolphin as having a mouth in the middle of 
its belly, a short, broad tongue, an arched back and a snout which turns 
up. It cannot breathe under water and leaps up for breath with such 
force that it leaps out of the water.
In Minoan art dolphins are depicted with one dorsal fin, two ventral 
flippers, a forked tail and an upturned snout (Fig 4g). This is a 
fairly naturalistic representation. There are no early Wi portrayals 
of the dolphin extant so there is no gradual evolution <Sf the motif as 
with the fish.
A cornelian cylinder seal from East Crete has a series of repeated 
dolphin with zig-zags between them (93),. They are very lifelike but 
the detail is not as good as that of two beautiful dolphins of the I#III 
period which appear on a black steatite flattened cylinder seal from 
Palaikastro (94). At one time it had gold plating pressed into it.
Two parallel examples to these appear on a gold cup from the third 
Shaft Grave (95) and on the gold octopus cup from Dendra (96).
Although the last representations come from the IVIainland all three are 
strikingly similar. The body has the same curve and the same wavy 
lines running along it, the flippers and dorsal fin are in the same 
positions; the Dendra dolphins are perhaps more curved but it is clear 
that already a conventional idea for the protrayal of a dolphin exists. 
Another dolphin from the Shaft Graves is portrayed on a faience peg top 
rhyton in relief (97). This example is cruder than the others as it 
has no internal decoration. An inlaid dagger from Prosymna has single 
examples of a dolphin on one side and a flying fish on the other. The 
dolphin has a cream belly and a black body (98).
The above examples may be compared wa two contemporary representations 
of the dolphin on pottery. Two large jars from Pachyammos (99)(^  ^'S^ /
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MMIII - LMI are decorated with dolphins very similar to those mentioned 
above. On one jar the dolphins are outlined in white on a black ground 
on the other they are in dark paint edged with white on a buff ground.
All the dolphins swim round their respective jars towards the right.
Those on the latter are not quite correct representations as they are 
given gills and an extra pair of vertical flippers but the physiognomy 
is undoubtedly that of a dolphin.
The other jar depicts dolphins whose bodies are not quite so curved. 
This straighter version of the dolphin is app%"ent in relief on a 
steatite vessel from Knossos (100) and also on the dolphin fresco from 
the Queen's Megaron at Knossos (101). Here two large dolphins swim in 
opposite directions one below the other. They have blue backs and heads, 
a yellow stripe and creamy white bellies and are surrounded by various 
unidentifiable fish in different colours. The same colour scheme 
appears on dolphins on a tripod hearth from Thera (102).
Each leg has a pair of dolphins swimming down it back to back.
They are also blue on top and have cream bellies, but in their case the 
stripe is red not yellow. A second hearth (103) painted in the full 
f%rine Style has a similar decoration of dolphins, in blue, red and 
yellow except that they are not confined to each leg but are leaping 
round the body as well. Rock and weed grow up from the top and bottom 
in an extremely naturalistic fashion.
More dolphins from Thera appear in white and brown on two jugs (IO4)* 
These have curved bodies which fit very well with the rounded shoulder 
of the jugs. A cymbe from Thera (105) is decorated with five dolphins 
of the elongated variety rather than the curved as they go better with 
the longitudinal shape of the vessel. These dolphins are painted in 
brown and wavy stripes run along their bodies in white. Two other 
cymbe (in the Thera Exhibition) have dolphins on one side and frisking
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animals on the other. Similarly the dolphins on a clay cylinder from 
Phylakopi, possibly a lamp base, (106) are elongated and not curved to 
fit in with the tall shape of the cylinder. Pour fishermen move round 
the cylinder to the right, holding in each hand a dolphin by its tail, 
except for one who is adjusting his loin cloth with his other hand.
A band of blobs below the fishermen represent sand or pebbles. The 
men are outlined in black and filled with red-brown paint; the rest 
of the decoration is painted in matt black. A similar composition 
of a fisherman holding a fish appears on a fresco from Thera (qv. Pish).
The only example of the LMIB period portraying a dolphin is a pear 
rhyton from Pseira, Cat. 82,. The dolphins on this vase have straight 
bodies not curved ones. This form is particularly adapted to the 
elongated shape of the rhyton. An LMII example of the dolphin comes 
from Knossos (IO7) (Ph.138 ). Pour dolphins swim down the body from 
the neck. Strands of weed grow between them. Mrs Thedjcharis suggests 
(108) that the Knossos sherd depicts tunny fish and that Evans wrongly 
restored them as dolphins. However, the smaller fragment joined to 
the larger one actually shows a dol|ihin*s flipper. The fish on this 
fragment are identical to those on another fragment from Knossos (109) 
which Purumark (IIO) calls LMIIIAI-2, but the fish are so like those 
on the other fragment that an earlier date seems to be required for 
this sherd. The second lîarine sherd shovm in this illustration is 
certainly of the later date. The dolphin’s snout has become a beak 
the eye aperture is no longer circular and the flippers have become 
fins. Indeed were it not for the dolphin prototype one might class 
this specimen as a sward fish rather than as a stylised dolphin.
Other dolphins of later periods include one from Palaikastro (III) 
having a long snout and one from a larnax (also Palaikastro (112) with 
a large dorsal fin. Moreover, Purumark (113) mentions a fish on a 
stirrup jar from Crete (II4 ) suggesting that the outline of the body 
its decoration and the form of the tail agree with that of the LMI
dolphin and that "the mouth with its 'tongue’ represents a combination 
between the type with open mouth (II5) and that with a ’beak’ (II6) 
starting from the middle of the head’f. This seems a very reasonable 
suggestion.
A . LMIII stucco floor from Aghia Triadha (11?) from a shrine port­
rays dolphins too, in blue, red and creamy yellow. Five dolphins in 
the centre of the floor swim towards an octopus while the tails of
five more are apparent swimming in from the North wall. Other fish
can also be seen but the fresco is very fragmentary and it is not
possible to identify them.
The dolphin is not common on LMIB pottery as the single example from 
Crete shows; it seems to have been more popular in the preceeding 
period, especially on Thera, where it appears on many vases and two 
offerings tables.
FISH
The earliest fish which are depicted in Minoan art appear in M I
on pottery; for instance a cup and two jugs from Palaikastro (II8),
a spouted jug from Vassiliki (119)> and a bowl from Knossos (120).
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None of these fish can be recognised as a distinct specks - those which 
are complete have two dorsal and two ventral fins and a forked tail - 
but seem to be conceived as a general representation of fish.
Piscine representations in materials other than clay are found from 
M i l  onwards. One of the earliest of these appears on a clay seal 
impression from the Hieroglyphic Deposit at Knossos (121). This is a 
much more mature version of the Fish. It has an eye and gills and the 
veining of the dorsal fin is represented instead of the fin appearing 
as a hump along the creature’s back. Indeed, from now onward port­
rayals of the fish become much more lifelike and it is possible tent-
atively to identify different types. Thus this specimen from the
Hieroglyphic Deposit could be a wrasse or a tunny, hut as the tail
does not appear it is impossible to tell exactly.
A FJycenaean dagger blade (122) portrays a Nilotic scene with primit­
ive fish swimming up a silver river. One fish is perhaps an eel as it
has an elongated body without fins and tail except for one dorsal pro­
jection. Both eyes are shown as though one is looking down at it from 
above. The other fish all have two dorsal and two ventral fins, a 
round head without a m%outh and one large eye.
Two seals from Knossos, a cornelian amygladloid MMIII - LMIA (123) 
and a mottled chalcedony intaglio #1111 (l24) are described by Evans 
as representing the parrot virasse (Scarus cretensis) while, in another 
medium, this same fish is found in the Ivory Deposit at Knossos in the 
guise of two thin plates of gold fastened together and filled with 
plaster (125)* One suggested representation of the parrot wrasse on 
pottery is found on a vase in Oslo (126). A primitive fish having only 
groups of lines to indicate fins, tail and mouth and a design of schematic 
Ï f bubbles all round it is found on a minature jug which is part of a
composite group. Opposite it is another scarus fish and above it swims 
a creature also having groups of lines to indicate fins. This is 
described as a flying fish. The vase is painted in red and white on 
a black surface. It is obviously^ Wl and is described by the author 
as M I  lib on account of its shape and its marine decoration. However, 
the Marine decoration is so primitive that it is quite possible that 
the vase is earlier than M I  lib (compare with the vases mentioned 
above fn. 1 -3).
Tunny Thyhnus thynnus
In Minoan art the tunny is shown (Fig. 4f) as having two dorsal and 
two ventral fins, a pair of gills and a forked tail. An early example 
is a polychrome jar with four vertical shoulder handles from the second 
phase of the palace at Phaistos (12T). Four fish swim to the right and 
have bladder shaped decorations streaming from their mouths. They are 
very realistic representations - indeed it is surprising that they are 
so advanced when one considers the appearance of contemporary octopus 
and triton representations in Minoan art.
An LMIA fresco from Thera (128) shows a fisherman holding his catch 
in both hands. The fish are extremely realistic - as is the whole 
fresco - and could be tunny, but it is difficult to tell how much has 
been restored.
There are only three LMIB examples of the tunny. These are Knossos, 
Gat. 18, 42, and Varkiza, Gat. No. I64. The Knossos specimens are only 
small fragments but the basket vase from Varkiza is complete. It is 
almost certainly a Gretan import although the greenish-yellow clay is 
not common at Knossos. There is a good parallel to the shape in a 
basket vase from Pseira (129) and the heads of the fish are similar to 
those on the Knossos fragments. Moreover, the streamers of weed between 
them are similar to those on a later sherd from Knossos which shows 
four dolphins (130). This vase is the only LMIB example of the fish 
found on the Mainland.
A later fragment said to be from a vase or larnax has recently appeared
at Thebes (131)• It shows four fish in a net swimming towards a fifth
while a sixth swims off to the right. The fish appear to be tunny. If
the piece is from a larnax, larnakes are not known on the Mainland before
LHIIIB and the decoration is too naturalistic to be as late as that 
period. This is an argument in favour of a Cretan origin.
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Flying fish exocoetus volit ans.
There are only a few representations of the flying fish extant in 
Late Bronze Age art and none of these is on pottery so it will suffice 
merely to list the examples. These include some faience reliefs from 
the Temple Repositories MMIII, the PHyla kopi fresco Mill (132) and 
three instances found on the Mainland - a cornelian amyglaloid seal 
Mill - LMIA (133), an inlaid dagger blade from Vaphio (134) and another 
from Prosymna (135)«
An LMII example of the fish appears on a jug from Katsamba (136) 
which portrays a bird with fish swimming round it. Fish no longer 
appear in a Marine setting and are sometimes associated with Nilotic 
motifs such as an alabastron from Phaistos and a larnax from Anoia (137)# 
These fish are not lifelike, as in LMIB, for both of them have an unreal­
istic belly decoration.
Fish in other settings appear equally unnatural. A LMIIIA larnax (138) 
from Milatos is decorated inside with fish swimming around. They are 
unidentifiable as they are much reduced in that fins and tails have become 
single lines and the bodies are filled with straight vertical lines.
The water is indicated by wavy lines. Another example comes from _ 
Phylakopi (139) - a similarily reduced fish, its body being decorated 
with a wavy line.
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The fish is not as common a decoration for artefacts in LBA I as the 
octopus and the argonaut and is very rare on LMIB pottery. Examples 
are chiefly recognisable as tunny (140).
Trefoil
The trefoil is formed, as Furumark rightly observes, (141) by separate 
groups of rocks which are arranged into closed units with trefoil or
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quatrefoil outline. He also suggests that this is possibly connected 
with the Mill derivative of the rosette. This does not eeem so likely 
as^the trefoil is formed, as shown above, from rock groups.
Type A (Pig. 5a)
The most common variety of trefoil has only rocks inside, growing from 
the junctions of the three G ’s, and weed outside. Examples include 
Knossos, Gat. N0.4O; Mallia, Gat. Nos. 46) 50> Trochali, Gat. No. 85;
Kea, Gat. No. 103> Kythera Gat. No. 110 and, from the Mini and, Aigina 
Gat. No. 136; Kakovatos, Gat. No. I4O; Korakou, Gat. No. 142) Prosymna,
Gat. No 158 and Routsi, Gat. No. I60.
Type B (Fig 5b)
A more elaborate trefoil, which is not so common, appears on vases 
from Pseira, Gat. No. 83) Tylissos, Gat. No, 86; Zakro, Gat. Nos. 87-8 
andKakovatos, Gat. No. I40. It has weed inside it growing from rocks 
at the joins of the trefoil while, on the outside, two or three fronds 
of spray spring from the joins. Zakro, Gat. No 87', Tylissos, Gat. No.86; 
and Pseira, Gat. No. 83 have a double outer line q.v. Type D, and on 
Kakovatos Gat. No. I40 each curve comes to a point at its apex qv. Type g, 
and one of these ’points’ sprouts rock with spray on it. It is impossible 
to say that Type A is eailier than Type B or vice versa, as examples from 
both groups appear on the Kakovatos jar.
Type G. 1 and 2 (Figs. c, d)
Another group of trefoils can be split into a large and a small
variety. This is a completely plain trefoil. It has no decoration at
all outside and only rocks at the joins inside. Examples of the large
variety (Type G 1) includes fragments from Knossos, Gat. No. 14)
Palaikastro Gat. No. 76; Kythera, Gat. No. 112 and, on the Mainland, 
Nichoria, Gat. No. I56 and Prosymna, Gat. No. 157# The last two examples
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are very close to the sherd from Knossos, Cat. No. 14, and are probably 
Cretan imports (qv.trefoil. Chapter IV). This variety of trefoil seems 
to be confined to small vases only.
The small trefoil (Type G.2) appears on vases from Phaistos, Gat. No. 78 
Pseira, Gat. No. 80; Zakro, Gat. No. 9I) Kea, Gat. No 101; Kythera, Gat. No 
116, 119, and the Mrseilles ewer. Gat. N0.I67. It tends to be used in 
multiples rather than singly and to appear on larger vases as background 
fill.
Type D (Fig 5e)
Trefoils with a double outline are not common. An extra line is 
drawn all round inside the trefoil parallel to the thick outer line.
Examples are Knossos Gat. No.7; Pseira Gat.No.83; Tylissos Gat.No.86; 
Palaikastro Gat.No.72; Zakro Gat.No.87, and the Marseilles ewer Gat.No.167#
Type E (Fig. 5e)
The contours of some trefoils come to a point at the apices of the 
curves such as Knossos Gat.No.7. The mouth of the Marseilles ewer. Gat.
No. 167 is trefoil shaped, the trefoil being outlined with a band of paint 
and each apex being pointed. Spray grows out from the joins. Similarly 
a funnel Zakro Gat.No.92 has a quatrefoil painted on the base inside.i 
It has a double outer line with crenellations of rockwork along it which 
rise to a point at the apices. Weed grows inside and spray outside.
A more specialised use of the trefoil motive is as a decoration on
alabastron bases (see Fig. 5®)* There are only three examples extant -
Phaistos Gat.No.77; Knossos Gat.No.7; and Routsi Gat. No.160 on the
Mainland. The Phaistos example seems to have rock and weed inside -
it is difficult to see from the photograph - and spray outside; that from 
Routsi is very similar; the specimen form Knossos is rather more
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elaborate as it has a double line profile and ’points’ on the apioesVqv. 
This is a very good use of the motif as it fits well into the circular 
shape of the base.
A second specialised use, and again on a circular shape, is on the 
discs of stirrup jar false necks. It occurs on the vases , Gournia 
Gat.No.6; Palaikastro Gat.No.72; (a quatrefoil), Thebes Gat.No.161; 
Athens Gat.No. 138; and Kythdra Gat. No. 117. The trefoils are all a 
large version of Pig.5f. The Thebes example also has weed outside and 
that from Palaikastro has a double outline and weed inside.
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All these varieties of the trefoil are in use at the same time/it is 
not possible to say that some types are later than others. For instance, 
the Palaikastro stirrup jar Gat.No.72, has a trefoil with double outline 
decorated with rock outside and inside a quatrefoil with similar 
decoration and a trefoil with weed outside and inside.
Some types seem to relate to particular shapes: Type G.2 is generally
found on alabastra and ewers, especially with net pattern, while Type G.1 
seems to appear on cups, particularly in an alternating combination with 
artificial rockwork. Moreover, it seems so far that the trefoil is only 
to be found with octopus and argonaut in marine decoration and never with 
tritons or fish. It is found, too, in association with non-Marine 
decoration: Routsi Gat.No.159 has a zig-zag pattern, Phaistos Gat. No77,
has marguerites and Tylissos Gat.No. 86 has crocuses.
Later examples of trefoil include a bridge spouted jug Knossos Gat.
No.12, of late LMIB. It portrays trefoils among disintegrating argonauts. 
The trefoils have a double outer line. Dots inside represent rocks and 
three-four lines in the joins outside represent weed.
Another example is a stirrup jar from Knossos GatxMwx (142) (Ph.50) 
which has a trefoil similar to Type G.1. However, the main decoration
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of this vase is obviously early LMII so it would seem that this trefoil 
is the first of a series which shows the gradual disintegration of the 
motif.
This disintegration is summarised in the table Pig.5f* Diagram 
No.1 is the same as Type G1 except that it is found on a vase of early 
LMII (see above). No 2 is the next stage - the outline has been broken 
at one of the joins. Ultimately this breaks at all three joins - diagram 
No.7 - so that three horse-shoes or G ’s appear. There is also a second 
way in which the trefoil breaks down: diagram No.3 is a reduced version
of Type B, diagram No.4 shows the formation of three horse-shoes with 
the spray and weed appearing as dots inside and outside; diagram Mo.5 
is a slightly less ornate version of the same;m diagram No.6 the decline
is almost complete - the three horse-shoes have only one dot left in the
centre; finally diagram No.7 has become three horse-shoes.
Evans (143) has drawn a similar table which also shows the remains 
of the trefoil in LMIII, Pigs, h-k. Pig. h is the same as diagram No.2 
and Pigs, i-j are the same as diagram No, 7* The only interesting 
addition is Pig. k which shows the trefoil reduced even furtherfto two 
semi-circles, from a tankard from the Dictaean Gave (144)#
As with earlier trefoils several versions of this one can appear
on the same pot. A jar from Katsambo.(Ph. 103^, has,as a background 
fill to some very odd argonautsjthree different varieties of the late 
trefoil - Pig. 5^ , Nos. 2, 6 and 7, as well as a quatrefoil which has 
disintegrated into horse-shoes in a similar manner (145)#
The trefoil also appears on a bull’s head rhyton (14&) of the same 
period from Knossos.
Sea-Urchin
The sea-urchin is very popular in both the Cretan and the Minland 
Mrine Styles. It is used as a filling motif especially on octopus
vases,
In other media it appears on seals as a spiked orb, which can also 
be interpreted as a star, a starfish or a sun depending on the context 
(147)* It also appears on the dolphin fresco from the Queen’s l%garon 
at Knossos (148).
Fortunately no confusion between stars and urchins arises on pottery 
because the representations are considerably different. The sea-urchin 
retains the appearance of a spiked orb which it has on seals, as 
Palaikastro Gat.No. 53 shows.
This motif appears as PM 27 with several others and all are classed 
as sea-anemones (149)* However, it is more likely that the stiff 
spikes of PM 27# 5, 7, 8, 10 represent an urchin’s spines than the fronds 
of an anemone.
Type A. (Pig. 6)
This type PM 27# 8, is a solid spiked orb which appears on many 
Mrine Style vasesj for instance Palaikastro Gat.No.53) Gournia 
GatoNo. 6. The Minoan version of this motif has spines which are shorter 
and more curving than those of the Mini and type.
Type B (Pig. 6)
This type M  27# 5 has a reserved centre to the orb. A stirrup jar 
at Thebes Gat.No. 162, has urchins of Type A and Type B and another,
Pseira Gat.No. 83, has an urchin of Type B on its false mouth - a motif
no
admirably suited to this round disc.
Later vases seem to have only Type B, for example a bridge spouted jug 
Knossos Gat.No. 12, LMIB - II, which depicts reduced argonauts and tre­
foils, has an urchin consisting of the usual filled orb but the spines 
are no Inoger attached; instead they form a fringe around the orb.
A second urchin also has a fringe of spines but this time the middle of 
the orb is reserved and has a dot in its centre. An LHIIB example 
%cenae Gat.No. 149» portrays an octopus with urchins FM 27# 7, between 
its tentacles which consist of a circle with a hole in the middle sur­
rounded by another circle from which spines grow.
Type G (Fig. 6)
A third type of sea-urchin, also called by Purumark a sea-anemone,
is close to M  27# 10, but the latter is a more formal design. Examples
include a tall alabastron Mllia Gat.No. 43 and a fragment of the same
shape Knossos Gat.No. 8, where it appears as an all over design, reserved
Typein the case of the former. G often appears in the Alternating
Style with M r  ine and non-Mrine motifs (I50).
Mgine Vegetation.
Gat. Nos. Aghia Triadha, 2; Phaistos, 79*
There are two vases decorated with sea-scape only; Gat.No.2, - a tall 
alabastron from Aghia Triadha - has vertical rockwork from which grow 
spraÿ fronds and Gat. No.79 - a peg top rhyton from Phaistos-seems to 
have a decoration of rocks, but it is difficult to see clearly from the 
photograph.
Spray fronds (Pig. 6a) are generally depicted in groups of three 
grwwing from a rock. They are called sea—weed by Purumark PM 30^ 2
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but this term is better applied to the waving fingers which grow from 
knobbly rocks or polyps (Fig. 6b). (if the term polyp is applied it must 
refer to both the rock and the weed growing from it as there are the 
feelers of the polyp or sea-anemon^. Polyps are often used on the rims 
of ’hybrid* Marine cups i.e. M l  lia. Gat. No.48.
Rockwork PM 28 (Pig. 6c) or coral is filled with scale pattern and 
often edged with polyps from which spray fronds sometimes grow. A 
German Institute Negative Wo. 495 (Ph. 158fj shows a vase decorated with 
a clumsy design of rockwork arranged in bands down the body. Scale 
pattern is present between each band and polyps grow from the neck. The 
decoration seems to be a poor local copy of the Mrine Style. The shape 
is unusual; it has a globular body and a tall, narrow neck from which 
a handle runs to the shoulder. There are no parallels to this vase, 
which has an alleged Theran provenance.
Rock also appears in coronet form (Pig. 6d) around an octopus head 
or as fill between tentacles - see Gat.No. ^1 PK flask - and sometimes 
has internal holes or coves. This form also often terminates with groups 
of polyps.
There are many sherds decorated with only Mrine vegetation but they 
cannot be included under this heading as they probably make up the back­
ground fill of a vase which has another motif as its main decoration^ 
rather than a vase which has this as its main decoration. This conclusion 
follows on the statistics which show only two vases with a main decoration 
of sea-scape as opposed to about fifty whole pots from Grete with other 
motifs as the principal ornament.
The examination of the origins of each motif has shown that they all 
appear from the Middle Bronze Age onwards in other media but only the 
octopus and the fish appear in recognisable form on pottery.
n x .
The octopus and the argonaut have been divided into three types 
stylistically and it is possible that Type G is also chronologically later,
It appears that the octopus is the commonest Mrine motif, that the 
argonaut is scarce and that, although the triton is common on Grete y there 
are only two examples from elsewhere. Fish and dolphin are rare on LMIB 
ceramics but common in other media especially in earlier times.
The argonaut, trefoil, star and sea-urchin are employed in the 
Alternating Style which is a later variant of LMIB and polyps often 
appear on ’hybrid’ M r  ine Style vases.
All the motifs appear in LMII but in very stylised forms and often 
in non-Mrine settings.
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Octopus
1. Encyclopedia Britannica V0I.I6 703b.
2. g A  19 (1912-13) pi.10.
3. XXXV-XXKVI (1957-8) 278 pi. 25.
4. m  II 502 Pig.306.
5* Pachyammos pi.13.
6. Ib. 21.
7. Karo Shaft Grave III pis. 26 Nos. 39-40, 27 Nos.30-1,^No.18.
Shaft Grave IV pi.44 No.386.
8. Crete and Mycenae pi.202 top right.
9. Pendra RT pi.11.
10. M  II 502 Pig.307.
11. OA VI 159.
12. EC XI pl.52g.
13. ™  IV 355 Pig.298, Ib. IV 306-7 Pigs. 240-1, Ib. IV 362 Pig.302.
14. Ib. IV 308-9 Pigs. 242-4.
15. (1939-40) 232, Ih  (1941-3) 30.
Argonaut
16. Encyclopedia Britannica Vol. 5 143ff.
17. PM IV 129.
18. Ih. 128 Pig. 97, pl.30d.
19. ^  167.
20. m  II 501 Pig.305.
21. Zakros 142.
22. PAE (1956) pi.101.
u if
23- Pendra RT pl.11.
24. pl.33 No.6; Prehistoric Tombs 26 Fig.20, 58 Fig. 6O; BSA 52 
(1957) 199 Pl.37e.
25. Pendra RT 104 No.31.
26. Gh.T 222 No.79c.
27. g A  49 (1954) 140 pi.39a.
28. P.ylos II 141.
29. IP 141.
30. m  IV 889 Pig.870.
31. Gournia pI.J
32. Karo pi.168.
33. Ib. pis. 157 Nos. 190-6,159.
34. JSA 25 (1923-4) pi.45b.
35. Purumark OA VI 210, Waoe and Blegen Klio XXII (1939) 147.
36. Katsamba pi. 4d.
37. iff 167.
38. Ib. 306.
39. Katsamba pl.4g.
40. _Ib. pi. 3a.
41. _I^ . pi. 15a.
42. Ib. pi.15b.
43. K A  47 (1952) 268 No. III.5.
44. Katsamba pi.3b, 4b.
45. BSA 47 (1952) 266 No.III.2.
46. PM IV 306-7 Pigs.240-1.
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47. Prosymna Pigs. 152, 294; GhAlkis BSA 47 (1952) pi. 24 No.468.
48. Katsamba pis. 5“6.
49. Guida Fig. 20; g A  28 (l926-7) Mlavro Spelio Pig. 26.
Triton
50. m  IV III
51. See also Bosanquet JHS XXIV (I904) 321.
Kythera pl.3e.
52. ^  II (1964-5) 266.
53. ^  I (1915) 62 SM cemetery Gournes; PM I 219, 221 MtflX shrine Phaistos
Ib. I 586 Domestic Shrine Knossos; Thera V pi.36a.
54. Pseira 25.
55. m  II 823.
56. Rendiconti Linoei XII (I903) 334.
57. T.Do.Ax 31.
6 I 58. PM 1/  221./ —  f
59. M  I 696 Pig. 518.
60. n  I 222 Pig.167.
61. Pendra RT pi.32.
62. m  I 522 Pig.381.
63. Ib. I 521 Pig.380.
64. PM IV III
65. ^  19 (1912-13) pi.9
66. Heraklion Museum, unpublished.
67. W  193 (PM 23a).
68. PM I 219, 221 Fig. 168.
n-
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69. See note 60.
70. PKU 50, 52.
71. T.Do.Ax. 72f.
72. Pseira 31 Pig. 12 basket vase with double axes and an unpublished lid
with similar' decoration in Heraklion Museum Study Collection.
73. PM IV 306 Fig.240.
74. Ib. IV 318 Fig.257.
75. Ib. IV 316-7 Pigs. 253, 254.
Star and starfish
76. m  I 585 Pig.428.
77. Moohios 22 Pig.6.
78. ^  1907 pi.7 No. 94.
79. rai IV 441 Pig. 364.
80. Ib. I 359 Fig. 260d.
81. ib. I 478 Pig.342b.
82. Ib. I 479 Pig.343.
83. Ib. I 549
84. Ib. IV 180 Pig.144.
85. Ib. I 394.
86. Ib. II 664.
87. Ib. II 290.
88. See EC XI 83 pi.39 No. 4 for a similar shape.
89. .Raggi 8.2 (1968) 29f.
90. BSA 8 (1901-2) pis. 18,19.
91. AD VI 159 Pig.6.
//?
Dolphin
92. Natural History IX.VII.
93. m  IV 496 Fig.435.
94. Ib. I 675 Pig.495.
95. Karo pi.103.
96. Pendra RT pi.9.
97. Karo pi. 141 Shaft Grave V.
98. Prosymna Pigs. 420, 421.
99. Pachyammos pis. 9, 14.
100. PM II 504 Pig.308.
101. Ib. I 542 Pig.394.
102. Thera IV pi.82.
103. Jb.V pls.C, 102.
104. Ih. IV pi.67b, Ib. V pi.49.
105. Ib. II pls.C No. 7, 11 No. 2.
106. Phylakopi pi. 22.
107. m  IV 304 Pig.239;
108. Antiquity XXXIV (I960) 266.
109. JHS XXIII (1903) 198 Pig. 14a.
110. w  193.
111. PKU 83..Pig.66a.
112. ^  8 (1901-2) pi.19.
113. Iff 193.
114. B K  A716.
115. BSA 8 (1901-2) pi.19.
//z
116. j æ  XXIII (1903) 198 Fig. 14.
117. Ann. (1941-3) 30.
Fish
118. PKU pis. 4 d and e, 11 Fig. 7*
119. ™  I 182 Fig. 131a.
120. Ib. I 182 Fig. 13Tb.
121. _Ib. II 502 Pig. 306.
122. Ib. Ill pi.20.
123. Ib. I 677 Pig. 498.
124. Ib. I 677 Pig. 497.
125. Ib. Ill 411 Pig.274.
■ Vol I
Oslo Collection.
126. K.Ch. (1971) Kf ^ Skupinske-Lovset Two Minoan Vases from the
127. ig (1965) pi.33
128. The Times 23.3.73.
129. m  IV 290 Fig.226.
130. Ib. 304 Fig. 239.
131. AR (1970-1) 14 Fig.37.
132. PM I 541 Fig.393.
133. _Ib. I 678 Fig. 499 (probably Cretan workmanship).
134. Ib. Ill 128 Fig.82.
135. Prosymna Pigs, 420, 421,
136. Katsamba pi. 20.
137. PM IV 337-8 Pigs. 280-1.
138. Perfot and Chipiez VI 456 Pig.171#
//?
139. Phylakopi I4O Pig, 113.
140» It is interesting that at Saliagos (Excavations at Saliagos Evans
and Renfrew I968) the commonest fish bones were those of the tunny.
Trefoil
141. g  148.
142. m  IV 355 Pig.298.
143. Ib. IV 314 Pig.250.
144. Ib. IV 313 Pig.249a.
145. Katsamba pi.3b.
146. m  IV 315 Pig.251.
Sea-urchin
147. See stars and starfish paragraph 2.
148. PM I 543 Pig. 395.
149. MP 315 Fig. 53 m  27.
150. BSA 62 (1967) pl.8lc bottom row, centre.
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Chapter II.
An Examination of the Shapes.
It is possible that some shapes were introduced in LMIB particularly 
for I%rine Style decoration. Therefore, a brief survey of the origins 
of each shape follows and, each shape on which the Ivlarine Style appears 
is examined for differences from similar shapes decorated with other 
LMIB designs; any such variations would show the importance of the 
Marine Style in LMIB. For the same reason the continued existence 
of the various shapes in LMII will be taken into account, as some might 
cease with the decline of the LMIB Marine Style.
A study of the shapes might show if the Marine Style was used for 
a specific purpose, for instance the range on which it appears could 
give some indication of whether it was confined to ritual vases or was 
used on household pottery. For this reason statistics are important 
and this necessitates a count both of the Marine vases and, where 
possible,of the non-Marine LMIB vases of each shape so that an approx­
imation may be made to indicate the popularity of the Style.
Differences between vases of the same shape decorated in the Marine 
Style will also be noted for if any vases have individual and similar 
characteristics it might be possible to isolate different workshops. 
Similarly vases from the l%inland, decorated in the Marine Style, will 
be examined,for any differences in shape from the Cretan ones might 
reveal a local production. The shapes are considered in alphabetical 
order.
ALABASTRON (tall)
The tall alabastron in the Late Bronze Age is common on Grete. It
/Z/
seems to become popular in LMIB but there are two examples in LMIA. (l).
It is probable that the shape was influenced by, if not copied from, 
contemporary Egyptian XVIIIth. Dynasty stone alabastra(2).
There are 10 LMIB Marine Style examples - Aghia Triadha Gat.No* 1,2;
Knossos Gat.No. 7,8; iviallia Gat.No. 43; Phaistos Gat.No. 77; Kea Gat.No. 101 
and one unpublished; Kythera Gat.No. 105; Routsi Gat.No. 159» and 17 other 
LMIB specimens (3) The shape was obviosly a popular one.
The form (Pig.7a) has a wide, flat base and a baggy body with a flat, 
horizontal lip. Most of the specimens have a wide neck but the 
Palaikastro vase (4) has a very narrow one. The height of the vases 
varies considerably. All the Gournia examples are minature and so is 
one from Kea, the height ranging from 0.045 - 0.09m. On the other hand,
the Phaistos and Aghia Triadha vases (Pig. 7h) are very tall and quite clumsy
looking. They could be local imitations as they are not painted in good 
Marine Style. Banti (5) considers that the grey clay of these vases is 
not local, but this colour could be due to misfiring.
The shape does not seem to have been developed specifically for the 
I%rine Style - indeed, it is not even particularly suited to it. The 
tall body more easily accommodates an alternating or a zonal design, 
such as on the vases from Mochlos, Sedment and îfellia (6), rather than 
an all-over Marine one.
There is only one specimen on the Finland - Routsi Gat.No 159 - which 
has a trefoil on the base. As it is the only example, it is probable
that it is an import q.v. Finland. Later specimens of this shape come
Palaikastro and Knossos (7) and have the same tall body but a much 
deeper neck.
ALABASTRON (squat)
There are only four Marine Style examples of this shape, only one of 
which is found on Grete-Mallia Gat. 44# The others are from the 
Mainland - Asine Gat.137» from Melos Gat. 120 and from Armant Gat. I65.
It is argued by Purumark (8) that Gat. I65 (and the other LMIB vases 
found in Egypt and the Near East) have a l'Æainland origin in agreement 
with Pendlebury (9) and Wace and Blegen (IO) (except for one fragment 
from Gezer which has Minoan decoration)(l1).Purumark suggests very 
plausibly that the shape comes from the Near East rather than Egypt^ 
where it is not common,and cites a specimen from Anibah as an example (12)
Apart from the fact that the decoration of the IVIarine Style vases 
seems to be Mycenaean rather than Minoan there is only the one Marine 
Style example from Grete and this is from an LMII context. The 
excavator argues that it is not an import but, as the LHIIA Asine vase 
Gat. 137 has a very similar decoration, it is likely that this vase 
also came from the Mainland in LHIIA. Otherwise, the squat alabastron 
does not appear on Grete until LMII - IIIA in the tombs at Katsamba (13) 
and in the Warrior Graves at Knossos (14) where it is the commonest 
single type of vase. Similarly in stone the alabastrd from Knossos 
are all LMII - IIIA.
As the shape is common on the Mainland from LHI onwards and 
Purumark (15) has shown the development from an MH form very satisfact­
orily, it seems most likely that the vases Gat. 44» 120 and I65 were 
produced on the IVIainland rather than on Grete.
BASKET VASE
The only Marine Style example of this form comes from an LMIII 
chamber tomb at Varkiza Gat. I64. It is fully published by
/X3>
M. Theocharis (16) who considers it to he an LMI - II import from 
Knossos," hut its decoration is LMIB, rather than LMII.
The form is a Cretan one and goes hack to MMIA. Specimens come 
from Palaikastro (17) in the shape of conical tumblers with'out handles 
and from Phaistos with handles (18) MMIB. There are, however^only 
four LMI - II examples from Crete, one from Pseira (Ph.1^ 3 ) and three 
from Knossos(19); the latter all with an identical decoration.
The shape of all the above examples is the same as that of the I# 
vases viz. a lipless conical shape very pressed in below the two ribbon 
handles, which spring from the rim, except in the case of the Pseira 
vase where they are attached outside and below the rim. The shape of 
this vase is also rather different in that,if viewed straight on, it 
appears cylindrical with a flaring rim but, from the side, it has the 
form of an inverted cone.
The Varkiza vase, however, although its shape and the position of 
its handles is the same as that of earlier vases, differs in several 
other respects. For instance, the rim is not lipless but is broad and 
horizontal and is notched in the middle. The handles, too, are 
notched and have plastic studs at the end. Also there is a plastic 
band around the vase below the rim. Mrs. Theocharis suggests that the 
influence of metal or basket work accounts for these features. The 
former suggestion seems more likely as basket work would not account 
for the plastic studs. It is interesting to note that, although the 
Pseira vase has no plastic band, it has a horizontal band of dots in 
the same positionnas, also, do the Knossos vases. Moreover, the plastic 
band of the Varkiza vase is decorated in this way; perhaps these are 
painted imitations of further metal studs.
There are no LMIII examples of the form but the handles appear on
kalathoi from Palaikastro (20).
The Varkiza vase has a hole pierced in the bottom after firing so U 
also belongs to the flower pot category.
BEAKED JUG
This shape appears in EMI and then lasts through all the succeeding 
pottery phases (21). According to Purumark (22) the form is originally 
ceramic but in I M l l variants with a metallic appearance are produced 
and these are continued in later types. An example in silver from the 
South House (23) MI'ÎIII - LMIA is very similar to the LMI clay type and 
is perhaps a prototype for it.
In early LMIA the shape has a deep ovoid body, round handle and 
flat base. Frequently the neck has three protrusions or horns - one 
below the spout and one each side of the neck - for tying on a stopper. 
The only metallic feature is the neck-ring (24).
An example from Knossos (25) does not have an ovoid body but is a 
conical - piriform shape which foreshadows the mature LMIA beaked jug.
In the mature LMIA shape (fig.7c) the body has become conical-piriform 
and the neck has become narrow and slightly concave. The shape still 
has a flat base, neck ring and round handle but some examples have a 
more metallic handle which is S-shaped and often has a stud or imitation 
rivet at the junction with the lip (26).
During the LMIB period the shape is similar to the above shape(Fig.7d) 
but more graceful and the handles are all S-shaped with rivets and 
midrib (27) (Phil^J-S ). The two Marine Style examples Knossos 
Cat. 10 and Mallia Cat.45 do not differ in any way from the non?: ' -
Marine vases.
An example from Vari on the Mainland (in a private collection) is 
illustrated Phîiéfi'. It is decorated in the Alternating Style and is 
probably an import from Crete.
The LMII shape is the same as that of the previous period (28) but 
in LMIIIAi the form has become extremely conical-piriform with a raised
base, a very narrow concave neck and a round handle (29)*
BEAKED JUG, (low)
There is only one example of this shape in the Marine Style. It 
comes from Phylakopi Cat. 121 and only the top half is extant. The 
form fits most accurately to Purumark FS 143, described as a depressed- 
ovoid shape with a narrow conical neck with a long tapering, cut-off 
beak at an angle of 40° with the base and a sloping, ribbed and laid- 
on handle from rim to shoulder.
The shape seems to be a Mainland one. Purumark (30) suggests that 
the earliest version of the shape is quite metallic and may represent 
a Minoan metal prototype although none is extant. The beak itself 
corresponds to the Minoan metal versions (31) and the ridge at the 
base of the neck and the ribbed handle are common metallic forms (32).
The common Minoan form of this shape is the beaked jug q.v. with an 
almost perpendicular beak and an S shaped handle, rather than a sloping 
one. The conical piriform shape of the beaked jug is very different 
from the wide-shouldered globular shape of the Phylakopi specimen.
As there are no examples of this shape on Crete, it would seem that 
this vase was imported from the Mainland.
An example from LMII appears from the Katsamba (33). It has a
!%é>
deep body with a long, narrow neck, tapering beak and a sloping, 
ribbed and laid-on handle. The neck of Cat.121 is not so tall; 
otherwise the forms are very similar. The subsequent development is 
traced by Purumark (34) through LHII and LHIII.
BRIDGE-SPOUTBD JUG
The Bridge-spouted jug seems to develop from a baggy jug with a 
vertical handle opposite the spout (35). In LMIA the bridge-spouted
jugs have very deep bodies (Pig.7e) (36). A parallel development can
be seen in the stirrup jar q.v. which also initially has a deep globular
rr\orc
shape and then becomes/; squat "SB# as does the bridge-spouted jug.
The LMIB bridge-spouted jug has a depressed globular shape (Pig.7f) 
(37j* with a short, straight neck with short, horizontal lip and bridge
spout, a metallic^ laid-on handle from rim to shoulder and a flat base.
This is shown by the examples with IVIarine Style decoration of which there 
are 4 from Crete , Mallia 46, Pseira 80, Zakro 87-8, one from Phylakopi 
122^and one of unknown provenance but probably Cretan^Abbot Cat. I66.
A fifth jug from Crete Zakro 89 is interesting as^ it has a very deep 
body which either means that it was made early in the series or that 
the LMIA shape continued through LMIB. However, as there are no other 
LMIB examples of this shape the former conclusion is probably more 
correct.
Other LMIB examples (non-Marine) include a large jug with an 
extremely ovoid shape from Sklavokambos (38), a jug from Zakro and 
another from Palaikastro with a fairly globular shape (39)(Ph.iÿO ).
Unlike the stirrup jar the bridge-spouted jug is common on the 
mainland and generally seems not to have had so squat a shape as Cretan 
examples (40).
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Numerous bridge-spouted jugs of the LMIA period have now come from 
Thera (41). Most of these examples are of local clay and are matt 
painted but two specimens are possibly Cretan imports (42). All these 
examples have very deep bodies and thick rounded handles. The deep 
body is to be expected in LMIA but the rounded handles are interesting. 
They also appear on the LMIA specimens from Crete and bear out the fact 
that this shape has no metal prototype. In LMIB, however, the bridge- 
spouted jug has a metallic-looking laid-on handle with a *rivet* at the 
junction between handle and rim. This could mean that there are con­
temporary examples of the shape in metal but it is more likely that the 
handles have been lifted from another metal shape such as the ewer (43).
An example, which is possibly late LMIB (from its decoration not 
its shape qv. argonauts) from Knossos Cat.lj/has a very squat shape, .
. as does a specimen from the later cemetery of Katsamba (44). 
However, another vase from Katsamba (45) has a very deep globular form 
with a metallic handle and tall narrow neck. It is clear that both 
forms continued into LMII and LMIIIA.
This shape was used more frequently than most other shapes (escept 
the pear rhyton) for Marine Style decoration but there is no indication
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that it haff-ribptnn developed especially for this Style. As a fine 
pouring vessex xhe brioge-spouxea jug xs v,ne oi the most frequent LMi 
forms and thus the larger number of examples of this shape decorated in 
tne Marine Style is probably in proportion to the larger number of 
examples decorated in a non-î^ larine Style.
BUCKET' JAR
This shape appears in stone in ¥M1 (46). It is present all through
the Middle Minoan Period and is especially popular in LMI at Gournia,
Pseira, Tylissos and Haghia Triadha i.e. in both East and Central Crete, 
It is also found in LMII - IIIAI contexts at Knossos, Katsamba and
12?
Isopata, but these are probably survivals.
The LMI clay shape is exactly the same as the stone form i.e. a 
large cylindrical jar with a spout (sometimes bridged) at the rim, two 
horizontal handles near the top of the body and a *button* opposite the 
spout, except that it has a horizontal rim and two extra 'buttons* 
between the handles and the spout. There is only one LMIB complete 
Marine Style vase - from Nirou Ghani Gat.51 and a fragment of a second 
from Mallia Cat.47- The shape, indeed, is not common in clay. Nor 
are the earlier examples any more frequent; in fact there is only one - 
an MMI vase from î%llia (47) with the same horizontal rim but no 'bcrttttns® 
and with round handles, whereas the IM IB vase has handles which are 
flat and laid-on. The presence of this earlier vase shows that the 
shape was not developed only in LMIB and that it was probably not con-
mected in any specific way with the Marine Style. Indeed, it is
probably chance that there are no examples extant between WAl and LMI. 
There are no later specimens of this shape.
CUP. (deep semi-globular)
The deep semi-globular cup has a long history. It appears in EM III 
and subsequently through the Middle Minoan period (48). The LMI shape 
is much the same as that of the previous period and is close to Purumark 
FS 211 - a closing deeply rounded shape with a sharply offset lip, a 
flat handle from rim to side and a flat base (49)*
The LMIB shape is (Pig.7g) similar but the body is narrower and has 
a straighten lower profile and a narrower base with a disc foot (50), 
L H I B  Furumark (5I ) says 'curiously enough, no Cretan^semi^lobular cups seem
^ to be known', but there are now several unpublished examples in SM
Knossos from the Royal Road excavations as well as published fragments 
from the Palace itself (52) (Ph.l^ "! )•
i n
l%rine Style examples are few. Fragments come from Knossos Gat.13, 
Palaikastro Gat 52, Kythera Gat. 106, 107, 108, IO9, 110, 111 and Kea 
(unpublished). This corpus might be small because the Marine Style 
is not suited to this shape except towards the end of LMIB when the 
motifs were smaller and curtailed. All these fragments except Gat. 13 
are decorated in this later style. There is also the possibility that
the dearth of fragments decorated in the full Klarine Style is the result 
of chance in excavation.
There are some cups which are 'hybrid* such as Mallia Gat. 48 (53).
They have Marine Style decoration on the rim, generally polyps, and 
other LMIB motifs such as shield or papyrus on the body zone. The 
shape of these cups is the same as those decorated in the Mrine Style.
The shape continues into LMIII but has a deeper belly with a handle which 
is oval in section (54). In LMIIIB the shape has no lip (53).
GUP (bell)
This shape seems to have derived from a rather tall conical cup (56) 
Decorated LMIA examples come from Tylissos, Vathypetro and Mirabello and 
Palaikastro (57) and there are three unpainted specimens from Kythera (58)
In LMIB the shape (Fig.7h{ has a vertical strap handle attached 
below the rim and a disc foot. The body is more angular than that of the 
LMIA examples. There are several Marine specimens: Knossos Gat. 14,
Kythera Gat. 112, Aigina Gat. 135, Nichoria Gat. I56 and Prosymna 
Gat. 157. Bell cups with non-Marine decoration are not common except 
at Kea and Kythera (59); there are a few specimens from Grete, Paros, 
Melos and Egypt (60) (PhJ?3^. Although very few examples are found on 
Grete, those in other places probably come from here rather than the 
Mainland , where there are no antecedents for the shape and even fewer
examples. Moreover, Gat. 156 and 157 are so similar to Gat. 14 from
Knossos that they could be by the same hand. This suggests a Knossian 
provenance.
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All the examples, both lÆarine and non-Marine, are decorated with 
later stylised versions of the LMIB motifs, often in the Alternating 
Style so it seems that this shape was not popular in early LMIB.
EWER
The shape has a long history. Examples in clay are found as early 
as MMII B and all through IdMIII (6l). The development of the shape 
can be seen by compearing a MMI 11 example from Phaistos (62) which is 
very tall, although its shape is otherwise similar to that of the LMI 
form, to an LMIA vase from Kythera (63) which has the lower proportions 
of this period. It is of local manufacture and has a broad conical- 
piriform body, a round handle and no neck or base ring. Another LMIA 
example from Plati (64) is more graceful and has a much narrower neck.
A third specimen of this period comes from the Shaft Graves (65). It,
too, has a wide flat rim with a bevÊlled edge. The handle is a wide
strap and has a rivet at the top.
The LMIB vases (fig.8a) have a slender piriform shape, a narrow con­
cave neck with a flat lip, raised at the handle joint and with ring 
moulding at the base, a handle from rim to shoulder, S curved and ribbed
with rivets at the top, and a ring base.
There are six LMIB examples, four ÎÆarine from Zakro Cat. 9O, 9^ ,
Kea Cat. 103 and one in the Klarseilles Museum Cat. I67, and two non- 
ï'îarine from Palaikastro (Phg 19^-5 ) (66). Two more vases, one from 
Phaistos and one from Nirou Ghani could be LMIA or LMIB (67). The 
decoration of the latter is difficult to see and that of the former is
of a local variety which is difficult to place chronologically.
An example from the l'Æainland of the same period (68) (Ph. I^ -^ O has the
same metallic shape with three studs at the top of the handle and a
plastic ring round the base.
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The form is not common on Grete in LMIB and does not seem to have 
been especially produced for decoration in the Marine Style, although it 
is well adapted to it. It continues in LMIII (69) but the shape is 
more conical-piriform and the handle now joins the neck below the rim.
'EWER*
A vase excavated from the House of the Sanctuary Knossos Gat.I5, and 
published by Evans (70) has a very interesting shape. It is called by 
him an ewer although it does not correspond to the ordinary version of 
that shape qv. The body is globular with a long, thin neck with flat, 
horizontal rim, a neck ring, a base ring and two S handles from the rim 
to a point on the body.
The form of this vase as it stands is unique. It is akin, however,
to a large group of vases with a similar form but a double lip. It 
seems to originate from a stone type (?1) of MMIII-LMI. There are two 
versions of the rim, one with a pulley-shaped neck (?2), the other with 
a beak (73). A prototype for the beaked version appears at Knossos in 
MVIIIA (74), and, indeed, this might be a prototype for the whole form, 
as it corresponds almost exactly to the later stone and clay examples 
with regard to the lower body. The pulley-shaped neck, however, does 
not appear before MMIII-LMI (75)-
The clay form is fairly widespread with examples from Gournia, Kea 
Palaikastro, Phylakopi and Myrtos (76), all LMI. Every one of the above 
vases has a double lip. It is remarkable that the Knossos specimen 
corresponds in every way, except in the lip. However, closer examination 
of this vase shows that the lip and upper part of the neck are restored.
It is difficult to see how much of the original , if any, is present but 
perhaps the restoration is incorrect and a second lip should be added. 
Later examples are rare. There is one from Kea (77)LMII and another 
from Attica (78) LHIII with two minatures vases of the same type on the 
shoulders.
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FLASK (lentoid)
The flask is found on Grete from MT4IIB onwards with a globular 
form (79) hut it has a longer history in the Near East (80). It also 
appears at Phylakapfin MG I (81). The LMIB shape(Pig.8b) of which the 
the only example is the marine vase Palaikastro Gat. 53, has a small 
foot and a short neck with elliptical mouth compressed between round 
vertical handles. The body is made from two shallow bowls which have 
been joined together to form a lentoid shape. The scarcity of this 
shape is perhaps the result of chance during excavations. Although 
well adapted for it there is no evidence that this shape 'was developed 
specifically for the Marine Style. Nor can this vase have had a ritual 
use. It vjas found in a small room in Block B not in any association 
which could give it a religious significance.
The flask does not become common on Grete until LMIIIA. 2 and this 
is in a globular form^not a lentoid (82).
FLOWER POT
The LMI flower pot must be considered as distinct from the goblet.
The name flower pot arises from the pierced base. The vase is hollow 
from lip to base, unlike the goblet and the later kylix which have a 
solid or hollow stem as a separate entity from the bowl. Evans (83)
and
suggests that they adorned lightwells,(also that the faience chalice s 
from the Temple Repositories, decorated with reed and leaves, can be 
recognised as flower pots.
The earliest metallic examples of the shape come from the Shaft 
Graves at Mycenae. Two gold vessels with shallow bowls from Graves 
IV and V (84) are very near to the Gretan type. Another specimen in 
gold from Grave IV (85) has a deeper bowl and a fourth from Grave IV
/ss
(86) has a carinated howl close to g  267 hut a Vaphio type handle and 
a Minoan style decoration.
The shape does not appear in stone except in the form of the chalice
(87).
In LMIA there are two forms of the shape in clay. The first form 
(fig.8c) though not necessarily the earlier, is illustrated by vases 
from Phaistos and Zakro (88) (Ph.l^ T" )• The difference lies in the 
stem. This form has a wide stem so that the vase has an almost conical
shape. The recent excavations at Thera have produced two more examples
of this shape (89) found near a table of offerings but unfortunately 
not in a shrine but in disti/ufeed river layers. From the photograph 
it can be clearly seen that the mouth has an inner covering with a hole 
in the middle, unlike the Cretan examples. These two vases also differ 
from Cretan ones in that they have two small horizontal side handles.
The second LMIA form is more elegant. The stem is concave, the 
handles are strap and do not rise above the rim and often there is a 
'rivet * at the junction of the handle and rim. This is borrowed from 
a metal type, as is the ring base. Examples come from Zakro, Palaikastro 
Knossos, Gournia etc. (90)* Vases of both types are decorated with 
added white in the finest LMIA tradition.
Specimens of the LMIB period are fewer. There are only three whole 
vases (non-Marine) from Knossos (Ph i?^ ), Phaistos (Ph.iy-gf ), and Vaphio 
(Ph.ISI) (91) and some Marine fragments from Knossos Cat. nos. 16,17,
18, 19, Kea Cat. IO4 and non-Marine from Kythera (92). The LMIB shape 
(Fig. 8d) is the same as that of LMIA (second type) with a narrow con­
cave stem and boras foot but the lips, handles and bases are very 
metallic looking, and the handles rise above the rim.
Unfortunately, neither of the whole vases is in the I%rine Style
SO there is no indication of how the decoration of the Iferine fragments 
was completed, but the shape of these does not Seem to have v aried in 
any way from the non-Marine LMIB complete examples. It is surprising 
that there are so few vases from LMIB but it must be remembered that 
LMIA decoration continued alongside that of LMIB so that several of 
the vases with LMIA decoration could, in fact, be contemporary with the 
LMIB examples.
Only one LMII example of the shape is known (93) (Ph.|?o) - a vase 
from Knossos with a non-metallic strap handle not rising above the rim 
and a papyrus decoration very similar to that of the Ephyraean goblets.
GOBLET
The recent excavations on Kythera and at Knossos MUM have produced 
fragments of two goblets decorated in the Marine Style. No stemmed 
goblet or kylix , so far, has been found in any of the LMIB destruction 
deposits. Unfortunately, neither example is complete. The Kythera 
sherd Cat.114 consistsoof a hollow stem only and the Knossos fragment 
Cat.20 belongs to the body and rim (including the stub of a handle).
The decoration of the last example shows that it belongs to the end of
LMIB. The Kythera sherd comes from a deposit which has the Alternating 
Style^ also a late feature of LMIB, so it seems that the goblet was 
beginning to circulate at the end of this period. This is borne out 
by its appearance on Kea together with LMIB and LHIIA (94)# Two 
Examples of the goblet in LMII decorated with stylised Marine motifs 
come from Knossos (Ph.SZ. ) and Kat samba (95) (Ph. to|),
HOLE-MOUTH JAR
The hoie-mouth jar is a very early form. Vases with bridged-spout
occurred already in E M U  - III (96) and the hole-mouthed form with two
horizontal handles was fully developed in MMI (97)# This shape with
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a flat base, two round handles and a slight neck continued all through 
Middle Minoan times (98). The development is shown very clearly in 
the examples from Phylakopi (99), the earliest type having a broad flat 
rim while the other examples have a moulded, round lip. Published 
specimens of LMIA on Grete are not common but the Thera preliminary 
reports record this shape in quantity (IOO) and there are many from 
Phylakopi (IOI). Moreover, there are many vases of this shape from 
the British S^ool Excavations at Myrtos, as yet unpublished. Examples 
also come from Gournia (102), Palaikastro (103) and Mallia (IO4).
During LMIB, however, vases with the actual decoration of the period 
are rare. There is one complete example from Haghia Triadha (Ph.|?1 ) 
and fragments of two others (IO5) - all considered by Banti to be 
imported (IO6) - and one whole vase from Kythera Cat.11$ with I%rine 
decoration in an alternating style. It is quite likely, on analogy 
with this specimen, that the vase from Phylakopi Cat. 123 has been 
wrongly restored and is in fact this shape. It has the same narrow 
base and \ profile as the IQythera vase and the decoratiom
on the shoulder is identical. A vase from Gournia decorated in 
Alternating Style also belongs to this group although it is restored 
with a handle opposite the spout and has no side handles. (PH.1^ 4 ), (10?)#
The LMIB shape is much the same as the shape of the previous periods.
It is a graceful conical-piriform with a ring base, two round side 
handles rising above the rim of the vase and a fairly long bridge-spout 
either straight or rising above the lip. Often there is a plastic 
knob at the back of the jar near the rim, that of the example from 
Aghia Triadha being very pronounced (IO8). The shape is well adapted 
to the Marine Style; indeed from the base to the shoulder it is very 
similar to that of the flower pot, exsept that it is not so concave 
above the base. It is interesting that the only two specimens in the 
ÎÆarine Style are decorated with a late version of that style, I.e. the 
motifs are curtailed and more stylised and alternate on an open field.
!3é
The Alternating Style is recognised as a later product of LMIB (109).
The absence of examples decorated in the full Marine Style could be due 
to lack of popularity or to chance of excavation.
A LMII example of the shape is provided by a vase from the Warrior 
Tombs at Knossos (IIO) (Ph.l^^). It does not differ from the LMIB shape, 
the handles being high and round, the spout rising above the rim and a 
plastic knob appearing at the back opposite the spout. Another example 
from Katsamba (111) (Ph.^ ^ ) is also a similar shape but it is much 
larger and the neck is taller and the shoulders wider than the LMIB form.
IN AND OUT BOWL
In LMIA this shape was very common especially at Zakro (l12) where 
the excavators report * shallow bowls decorated both inside and out 
prevailed in enormous proportion*. Unfortunately none of these are 
illustrated. However, an early example from Palaikastro is published 
(113) which gives a good idea of the shape. It is that of a shallow, 
rounded bowl with a heavy, horizontal rim and a flat base.
There is only one complete LMIB example of this shape (II4) and this 
is very shallow with a slightly everted lip and has a small spout and 
two horizontal handles. There are Marine fragments from Knossos Cat.
Nos. 21, 22; Kythera Cat.No. IO9 and many non-î’.îarine fragments from 
Kythera (II5).
There are four sherds of this shape from the îfeinland at Mycenae,
one with no exact provenance (î^ lycenae Cat.No. 147) and three from the Tomb
of Aigisthus (116) and one of these is also decorated in the Marine Style,
but it is only a body sherd. The other two are rim sherds, one with the
beginning of a spout. These rims are the same shape as the Cretan examples
being short and slightly everted. The excavators point out (l17) that
shallow bowls with internal decoration are unusual on the IVIainland and 
suggest that these sherds are Cretan imports, as the decoration is of
/s?
LMIB character. However that of Gat.No. 147 suggests a Mainland provenance 
(qv. Chapter IV).
Internal decoration was not confined to shallow bowls as is shown 
by cups from Palaikastro and Gournia (ll8) and a deep conical bowl 
from Knossos (II9) (Ph.l^g ).
JARS.
The pithoid jar or amphora is derived from the pithos and first appears 
in I'M II (120). It has four round, vertical shoulder handles, a flat 
or almost flat base, a short, wide neck with a thick rim and a conical- 
piriform shape. Another example from Pachyammos (121 ) has a similar 
form except that the shape is more conical and the handles appear on 
the foot as well as the shoulder.
During IMIII - LMIA the shape becomes more graceful. The neck 
is taller and the lip is thinner and wider (l22). However, examples 
of the old type with a low neck and thick lip continue to appear (l23).
Jars of both types have moulding around their necks and bases (124)*
This is a result of the influence of the IM II Pithoi, the moulding 
immediately below the neck representing the topmost rope and that round 
the base the lowest, the former being in the form of a flat ledge or of 
a thin ridge. The bases themselves are either disc bases (l25) or 
socket bases (126), both forms also being derived from the pithos.
The LMIB shape is more metallic in that the handles are ribbed and 
laid-on, the neck is tall and narrow with a neck ring and the lip again 
is horizontal, wid.e and thin. The shape is conical to conical-piriform
(127).
There are only four complete Marine Style jars Knossos Cat.No.23,24;
Zakro Cat.No.93; Tylissos Cat.No.86,and one fragment (128). These jars are
of two kinds- those with three rows of three vertical handles from shoulder 
to baseCat.86,93, (Pig.8e) and those with only three vertical handles on the
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shoulder Cat. 23, 24 (Fig. 8f). The former type is shown convincingly 
by Evans to have dedived from the Medallion Pithoi (I29) which have 
an equivalent number of zones and handles. The handles of the LMIB 
specimens diminish in size below the shoulder so that the lowest 
row has no practical use. Eventually this row and the middle tier 
of handles both disappeared leaving only the row on the shoulder.
Both types appear in LMIB and LHIIA (130), but only the latter in 
LMII. Some of the LMII jars are almost the same shape as that of the 
previous period except the neck is taller (131) (Ph.^ o, ), but others IJ
such as the jars from Katsamba (132) (Ph. 100^ 1^ 3 ) are smaller and have 
necks which are narrower as well/as taller. The shape is more squat 
and the base is wider and pi.3a is almost piriform.
Two rather interesting vases are the dolphin jars from Pachyammos 
(132). They do not belong to the LMIB period and yet both could be 
said to be decorated in a ï.'Iarine Style. One vase (l34) is decorated 
in the IMIII light on dark style and the dolphin depicted is very close 
to the contemporary example from the Queen's Megaron at Knossos (135)*
The second jar (Ph./^é) is painted in the LMIA dark on light style but 
belongs to the early part of the period because white paint is added.
The shape of both vases is of the old type with a short, wide neck and 
a thick rim, and neck and base moulding. The extant base is of the 
socket type. These vases could be classed as early versions of the 
Marine Style.
The Marine Style, especially the octopus, is well adapted to large 
jars and the small number of LMIB examples is probably due to chance 
rather than to the unpopularity of this shape for Marine decoration.
RHYTON (conical)
The origin of this form is uncertain. There are no clay examples
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before IMIII and metal and stone examples also seem to begin at this 
date (136). Specimens of LMIA rhyta are best seen in the vases from 
Gournia (13T)* There are two forms, one with bulging sides (Pig. 9d) 
and one with straight sides (Pig. 9e). The former is exemplified by 
No. 28 which has an ovoid shape coming to a point at the bottom, rather 
in the manner of the peg top rhyton, and by three others Nos. 1, 25, 27*
The form with bulging sides is frequent at Gournia and is also 
common on Thera (138) and Marinates suggests that the shape originated 
as an imitation of a bull's horn (139)« The vases illustrated (Ph.l^^) 
certainly have a more pronounced bulge on the siée opposite the hands, 
thus giving a very horn-like appearance. Some of the examples from 
Gournia seem to bulge on both sides, but numbers 30 and 31 bulge on 
one side only - the former has a more pronounced curve on the same side 
as the handle, the latter on the opposite side. Thus it is possible 
that the form did originate from a horn and, as Marinatos points out 
(140), if the idea were valid, it would give force to the theory that 
the shape has a ritual purpose.
The second LMIA form is the more usual straight-sided one (14I) 
which is the same as Ptirumark FS 199 “ 3'^  elongated conical shape with 
a pierced lower end, straight sided with a protruding horizontal lip 
with rounded edge and a vertical, flat handle from the lip, square in 
section and laid on with a rivet at the top.
There are ten LMIB Marine examples extant Palaikastro 54, 55, 56,
57, 58, 59, 60; Zakro 90, 9I, 92 and one small fragment Palaikastro 53 
as well as many other fragments from Knossos and one from Aghia Triadha, 
and a f^r number of non-Marine. The form of these vessels is the 
same as that of the second type of the LMIA vases. Thus there does 
not seem to be any distinction between those vessels decorated with the 
Marine Style and those with non-Marine decoration (I42).
The shape continues into LMIII where it is fairly common (143).
It is the same as the earlier one but in LMIIIA2 the handle becomes a 
high swung loop, both ends joining at the lip instead of an S shaped 
handle from the lip to the sides of the vessel (144)*
RHYTON (pearl!
The pear rhyton, which does not appear until LMIB, is generally 
assumed to have developed from the peg-top (l45)* It has the same 
metallic neck with a moulded neck ring but the body is elongated to an 
ovoid shape and has a small loop handle below the lip. Purumark's 
description of the Mycenaean pear rhyton also applies to the Minoan one;
FS 202 has a convex-conical shape with a pierced lower end, a narrow 
concave neck and broad horizontal lip with a ring moulding at the base 
and a small, vertical, flat ring handle joining the neck and underside 
of the lip. Often there is a rivet at the junction of the neck and 
handle.
The base of the pear rhyton is either wide and rounded (Fig. 9l) or 
narrow and pointed (Fig.9g) and it cannot be proved that one is earlier 
than the other. Stone specimens show a similar variation and the 
distinction has been noticed by Warren (146). In both clay and stone 
the pointed group is larger than the rounded group. Clay examples from 
the latter include one Marine Trochali Gat. 85 and four non-Marine from 
Mochlos, Gournia (Ph.l^ j) ), Pseira (PH.I^ c? ), and Knossos (147). Vases 
from the Mainland include rhytons from Ghalkis, Prosymna and Thermon (I48)
Most of the pointed examples are decorated in the Marine Style.
There are fourteen of these from Palaikastro Gat. 63-71, Pseira Gat. 81-2, 
Zakro Gat. 97-9 (and a small fragment from Knossos Gat. 36) and two non- 
Marine from Pseira (Ph. !^o) and Knossos (149). This shape could have 
been developed in LMIB for decoration in the I%rine Style, for which it 
is particularly suited, because fourteen of the sixteen extant examples
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are decorated in this dtyle. Also there are no examples in LMII when 
the l%rine Style has declined.
Although, as stated above, the shape most probably developed from the 
peg top rhyton it is also nery similar to that of the conch shell (Ph.1^ 2- )
(150). Examples of this shape in stone are rare and it is unlikely that 
the stone specimens are a prototype, but the origin of the shape could 
possibly lie in the shell itself, which is found frequently at all sites
(151) and often together with the pear rhytons which were undoubtedly 
used for ritual purposes. Moreover, if the shape was developed from 
the conch shell (the metallic neck and mouth being taken over from the 
peg top rhyton), it could have been primarily for decoration in the 
Marine Style. This would account for the preponderance of specimens 
with Marine Style ornament.
It must be emphasised that there are extremely few examples of the 
pear rhyton extant - eight with round ends (including three Mainland) 
and sixteen with pointed ends. In stone, also, Warren (op. cit.) notes 
only twenty five pear rhytons of both varieties as opposed to forty seven 
conical rhyta.
RHYTON (Peg Top)
The peg top rhyton is almost certainly derived from the Egyptian
ostrich egg, as has been convincingly shown by Evans (152). These
eggs were given a mouth peide/and a cap in another material, as, for
instance, a specimen from the Fourth Shaft Grave and two others from
Thera which has a faience mouth and a gold cap. A MMII example in
clay from Knossos (l54) has a white body with an orange cap at the top
and bottom (which is pierced) in imitation of an gotrich egg with adjuncts
in gold plating. Another example from Knossos MMIII (155) longer
pretends to imitate an egg but is adorned with a palm tree in polychrome. 
These clay specimens, however, retain the narrow concave neck and moulded
neck ring of their metallic forbears, although these features are not 
necessary in clay.
The almost globular shape is retained until LMI (Fig. 9a) (156) but 
gradually during this period the shape becomes more pointed at the base 
(Fig.9b) (157). The metallic looking adjuncts are still kept (158).
The LMI shape, or rather its Mycenaean equivalent, is described by 
Furumark FS 200 as conical or globular with a pierced lower end often 
in the form of a short tapering spout and with a short concave neck with
a horizontal lip and ring moulding at its base.
There are only two LMIB Marine examples extant Phaistas 8, 79 oP 
which one is complete. The complete vase (Fig. 9c) Cat. 78, has a 
short wide neck terminating in a lip without the moulded metallic mouth 
of the earlier clay examples and a handle from lip to shoulder. Inside
is an internal funnel from the rim to the cavity of the bodv. The
second vase Gat. 79 consists of a base only and is possibly a local copy 
as (from the published photograph) it is clumsily made and the sides 
seem asymmetrical.
There is no evidence for the shape being specifically connected with 
the I%rine Style - indeed the peg top rhyton is rare in LMIB and not 
common afterwards. The few LMIII examples also have the wide short 
neck and the handle from lip to shoulder (159)*
STIRRUP JAR
The LMIB stirrup jar is a depressed globular shape with a short, false 
neck, arched round handles rising above the top of the neck, a short, 
wide spout with a rounded lip and a flat base (I60). The low stirrup 
jar seems to have evolved from(a low variant of the two-handles jar and 
does not seem to appear until LMIA. A vase from the new excavations 
at Thera (I6I) is a good example of the evolution of the shape. It
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still has a tall globular form and the shoulder with the two mouthe is 
not flat, as in the depressed globular shape, but rises up to the two
mouths. Moreover, this vase has only two handles instead of the 
customary three. lè belongs to the LMIA period as the decoration shows.
Another example from Thera (I62) has 'horns* round the mouth. This 
is a commnn feature on LMIA stirrup jars for tying on the stopper (163).
That it continues into LMIB is shown by a jar from the stratified LMIB 
Royal Road deposit (164) (Ph.1^3) but this is the only example so far.
From Crete itself some of the LMIA specimens have a very deep almost 
globular body (165) (Fig. 9h) and this continues into LMIB, as shown 
by the jar from the Royal Road mentioned above. However, by LMIB ^
the majority of stirrup jars have the more depressed form (Fig. ^
A parallel development can be seen in the Bridge spouted jug q.v. Very
few specimens have been found either on Crete or on the Mainland. The
author has found thirty-six vases altogether of which eighteen come 
from Crete (seven Marine, Gournia Cat.No. 6; Palaikastro Cat.No. 72; Pseira 
Cat.No. 80; Zakro Cat.No. 100; Knossos Cat.Nos. 37-8, and eleven non- 
Marine (Phi)^3^S j 2.00 ), nine from the IViainland (five I%rine, Aigina Cat. 
No. 136; Athens Cat.No. 138; Thebes Cat.No. I62, (Ph. ), four non-
I%rine (Pht f) 6 ”  J ) and nine from the islands (two Marine from Melos
Cat.Nos. 125-6, one non-Marine from Rhodes, four non-ï'Æarine (Ph. 2.o| ) and 
one î%rine from Kea and one I%rine from Kythera Cat. No. 117) (l65)#
These numbers show that the Cretan majority is not so large. Also there is 
one vase of unknown provenence in Basle Cat.No. 168, and a base sherd in 
Munich (167).
There does not seem to be any difference in shape between those jars 
found on Crete and those from the Ife,inland, nor any difference between 
jars decorated with ï%rine and non-I%rine ornament. Indeed some vases 
which are decorated in non-Marine LMIB style yet have a small Marine 
ornament (168) (Ph.l^^-^). During LMII the stirrup jar shows a
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tendency to become narrower at the base and the whole vase becomes much 
taller, thus producing a conical-piriform shape. An example from the 
Warrioy Graves at Knossos (I69) LMII still has a low form with three 
handles but the lower half is already slightly conical. Another LMII 
stirrup vase from Knossos (I70) (Ph. )also has three handles. It is 
taller than the above example but it still has a fairly wide base -
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if this is a correct restoration. The next step in the series/shown 
by a vase from the Royal Villa at Knossos (171). It is almost the same 
shape as the preceding vase but unlike it, it has only two handles. 
Finally in LMII - IIIA the stirrup vase attains a tall conical-piriform 
shape (172).
There are very few clay stirrup jars in LMII as opposed to a quantity 
in LMI and LMIII. Evans (173) suggests that during the flourishing 
LMII period the majority of stirrup jars wore made of metal and that 
clay examples became mere numerous in LMIII because it was a less 
prosperous period. It does not seem, however, as if the LMIB stirrup 
jar had a metallic origin, unlike some of the other contemporary shapes.
This brief survey of shapes decorated in the Marine Style suggests 
that none wô^ introduced especially for Marine decoration except, 
perhaps, the pear rhyton. It is one of the most popular shapes for 
this decoration - only two of the sixteen extant examples of the pointed 
type are embellished with non^I%rine motifs; moreover, this shape does 
not appear in LMII when the Marine Style has declined. It seems quite 
likely that it was introduced especially for Marine decoration and, if 
it can be proven by further excavation that it originated from a shell 
shape, force would be added to this theory.
There are no differences between any of the shapes decorated in the
Marine Style and those adorned with other LMIB motifs. A count has
shown that the conical and pear rhyta are the most popular in this 
decoration followed by stirrup jars and bridge-spouted jugs and that
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the pear rhyton and stirrup jar are used more for the Marine Style than 
for other LMIB designs. There are only one or two examples of the other 
shapes except the cup which is common in the late LMIB deposit from 
Kythera.
As the rhyton, which seems to have been introduced especially for
Marine adornment, is associated with ritual and as, also, most of the
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i%rine Style  ^ ^from Zakros were found in the pantry
of the shrine, it seems likely that the Marine Style was particularly 
employed on vases for religious use.
The comparison of vases of the same shape decorated in the Marine 
Style has shown that the tall alabastra from Phaistos and Aghia Triadha 
differ from those from the rest of Crete and are clumsily made,as as|îo is 
one of the peg top rhytons from Phaistos. This suggests a local work­
shop in this area.
The survey of the antecedents of each shape has shown that the squat
alabastron appears to have originated on the Mainland as also, possibly,
the low beaked jug and that the Marine Style examples of these shapes
probably came from here. A comparison of the other I4arine Style vases
on the î'îainland with/bheir Minoan counterparts shows that the pear rhyton
was
is different in shape andyprobably produced locally.
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Alabastron (tall)
1. Kythera ^  27 with spaced stripes in a pure LMIA context; Skavokambos 
AS (1939 - 41) pi.2.4 bottom left, unpainted.
2. 39-40 Warren Minoan Stone Vases 112.
3* pis. 7-15;8.7,9,10,12; Festos II 533 Pig.293 (Ph.l62) y 35
Fig.296 (Ph. 161) and Candia 2997, unpublished; Kea BOH 91 (I968)
951 and three unpublished; Mochlos PM IV 271 Fig. 201 (Ph. 159);
PKU 38 Fig. 25; Mallia ^  XVI pi. l8.3;4 ; Sedment m  IV 270 
Fig.200 (Ph.l60); Mavro Spelio 28 (1926-7) 258 Fig.10.
4. PKU 38 Fig.25.
5. Festos II 532.
6. Mochlos, Sedment, ÎÆallia see note3«
7. ^  79 Fig.63, PM IV 337 Fig. 280b and c, SIMA XII pl.lOe
Royal Villa.
Alabastron (squat)
8. OA. VI 212.
9. ^  223.
10. Klio XXII (1939) 131-47.
11. ^  VI 212. Note also the discussion on the vase from Mavro Spelio 
BSA 28 (1926-7) 158 Fig. 11 which Furumark thikks could be LMIB.
12. OA VI 207-9
13. Katsamba pis. 2,9,13,16. See also note II.
14. BSA 47 (1952) 266 Fig.10 Nos.1,9,11,2,V,2, 268 Fig. 11 Nos: III.
7, III.8.
15. MP 40-2
/4?
Basket Vase
16. Antiquity XXXIV (I960) 266
17. PKU pl.s^ a and c, pi. 10k,1,m.
18. Zoes Phaistiaka pi. 30 and Heraklion Museum Cases 33,36.
19. Pseira 31 Pig. 12 (Ph. 163); Knossos MUM excavation 1972, unpublished
20. PKU 86-7 Pigs. 69-70.
Beaked Jug
EMI m  I 62 Figs. 25,26; E M U  73 Fig.40, 88. Fig.57; EMIII Ih
109 Fig.?6; MMI Ib 166 Fig.117,173 Pig.122; m i l  Ib 264 Fig. 196,267 
Pig. 198: Miyixii Ib 557 Fig.404.
22. W  20
23. PM II 387 Fig.221.
24« Examples include Tylissos 32 Fig.14j: Gounnia pi. 8 Nos.16-7; PKU 28
25. m  II 631'Fig.395'
26. Examples with metallic handles include PKU 48 Fig.36; Nirou Ghani AÆ
(1922) Fig. 14; with round handles - Nirou Ghani _Ib. Pig. 141»
27. Non-Marine LMIB vases include Festos II 176 Pig. 106 (Ph.166); Aghia
Triadha Ib. II6 Fig.64 (Ph.l68), Guida Fig. 19 (Ph.I67).
28. ^  47 (1952) 266 Fig. 16 No. 1.3.
29« TDA 7 Pig. 11a, 46 Fig.6(1; Prehistoric Tombs 69 Fig.75, 123 Pig. 117;
SIMA XII 97 Pigs.3-7.
Beaked Jug (low)
30. W  28.
31. g  II 634 Fig.398.
32. MP 86,92.
33. Katsamba pls.2a,4g (Ph.99).
34. jg Pg 144-5.
Bridge gpouted Jug
35. ^  pl.9d,pl11b and d-
36. Knossos ^  II 436 Pig.253, _Ib IV 264 Pig.195; Pseira pi.6c, Sherg 
Chronologie IV 136 Pig.256; PKU 38 Pig.26. The use of added white 
paint shows that the form is early in the series.
37. jg gg 103.
38. ^  (1939-41) pi.2.2.
39. Zakro P ^  (1962) pi.154a; Palaikastro PM IV 273 Pig.206 (Ph.170).
40. Aigina Pigs.26,29; P r o s y m n a  Pigs.536,538; Thebes ^  (I910) pi.9.
41. Thera II pls.D 1-5, 24: also Phylakopi 131 Pig.101, pi. 25 4-6.
42. Thera II pis. D5, 3 4.
43. PM II 646 Pig.411 a and b.
44. Katsamba pi.16a. Also SIMA XII pi.9c (Ph.169).
45. Pb. pi.21.
Bucket Jar
46. Warren Minoan Stone Vases 34
47. EC VI 38 Pig.13a, pi.49.
Cup (deep semi-globular)
48. EMIII Mochlos Pig.19 top; MMI M  I 187 Pig. 136 o and p: MMII Pb. pi.2;
I#III JHS XXIII (1903) 249 Pig.3.
49. ^  62 (1967) pl.76h.
50. Ib pl.79d.
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51. iff 161 note 4.
52. BSA 62 (1967) pl'79<i (Ph.171); Nirou Ghani ^  (I922) Pig.20, middle
row on right.
of>
53* BSA 62 (1967) pi.81e bottom centre and second row^far left; EG XI 
pl.62f.
54. LMII BSA 62 (1967) pl.82d; Katsamba pi.8b; LMIIIA SIMA XII pi.85a and b
55. SIMA XII pi.87e.
Gup (bell)
56. M  I 577 Fig.421.
57. Tylissos 91 ; Vathypetro PAS (1952) 601 Fig.12; Mirabelle PMG 1.1
641 A 643; PKU 32 Pig.20.
58. Kythera ^ 33, 32, B6.
59. Kea Hesperia XL I (1972) pi. 95 H.15^ 0; Kythera //22-5, V 27-8, ^  76-82,
84-9, W 156-71, 173-74, H.9-10, N.8.
60. Grete - Poros P ^  (1967) pi. 183; Paros M  XLII (1917) 71 Fig.79;
Phylakopi pi.31.11 and several unpublished in Melos Museum^ Egypt OVA 
Gopenhagen 2 pi.64.13 (Ph.173); Petrie The Making of Egypt IO7 Fig.67,
pi.80.
Ewer
61. MMIIB m  I 255 Fig.191, MMIII Ib.pl.7, BSA 28 (l926-7) Mavro Spelio 
Fig.49.
62. Festos II 499 Fig.286
63. ILN 27.8.66 Fig.7.
64. BSA 20 (1913-14) pi. 2.
65. Karo pi. 75 No.945*
66. pi.18 (Ph.175) Fig. 35 (Ph.174). Also Kythera f 126 (mouth only).
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67. Mon.Ant. XIII (I903) 67 Fig.53; ^  (1922) Nirou Chani Pig.12,
68. Ch.T pi.39 (Ph. 176).
69. PKU 79 Fig. 63 LMIIU.I.
'Ewer
70. M  IV 215 Pig. 165 Mouth restored incorrectly to a spout.
71. Warren Mi noan Stone Vases 42.
72. p42 No. 19, P49-
73. JHS XXIV (1904) pi. 14 f
74. m  IV pi.29.
75. See Warren op.oit 42 for examples and a discussion in BCH 73 (l949)l-l8'
76. Gournia pi.7.37; Kea Hesperia XXXIII (I964) pl.56d; 43 Fig. 32
(neck restored but no evidence for two lips); Phylakopi pi.27.8,9; 
Myrtos/pyrgos, unpublished. Slso Kythera Ç  76. (neck only LMIA).
77. Hesperia XXXIII (I964) pl.fSLe.
78. g A  42 (1947) 57 pi. 14.8.
Flask (lentoid)
79. m  II 215 Fig.121a MMII Knossos; _Ib 215 Fig.121b MIIIA Zakro.
80. ^  XI (1927-8) 85.
81. Phylakopi pl.9.11.
82. ^  66 (1971) 363-9.
Flower pot
83. P M  III 277f.
84. Karo pi. Ill Wo.351. pl.126 No.656.
85. Ib pi.107 No.427.
86. Ib plS.112,113 No.390.
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87. Warren Op.Git. 36
88. Festos II 275 Fig.174 (Ph.17?); Zakro Jig XXIII (1903) 253.
89. Thera IV pl.l8 a and b.
90. Zakro JHS XXIII (I903) Fig.17; PKU pi.176; Knossos RR, unpublished
Heraklion Case 66; Gournia pi.8.26.
91. Knossos ^  6 (1899-I9OO) 78m (Ph.179); Festos II 274 Fig.1?1 (Ph.178) 
Vaphio m  IV 273 Fig.205 (Ph.l8l).
92. Kythera ^ 112-14. to 215-19.
93. Heraklion Museum Case 46, Unpublished (Ph.I80).
Goblet
94. Hesperia XLI (1972) pi. 95 H.13-14.
95. m  IV 362 Fig.302 (Ph.52); Katsamba pi.2b,4b (Ph.104).
Hole Mouth Jar
96. Mochlos pl.I.ld (stone); Gournia pi.12.11.
97. PKU pi 11c.
98. m illA  m  IV 131 Pig. 99, MMIIB Ib.I 255 Pig.191, 257 Fig. 192, IMIIIA 
Ib II 436 Fig. 253d.
99. Phylakopi 129 pi.25.1,2,3,9.
100. Thera II 41.
101. Phylakopi I30
102. Gournia pis.7,6,8.35,9.27.
103. rey 69 Pig. 55 called LMII
104. œ  IV 35 pl.14.
105. Festos II 533-4 Figs.293 (Ph.l82), 294,295. See also Ménemvasia 
AD 23 (1968) pi.68 a and b.
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106. Ib 532.
107. Gounnia pi.G (Ph.184).
108. See Ph. 182.
109. BIGS 19.2.69.
110. ^  47 (1952) 268 Pig. 11 NO. III. 3 (Ph. 183)
111. Katsamba pis. 2a , 44 (Ph.98)
In and out Bowl
112. BSA 7 (1900-1) 126.
113. BgJ 24 Pig.14.
114. ^  60 (1965) pl.72h.
115. Kythera ^ 49-62, w  147-55*
116. BSA 25 (1923-4) pi. 47 v,w,52b.
117. Ib 310.
118. PKU pi.16a; Gournia pi.17.19.
119. Zervos pi.564 (Ph.185).
Jar
120. PM I 234 Pig.176, Zoes Phaistiaka pis.33-4*
121. Pachyammos pl.17-XIIIa.
122. Pseira 33 Fig.14, Gournia pis.K, 9*28a. All these examples have four 
horizontal handles.
123. Pseira pi.7.
124# ^  28 Fig.9: Pachyammos pls.4,6,10 etc.; M  II 423 Fig.245*
125- Pseira 28 Fig.9,33 Fig.14#
126. Pachyammos pi. 9 (Ph.186).
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127. See Cat.Nos. Knossos 23-4, Tylissos 86, Zakro 93.
128. m  II 506 Pig. 310.
129. m  II 421.
130. MP 19* Mainland I%rine Style Berbati Gat.No.139; Kakovatos Gat. 
N0.I4O; Mycenae Gat.No.149? Prosymna Gat.N0.i58; Routsi Gat.No.160; 
Vaphio Gat.No.163.
131. LMII WJarine Style -  m  IV 306-9 Pigs.240, 242-4 (Phs. 50,53)
132. Katsamba pis. 3a,b (Ph.iO£>loî)
133. Pachyammos pis.9,14.
134. Ib. pl.14.
135. Ib. pi.15.
Rhyton (conical)
136. W a r r e n  Op.cit. 84; % c e n a e ,  silver siege rhyton - Shaft Grave IV 
PM III 90 Pig.50.
137. Gournia pi. 7 Nos. 25-32.
138. Thera IV pi.86b and c (Ph.187); see also Thera V pis.63-4 - one
conical and one bulgy rhyton with metallic lip and rivets on handle.
139. Thera IV 38.
140. See note 139* This feature also appears on a faience rhyton from
Sakkara c1550 bG G a t a l o g u e  of the Egyptian Exploration Society
Exhibition in the British Museum. (1968).
141. See also M  II pi. 24 where similar early specimens from Thera and 
Melos are shown, and Thera II pl.E.6.
142. PKU 53 Pig.41 {Ph.l88j
143. Ib 105-6 Figs.87-9: ^  6 (1899-1900) 74 Fig.16; SIMA. XII pl14 f.
144. MP 71.
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Rhyton (pear)
145* PM II 224 Pig.129 (it must have evolved before the peg-top rhyton 
developed its concave funnel base)
146. Warren Op.Git. 84 Type 34 B I and 2.
147. Mochlos ^  XIII (1909) 282 Pig.12; Gournia pi.I (Ph.189); Pseira
Heraklion Museum Gase 122 (Ph.190); Knossos BSA 6 (1899-I9OO) 76 Pig. 21
148. Ghalkis BSA 47 (1952) 62 Pig.1; Prosymna Pig.67O; Thermon ^  I
(1915) 267 Pig.35.
149. Pseira 25 Pig.8 (Ph.190): Knossos RR Heraklion Museum Gase 60.
There is also a fragment from IvIYcenae Gat.No.i50. It is a collar
sherd so it could be of either shape.
150. Warren Op.cit. pi 35 P498 and P499 (Ph.192).
151. Mallia Æ  VI pi.48 L; Phaistos m  I 219; Knossos m i  58O.
Warren has suggested (PPS (1967) 5  ^ note 2) that the vase fromGhalkis 
could be Minoan. This assumption is based on stylistic gDOunds.
However, the decoration - pendent crocuses appears just as frequently 
on the lyiainland: see Mycenae BSA 25 (1923-4 ) pis. 45 e, f ,g, 5O a;
Monemvasia ^  XXII (I968) pi.68; Vaphio JHS XXIV (I904) pl.11; 
Kakovatos m  XXIV (I909) pi. 24 .6; Thebes III (I917) pi.145; 
Moreover, the shape is clumsy and comes halfway between the Minoan 
pointed and round-bottomed types; in fact only the handle has a
really Minoan appearance. Therefore, it is likely that this vase is
of Mainland origin.
The vase from Prosymna is almost certainly a Mainland product; the 
decoration is tectonic and the handle large and clumsy. This vase 
has a wide round base, aS also has the example from Thermon. Unfort­
unately, the handle of the latter is not extant for comparison.
Rhyton (peg-top)
152. PM II 221-7.
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153- _Tb . II 224 Fig.129.5; Thera V pis.B,8l-3 with faience mouths and 
caps; pi.81 a has two handles.
154. M I  Fig.436a.
155. m  II 224 Fig.129.4 (see also ^  35 Fig.23).
156. Ib II 224 Fig.129.9.
157. Ib II 224 Fig.129.12.
158. Examples include Gournia pi.7.35 (round ostrich egg base), 38,39,40;
PKU 36 Pig.24 and pi.17a; Mallia Æ VI 42 Pig.l8.
159. Halike PM II 224 Pig.129.14; ^  103 Fig. 86 LMIIIA.2; Carpathos 
BMC 1.1 A 972 LMIIIB.1.
Stirrup Jar
160 re 169.
161. Thera IV pi.79.
162. Ib.pl. 78b.
163. Mailia re TV pi.33b; Zakro PAE (I962) pi.149; Festos II 396 Pigs.259-
2, 260; Gournia pi. 7 24.
164. Heraklion Museum Case 60 (Ph.193).
165. Mailia re IV pi.32c, re XI pi.14.14.
166. Crete - Marine: Base fragment Aghia Triadha Heraklion Museum East
Apotheke Cat.3.
Non-Marine: Palaikastro BSA 8 (19OI-2) 213 (PH.194).BSA II (1904-5)
281 (Ph.194); Gournia pis.7*8,9*4,5? Mallia see note I65; KnossosRR
Heraklion Museum Gase 60 (Ph. 193)? Zervos pl.510 (Ph. 195)? %rtos/
Pyrgos, unpublished; Zakro Grete pi. 44 (Ph. 200). 
tiainland-iviarine Style: Base fragment Aigina, unpublished; neck
fragment Athens Graef Die Antike Vasen von der Akropolis zu Athen
pi. 2 No.48 (Ph.157).
Non-iVIarine Nichoria, unpublished; Ghalkis BSA 47 (1952) 79 Fig.4
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(Ph.196). Routsi Crete and %cenae PI. 230 (Ph.197); Thebes, un­
published (Ph.198-9)•
Islands - I4arine: Kea, unpublished.
Non-mrine: Kea Heperia XXXI (I962) pi.96b, Ib. XXXIII
(1964) pi.53c, Tb XXXV (1966) pi. 85a (Ph. 201); Rhodes OR X 94 Fig.4%
167. Munich Catalogue I No.11a Fig. 3 (Ph.18).
168. Thebes, (Ph.198-9) Routsi, (Ph. I97).
169. /17 (1 S>5;2) 263 Ilifr. 9 IÜ0.I.[).
170. m  IV 355 Fig.298 (Ph. 51).
171. Ib 354 Fig.297b.
172. See examples from Z after Papour/ Prehistoric Tombs 120 Pig.1I4#
173. PM IV 120-2.
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CHAPTER III
Arguments from Stylistic Variation, Fabric and Provenance.
An examination of the corpus indicates several individual Marine Style 
painters, a centre of production and some local imitations. A suggestion 
as to the purpose of the IVIarine Style vases is put forward.
The stylistic variations within the corpus of the IVIarine Style suggest 
the following painters:-
An Octopus Type A painter
Gournia Cat.No. 6 ; Palaikastro Cat.No. 53; Zakro Cat.No. 100.
Popham (1) has suggested that the flask from Palaikastro, Cat.No. 53
and the vase from Gournia, Gat.No. 6 were painted by the same hand. The
decoration of these two vases is almost identical. Two octopus, one on
each side, are set obliquely from left to right. The centre of the side
is filled by the head from which the arms swirl out covering the vase,
the second and third arm on each side of the animal crossing. Two large
oval eyes stare out in a most realistic manner just above the joints of
the arms. The background is filled with spray fronds, sea-urchins,
polyps, rockwordk and tritons arranged in an identical manner in each case -
note the sea-urchin tucked into the curve of the neck and the way in
which the rockwork follows the curves of the tentacles. Popham also
suggests that the stirrup jar from Palaikastro, Cat.No. 72 was painted
by the same hand as these two vases; but the tentacles of this octopus
are more ’combed out’ than those on the other two vases and the crossing
of the second and third tentacles occurs towards the tips rather than
near the body. Moreover, there is much less background fill. This
vase is restored from many fragments and it is possible that much of its 
appearance is due to reconstruction, but it does not seem that it
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belongs to this group. A more likely candidate is the stirrup vase 
from Zakro Gat.No. 100,. This vase is painted in the same realistic 
manner as Cat.No. 6, and 53. The octopus is also set from left to 
right and its appearance is identical , as is that of the filling 
ornament.
It is possible that the octopus rhyta from Palaikastro, Cat.No. 63-8, 
also belong to this group, even though the background is slightly 
different. It consists of net and not spray fronds and trefoils, but 
it is as copious and in one case (Cai.N0.64), it includes a triton.
The octopus is a different shape because the tentacles grow from a stem, 
but they cross in the same naturalistic way as the vases mentioned above. 
These rhyta are certainly a group in themselves, as they are almost 
identical in decoration, and probably do go with the other vases.
Unfortunate#y, the sherds at Knossos are too fragmentary to be able 
to tell i(f“ there are any further examples of this painter’s work.
An Octopus Type C painter
Palaikastro Cat.No. 56; Melos Cat.No. I25.
This octopus is distinguished by the arrangement of its tentacles; 
two long ones^up on either side of its body, and six shorter one grow 
straight out from the base of the body, the latter all having a ’hump’ 
half-way down (on the Palaikastro rhyton they are reduced to five shorter 
ones becaase of the lack of space).
A fragment with a Type C argonaut from Melos, Cat,No. 134 can tent­
atively be assigned to this painter; the same ’square’ suckers may be 
observed as on the octopus.
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An Argonaut Type C painter
Palaikastro, Gat.No. 69; Pseira Gat.No. 81.
The arrangement of these two vases is very similar; vertical hands 
of rockwork run down the body of each, those on Cat.No. 69 forming coves 
to the right and those on Cat.No. 81 to the left. The argonauts are 
embedded in the scale pattern of this rockwork, those of Cat.No.69, 
swimming across the vase while those of Cat.No. 81, swimming up the vase. 
The argonauts are identical but the rockwork of Cat.No. 81 has spray 
fronds and weed growing from it and the neck of Cat.No. 69 is decorated 
with a triton instead of rows of drop pendents.
It is possible that this painter and the octopus Type C painter were 
the same person because the triton on the neck of Cat* No. 69 has the 
same squashed appearance as those on Cat.No. 56, and the otopuses and 
argonauts have similar suckers but these are not sufficient criteria in 
themselves.
A Star and Triton painter
Palaikastro, Cat.No. 59~61; and 7O-I.
Only Cat.No. 70, is complete but the arrangement of the motifs on 
all these pear and conical rhyta is identical and, on analogy with Cat. 
No.70, it is assumed that the other examples also had pairs of tritons 
around the base. Stars are placed round the upper body and spray fronds 
grow down between them from a mass of rockwork near the rim or collar.
The stars all have an inner circle surrounded by one outer circle.
Below them on the complete example, pairs of tritons face each other.
Three pear thyta from Zakro, Cat.No. 97-9, at first glance seem to 
belong to this group but, in fact, the rockwork has no scale fill and
the stars have two inner concentric circles, not one, as in the 
Palaikastro examples. The Zakro vase, Gat.No. 99» is far more clumsily 
painted than the other two thyta as the two rows of drops below the
neck come so far down the body that there is not en ough room for the
tritons, whose bodies, therefore, run into the base. Another interesting 
feature is the untidy character of the background decoration although 
the tritons themselves are very carefully drawn. It could be that two 
painters were at work on this vase - a novice who did the background 
and misjudged the space needed for the tritons and an expert who put in 
the tritons afterwards. These tritons are exactly the same asthose on 
the stirrup jar from Pseira, Gat.No. 83, which also have four segments, 
so this painter was possibly responsible for both these vases.
It appears that these two groups of rhyta were painted either in
different workshops or by different painters in the same workshop; or,
a third possibility, and perhaps the most likely, is that they were 
painted by the same man but in different batches and he had changed his 
style from one batch to the next.
A Ewer painter
Zakro, Cat.No 9O-I; and the IVIarseilles ewer Cat.N0.l67.
Although the individual argonauts differ on these vases, the general 
arrangement of decoration is the same. Both the vases from Zakro have 
a background of net, all three have foliate bands around the handle and 
the argonauts on the two whole vases swim in rows towards the right.
A Trefoil painter
Knossos, Cat.No. 14; Kythera, Cat.No. 112; Nichoria, Cat.No. I56; 
Prosymna, Cat.No. 157*
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The existence of this painter is not so certain as, although the 
decoration on each of these hell cups is exactly the same and the trefoil 
is identical in each vase, it is^very simple motif used in an elementary 
combination and, as such, it could be easily copied without a different 
hand being apparent.
A central workshop is suggested by the homogeneity of the Marine 
Style, the fabric and the excellent quality of most of the vases.
IViany opinions have been voiced as to the whereabouts of this central 
workshop (2). Most theories hold to Knossos in spite of the fact that 
until the recent Royal Road excavations very little IVIarine Style was 
known from there (3), and all this material, including that of the 
Royal Road, comes from outside the palace. However, a survey^y the 
author of the unpublished material in SM from Evans* excavations at 
Knossos has produced fragments not only from places in the environs 
but also from many areas inside the palace itself. These sherds appear 
from the South Front (CV I 483fall from the palace), the Royal Pottery 
Stores (NEKA LIII.20 IO89). East Bastion (LIV.2 IO99), School Room 
Area (MTV. 5 1224), Area West of the Queen’s tiagazine (Nil.8 I281),
Grand Stair (NIII.3 I296), and the Arsenal (PIV 1493). Marine Style 
sherds have also emerged from the excavations of Hogarth’s Houses and 
Terracottas.
The appearance of tlarine Style sherds all over the palace and not 
only in the surrounding houses supports the idea of a palace workshop 
at Knossos producing the Marine Style, especially as many shapes not 
hitherto known at Knossos in the Marine Style repertoire can now be 
included. As well as jar, ’ewer’, flower pot, tall alabastron and 
bridge spouted jug, mention can now be made of the rhyton (conical and 
pear), stirrup jar, goblet, beaked jug, bowl and in and out bowl - 
a total of twelve different shapes. Nearly fifty per cent of these 
sherds ace decorated with the octopus, about eighteen per cent with 
triton, about thirty per cent with marine vegetation and a very few
u t
with argonaut and fish. Thus there is sufficient material and a wide 
enough ran^e of shape and decoration to corrohate the suggestion of 
a îvlarine Style workshop at Knossos.
The criterion of fabric also indicates a Knossian provenance, the 
majority of the vases are made from pink or pinky-buff fabric and decor­
ated with black to shaded-brovm paint; this clay is most frequent at 
Knossos, so it seems that the Marine Style vases originated from this 
palace. This possibility is confirmed by the analyses performed by 
Catling and others (4). The one Marine Style sherd analysed 
(Palaikastro Cat.No. 62) came out with a Central Cretan provenance and 
Central Crete in terms of the Marine Style can be identified as Knossos.
As this sherd is of the pink fabric common to the majority of IVIarine 
Style vases, a Knossian provenance can be assigned to all these vessels. 
(None of the vases seem to be made from the local fabric from Palaikastro; 
this is very pink and liable to crumble from the effects of soil acids).
With the new excavations at Zakro and the discovery of a palace there 
it has been assumed by some (5) that the centre of production of the
IVIarine Style was in that place, the paucity (or so thought) of the
IVIarine Style at Knossos being used in support of this theory. It is 
not profitable to count sherds from Zakro or Palaikastro as very few sur­
vive from the old excavations and only the new excavations at Palaikastro 
are published, not those from Zakro apart from some of the whole pots 
(6). There are thirteen of these in the Marine Style from Zakro and 
nineteen from Palaikastro. Sixteen of the vases from Palaikastro are 
conical or pear rhyta and there are single examples of flask, stirrup 
jar and cup but only six of the vases from Zakro are rhyta, the others 
being ewer, stirrup jar, funnel and jar (one of each) and bridge spouted 
jar (three examples). There is a much wider range of shapes at Zakro, 
and it could be argued that it is unlikely that so wealthy a site imported
all its Marine vases; it was a thriving palace so they could have been
l a
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made on the spot, as the excavator believes (?). However, the decoration 
of Marine Style vases needed a skilled painter as the existence of some 
local copies from Phaistos and Aghia Triadha shows.
These locally produced vases include Aghia Triadha Gat.No. 1-2 and 
Phaistos, Cat.No. 77-8. The clay of these vases is described as grey (8) 
as opposed to the pink-buff of Knossos. This could be due to bad firing 
and does not necessitate a local provenance but the shapes are also 
skilfully made. Cat.Mo. 78 is rather lopsided and the form of the 
alabastra is tall and clumsy as opposed to the compact shape of the 
alabastron by the olive spray painter found at Palaikastro but probably 
imported from Knossos (9). There are other tall alabastra at Phaistos 
also decorated with copies of LMIB styles although not Marine (IO) (Ph.l6l) 
so this is obviously a local variant of the compact form. The decoration 
of these alabastra is also rather unskilled; notice how the background 
of net on the vase. Cat.No. 1 changes direction a third of the way down 
from vertical to horizontal for no apparent reason and spoils the unity 
of the decoration.
In another area a tiarine Style vase which could be a local copy is 
a bucket jar from Nirou Chani, Cat.No. 5I. The tritons on this vase 
are very carelessly drawn although the background is better painted.
The clay is described as red (II). However, it is the only vase in 
this style from the area, although there is one other LMIB vase from 
the excavation (12), so probably both were imported from Knossos.
Perhaps the tritons were drawn by a novice in the workshop. These 
vases show that local copies of the Marine Style were not effective and, 
therefore, there was every reason for other palaces to import it from 
Knossos.
The distribution of the Marine Style on Crete is not extensive.
The corpus of two hundred and eighteen sherds and fifty three complete 
(or nearly so) vases comes entirely from sites in the Centre and East
of the island. No examples are so far known from West Grete (see Fig.l).
The palaces at Phaistos and IVIallia have produced a few vases and sherds 
and single pots and odd fragments appear at Gou^bia, Nirou Chani, TV]^
Tylissos, Trochali West and Pyrgos, but most examples come from Knossos, 
Palaikastro and Zakro in East Crete. Surprisingly, four whole pots have
firrfO
turned up^the small settlement on Pseira.
The scarcity of the Marine Style suggests that the central workshops 
did not operate all the year round but only on demand. There are one 
hundred and forty eight IVIarine Style sherds from Knossos but this does 
not mean that one hundred and forty eight whole pots were represented by 
these sherds - probably far less. Even including the sherds and whole 
vases from the rest of Crete the corpus is very small. If potter and 
painter were not the same person^a skilled painter could probably decorate 
twenty five or so vases a week and,if several people were at work, more 
would be produced. The potter and painter probably had underlings - 
witness the Zakro pear rhyton mentioned above which seems to have been 
painted by two people, an expert and a novice - and there were obviously 
different painters speciàlising in different styles (qv. painters, above).
All these people would produce a large corpus if they were working the 
whole time in the Marine Style, If, however, production was only on 
demand and spread over a period of years, this would not only account 
for a smaller corpus but it also means that only one specialist painter 
with novices need be working at the same time alongside the potter, 
probably a different painter in each case but possibly the same man 
accomodating his style to changing fashion (in the meantime the workshop 
would produce other LMIB designs).
It must be proven that production was only on demand and this nécessit­
és an enquiry into who wanted the vases and for what purpose. The vases 
could have been used as luxury containers for various products, but it 
is also likely that they were employed for ritual use in shrines; all 
the fillers from Palaikastro and the fact that many of the Marine vases
u s
(including a stirrup jar and bridge spouted jugs as well as fillers) 
from the new excavations at Zakro were found in the shrine pantry support 
this idea. Moreover, it is possible (qv. rhyton, Ghapterll. ) that the 
pear rhyton was introduced especially for decoration in the Marine Style 
and this is a ritual vessel.
Rhyta, stirrup jars, ewers and bridge spouted jugs can all be assigned 
to ritual use. Examples of the tall alabastron, beaked jug, flask and 
flower pot have not yet come from shrines and were prabably used in the 
house. Cups and bowls decorated in the Marine Style are not common on 
Crete but many cups (belonging to the end of the period)have appeared 
from houses at Kastri on Kythera. On the Mainland large jars and 
stirrup jars were often used in tombs (qv. ChapterIV). The Cretan jars
and stirrup jars are all from settlements but this does not preclude 
theip usage in tombs.
Clarine Style vases were choice products and the intricacy of the 
designs indicates that they took longer to produce than vases decorated 
with less complicated designs such as olive sprays or zig-zags. As 
such they would be luxuries and afforded by a small group of people 
(except towards the end of the period when the desi^ are more simple h ^
as on the cups from Kythera). The requirements from shrines would also 
be limited. Therefore, the demand for these vases was restricted, the 
circulation small and the workshop would not have engaged in continuous 
production; a batch at a time would have been produced and, when this 
was exhausted, another batch would be produced perhaps a year later.
The existence of a central workshop at Knossos manufacturing Marine 
Style vases in batches suggests that production spanned a longer period 
than if it were carried on continuously; the corpus is not large enough
to fill the fifty years assigned to LMIB but a duration of thirty
years or so is feasible.
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the sherds in Heraklion Museum, it does not seem possible that this
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CHAPTER IV
THE IVIarine Style on the Mainland.
It is now proposed to examine Myoena^n IIA imitations of the Marine 
Style taking particular note of their relationship to LMIB vases 
decorated in the style, and of any signs of Mainland taste in choice 
or arrangement of motif.
The shapes decorated in this style are few, the most usual being the 
jar, but the squat alabastron and stirrup jar appear. The range of 
shapes is limited because most of the vases come from tombs.
It is possible to tell whether some vases and sherds are made on the 
Mainland or Crete from the appearance of the clay, paint and slip.
Mycenaean vases are generally fired biscuit-hard unlike the soft Minoan 
ones which are not so well fired. The finish of the IVlycenaqn examples ( \
is also much better as both slip and paint are often lustrous.
Moreover, IVIycenaean vases are generally made from a clay which has a 
more buff appearance than that of the Minoan ones. The majority of the 
sherds from Knossos are made from a pinky clay and have a pink-buff slip, 
but the Mainland sherds are generally of a buff clay with a buff slip 
and painted with a very black lustrous paint, as opposed to the Minoan 
shaded-brown to black which is not lustrous. Of all the sherds from 
Mycenae, of which eight sherds and two vases are catalogued (but there 
are thirteen other sherds in the corpus), the majority are made from a 
grey clay which is fired pink. This colour of clay is rare at Knossos - 
Cat.No. 42, is one of the few examples - so the sherds from Mjfcenae 
probably have a local provenance or, at any rate, a non-Knossian one.
Other Mainland examples include a stirrup jar from Athens, Cat.No. 138,
said by the excavator to be of local clay (l). Unfortunately the 
core is not visible but the slip is buff and the paint blackywhich agrees 
with the IViainland type. Another three-handled stirrup jar from Nichoria 
(non-IVlarine and not catalogued) is made from a yellow-buff clay and has 
red paint. It is given a local provenance by Dickinson. This agrees 
with the description of Mlainland clay set out above, but another piece 
from Lefkandi, Cat.No. 144, is made from a pink-buff clay with a buff 
slip and black paint which is said to be local clay by the excavator. 
Pink-buff is the colour most common at Knossos but the Lefkandi evidence 
suggests that not all pink-buff pieces from the Mainland automatically 
have a Knossian provenance. Equally, pieces at Knossos made from buff 
clay of which there are a large number do not all have a iVIainland origin. 
Indeed the possibility may be excluded that pieces such as Cat. Nos. 14, 
17, 35, 40 (and many others not catalogued) all in good IVIarine Style 
were made on the Mainland. The real solution lies in clay analysis.
Catling and others have already isolated a Mainland and a Central 
Cretan group of sherds (2) called groups A and B respectively. Only 
one Marine Style piece was analysed, from Palaikastro, and this came 
out with a Mainland provenance. However, in a second analysis (3) 
another Marine Style sherd from Palaikastro was analysed (Cat.No. 62) 
and came out as group B. This fragment is made from pink clay, which 
bears out the description of the Knossian group given above. Much 
similar analysis will have to take place before it can really be known 
where vases were manufactured.
Another means of differentiation between Mycenaean and Minoan vases 
is decoration. The decoration of LHIIA vases is far more stylised than 
that of the contemporary LMIB ceramics. The vase is not treated as one 
decorative unit, as are the Cretan vases of this period, but is split 
up into panels by stripes, which run down vertically under the handles 
in the case of the big jars, or by bands which go round the belly of 
the^vase, thus producing one decorative zone on the shoulder and another
below it on the belly* The lower third of the vase is often painted 
solid, as are the necks, spouts and handles, whereas on LMIB vases, the 
area is treated as one decorative whole^I.e. the decoration extends from 
the lip to the base, the handles generally having some form of linear 
decoration. The treatment of the motifs themselves is also a little 
different.
The Octopus
The I/Iainland version of this motif corresponds to the Cretan Types 
A, B and C but appears on only two shapes - jars and stirrup jars.
The tentacles do not intertwine in the same naturalistic fashion as those 
of LMIB octopuses, but are more ’combed out* and symmetrically arranged, 
only crossing in two places. Also they grow from a stem and not from 
the head. On LMIB pots the tentacles grow from the head, except where 
it is more suitable to the shape of the vase that they grow from a stem, 
i.e. pear rhyton (qv. octopus, Chapterl). The IVlainland octopuses are 
placed vertically on jars (though not on stirrup jars) and not obliquely 
as on their Minoan counterparts. Thus all feeling of motion is lost 
and the octopus becomes merely a decorative symbal.
Type A
Purumark (4) draws attention to the lack of dots in the suckers of
the Mainland octopuses (Type B) and states that suckers with an internal
dot (Type A) are peculiar to Crete. Examples from the IViainland of Type
A are few and consist so far entirely of fragments from Mycenae Cat.No.
151, 152, and Aigina (Phs. I6, I7). As sherds with this kind of sucker
ARE SO RARE ON THE Mainland in proportion to those of Type B, it is
possible that these pieces are Cretan imports, for Type A is very common
on Crete, but one of the examples from IViycenae, Cat.No. I5I, is made from
a grey clay which is fired buff. This clay is not common at Knossos so 
the. pileee-aauid q,ome a vase manufactured on the IVIainland. It has
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not been possible to check the clay of the sherds from Aigina but one of 
them is painted with a Mainland Type trefoil (see below).
Type B (Pig 10a)
There are several examples of octopus Type B from the Mainland. Six 
fairly complete piriform jars (all from tombs) are published from 
Berbati, Cat.N0.i39,; Mycenae, Cat.No. 148-9; Prosymna, Cat.No. I58; 
Routsi, Cat.No. I60, and Thebes, Cat.No. I6I. The clay of the vase, 
from Prosymna is buff (5) and that of the jar from Thebes is pink (6),
(the fabric of the other jars has not been discussed in the publications). 
These fabrics could be Cretan or IVIycenaean so the criterion of decoration 
musT'"be'employed to determine the provenance of these vases. The jars 
from Berbati and Thebes are decorated with fairly naturalistic octopuses 
but the jar from Thebes is probably later, even LHIIB, as it has no 
suckers, only dots and is extremely symmetrical. The jar from Routsi 
also has a ver^^/stylised octopus and the symmetry is further emphasised 
by the way in which the coronets of rock are drawn parallel to each 
tentacle. The jar from Circle B at Mycenae has a similar octopus and 
background. The latter consists of some rather artificial coronet, 
and air-bubbles which are placed symmetrically one behind the other.
The other jar from Mycenae (probably LHIIB) again carries a rather life­
less octopus, this time with no marine background except sea-urchins.
As mentioned above, all these vases have a monochrome area above the base 
and monochrome necks and handles unlike their Minoan counterparts.
The latter always have a reserved wavy line round the neck which is 
another uncommon element on IVIycenaean jars.
It is likely that all the above jars were made on the IVlainland from 
the manner of their decoration, for instance the division of the vase 
into panels, the loss of torsion in the positioning of the motifs^ the 
appearance of the motifs themselves.
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A second group of Mainland Marine Style vases with octopus decoration 
is composed of three-handled stirrup jars, of which only two are com­
plete. These vases are Aigina, Cat.No.136, Athens, Cat.No. 138;
Thebes, Cat.No. 162 and two fragments (Ph. I57) (7). The stirrup jar 
from Thebes has already been mentioned (qv. octopus. Chapter l) as a 
Cretan import because of its fabric. The jar from Aigina has a pinkish- 
buff surface which could be Mycenaean or Minoan; the decoration is very 
carelessly executed as the suckers are sometimes on the wrong sides of 
the tentacles and even on both sides of the same tentacle contrary to the 
accepted technique. This indicates lack of practice in the motif and 
suggests that the painter was a Mycenaean not a Mnoan, for Minoan IVIarine 
Style vases reached a high standard of excellence and the painters were 
obviously skilled in the medium.
Three non-Marine stirrup jars from the Mainland (qv. stirrup jar. 
Chapter II, for references) are decorated with motifs common to both 
cultures - the shield and the zig-zag and one of them (Thebes, Phs.198-9)
. ■■ is decorated on the disc of the false mouth with Marine rockwork.(8).
As this shape is a Minoan one,all these vases are usually regarded 
as imports from Crete. The jar from Thebes, Cat.N0.l62, is almost 
certainly a Cretan product but the examples from Athens and Nichoria 
(non-Marine) are said by the excavators to be of local clay (see above) 
Moreover, the Aigina vase seems to be of Mainland manufacture. This 
suggests that this shape was produced on the IVlainland and decorated 
locally with Marine Style decoration.
Type G
The tlainland Marine Style sherds include one with octopus Type C 
decoration (qv, octopus. Chapterl). This example from Mycenae, Cat.
No. 153, is made from buff clay and is monochrome inside. Vases made 
from buff clay are frequent at Knossos and the monochrome interior is
ma Cretan characteristic not a Mainland one, so this piece probably has 
a Cretan provenance.
The corpus of vases and sherds on the Mainland decorated with octopus 
is &mall. Octopus Type A is rare - there are two sherds from MIycenae 
and twelve from Aigina. Type B is more popular as there are thirty three 
sherds and eight whole pots^but there is only one example of Type C.
Argonaut (Pig. 10b)
Purumark^lists three differences between Mainland and Mycenaean 
argonauts: a) that the tentacles do not ÿrow from the centre of the
shell, as do Minoan ones, but grow from a stem, b) the shell has a less
curved outline, c) the striations do not radiate from the centre of the
shell, as do those of argonauts on the Cretan examples. However, these
criteria do not seem to be generally valid. In the first place there 
are only two vases from the IVlainland Kakovatos, Cat.No. I4O; IVIycenae 
Cat.No. 147, (and probabJ.y the Armant alabastron. Cat.No. 165, and the 
Abbot Jug, Cat.No. I66) with complete argonauts on and such a small 
corpus can hardly give an accurate picture. Moreover, a comparison with 
Cretan examples reveals that the only IVlainland specimen to which a) 
applies is the Armant alabastron, Cat. No. I65. The tentacles of this 
argonaut grow one behind the other along the projection of the shell but 
those of the same motif on other IVlainland vases grow in the accepted 
Cretan manner; b) the outline of the shell seems to depend on the Type 
of the argonaut, i.e. if it is of the compact Type B2 then naturally the 
shell has a more curved and squashed outline than if it is of the 
elongated Type B1 and both these Types appear on the Mainland as well as 
on Crete; c) there are very few examples on Crete of argonauts whose 
striations actually radiate from the centre of the shell, e.g. Zakro 
ewer Cat.No. 90* Indeed on every vase the shells are slightly different 
(qv. argonaut, Chapterl).
Mainland argonauts follow the typology of Minoan ones fairly closely. 
Type A
There is only one fragment of Type A on the Mainland, from Mycenae (10) 
which is called an import by Purumark (ll) though not recognised by him 
as an argonaut. The fragment is not traceable so it has not been possible 
to look at the fabric. The absence of other examples suggests that
this piece is a Cretan Import.
Type B -1 (Fig. 10b)
An example of this Type appears on the only whole pot from the IVlain­
land with argonaut decoration of the LHIIA period - a jar from a tomb 
at Kakovatos, Cat.No. I40. This vase is painted in the heavy Mainland 
Style with a monochrome neck and handles, the lower third of the vase
also being decoràted in this way, and is divided into panels by vertical
stripes which run down the handles. The argonauts are placed quite 
symmetrically in two rows, one above the other, whereas, had the pot 
been Minoan, they would have been placed freely in the field. A large 
Type B trefoil is placed carefully in the centre of each panel. The 
argonauts are rather untidily drawn as are the bands above the dado - 
perhaps it is the work of an unpracticed Mainland painter.
Similarly the argonauts on the Abbot jug Cat.No. I66, are drawn in 
a sprawling and careless manner as also are the bands above the dado, 
indeed there is much similarity between the motifs of these two vases 
as well as in the style of decoration. If these two pots are by the 
same painter then a IVlainland origin must also be argued for the Abbot 
jug rather than a Cretan one. Wace and Blegen (12) class it as IV^cenaean 
but then suggest that it is by the same hand as the Armant alàbastron 
Cat.No.165. However, a scrutiny of the argonauts indicates otherwise.
Both are Type B-1 but those of the alabastron are much more neatly drawn
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and the tentacles, as mentioned above, are loosely attached, a factor 
which is taken by Purumark to denote a IVlainland origin. Nor is the 
shape a Minoan one (qv. alabastron. Chapter II). Other argonauts of 
Type B-1 appear on a couple of fragments (possibly from a jar) from 
Mycenae, Cat.No. 154- The fabric is grey so the pot probably is a local 
product.
Type B-2
Argonauts of Type B-2 are represented on slightly more examples than 
those of Type B-1 - but this is probably an accident of excavation; the 
corpus of Mainland argonaut sherds and pots is too small to conclude 
that one type is more popular than the other. Examples occur on frag­
ments from Ivlycenae , Cat.No. 147, and Korakou, Cat.No. I4I, on an alabastron 
Cat.No. 120 and a jug Cat.No.121, from Melos and a jar from the Vaphio 
tomb. Cat.No. I63. The fragment Idycenae Cat.No. 147 belongs to an in 
and out bowl. The outer decoration of palms is in the heavy IVlainland 
style, thus leaving no doubt as to the provenance of the vase, although 
the fabric is pink - but pink fabric was not confined to Knossos (see 
above). Only the tentacles are left from the inner design of argonauts 
swimming round the centre. These have the small coils of Type B-2  
although the third arm is bent along the back in the manner of Type B-1.
The surrounding design of rocks growing from a band is also in' the 
Mainland style (qv. below, rockwork). Similarly, the fragment from 
Korakou, on which only the tips of the tentacles are extant, has a heavy 
background decoration of rockwork in a coronet with scale fill.
The argonauts on the alabastron. Cat.No. 120, are very neatly drawn 
in the compact manner of this Type. They too are swDimming between 
rockwork growing from the base in an organised way, with two groups of 
rockwork between each argonaut. The fabric is pink, which could be 
Knossian, but the shape and decoration belong to the Mainland. The 
anp-onaut-s fon .the,4 ug. Me^oç, Cat.No. 121, swim in massive coves of
rockwork (the restoration of a butterfly does not seem to be taken from 
an actual sherd and is rather unlikely - see the discussion of the Vaphio 
jar, Gat,No. 163, below) which is painted in a very stylised aay, for 
instance some of the scale pattern in the rockwork has become wavy lines 
filled with dots. The main decoration consists of an octopus with its 
tentacles 'combed out' after the Mainland fashion (not much is preserved 
but enough to see that they do not cross), The whole decoration appears 
rigid and lacking in fluidity which indicates a Mainland origin. The 
shape of the vase, too, is Mycenaean and not Minoan (qv. low beaked jug. 
Chapter II).
The jar from Vaphio, Gat.No. I63 is made from yellow clay and so is 
probably a Mainland product. It ha s a very similar decoration to the 
above vase. The argonaut also agrees in every way with Type B-2 and 
there is the same massive build-up of rockwork. A comparison with the 
Palaikastro rhyton Gat.No. 69, shows that the rocks lack the naturalistic 
touch of weed and that each crest is divided equally into two heads 
instead of varying numbers. The overall decoration of the whole vase is 
on an extremely tectonic scale with both horizontal and diagonal zones 
filled with scale or with various terrestial motifs. 'Butterflies' 
appear alternating with argonauts but the hasis for their reconstruction 
seems to lie in only one sherd and the author himself expresses doubt 
as to its authenticity(13). Both this vase and Melos Gat.No.121, are 
decorated in such a rigid manner that their ÎÆainland origin seems 
indubitable.
One of the fragments ascribed to a. ewer from Berbati (Ph. 85a) (14) 
is decorated with an argonaut although only the tentacles and part of the 
shell are extanU The tentacles are small and not spreading with huge 
coils so this animal is probably also of Type B-2. A couple of other 
fragments from the same vase are decorated with rockwork but there is so 
little of them that it is difficult to ascertain whether the vase is 
Minoan or Mycenaean, and no description of the fabric is given. Moreover,
although it is described as an ewer and has the usual net background 
behind the argonaut, as well as drop pendents on the shoulder (compare 
with Marseilles ewer, Cat.No. I67), .yet the rim fragment illustrated 
does not seem to belong to an ewer. The diameter is too large and the 
rim itself is narrow and everted whereas ewer rims are narmally wide, flat 
and spreading (15)* It is more likely that it belongs to a small jar 
(compare the lip and lip decoration with Kythera Cat.No. 116).
Type C
Type G is scarce on the Mainland. There are only two examples of 
this Type both from Ivjycenae, Gat.No. 145-146. The clay of both is buff 
with a deep, warm buff slip and a black, lustrous crackled paint, all of 
which are characteristic of Mycenaean fabric. Gat.No. 145 is a body 
sherd, possibly from an alabastron, which is a Ifeinland shape, but the 
other sherd is from a cup or bowl and is monochrome inside; This is 
a Cretan characteristic. It seems unlikely that the two sherds have 
different provenances and, as the identification of the alabastron in 
not certain wherdas the monochrome interior of the other sherd is a 
recognised Cretan characreristic, it is probable, in spite of the clay, 
that both these sherds are from Crete. One other argonaut of this Type 
is found on a bell cup from Aigina Gat.No.135* li is a Minoan import 
as the bell cup is a Cretan shape and there are very few examples on 
the Mainland (qv. bell cup. Chapter II).
The argonaut appears on a greater variety of shapes than the 
octopus, as well as the jar, there are examples of bridge spouted jug, 
squat alabastron and in an out bowl, but it is not as common on the 
Mainland as the octopus. There is only one example of Type A and two 
of Type G. There are more examples of Type B - five sherds and three 
whole pots.
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Trefoil
Ivlany of the I%inland examples of this motif fit into the ^ Cretan 
typology and have already been discussed (qv. trefoil, Chapter l) These 
include Aigina, Cat.No. 136; Kakovatos, Cat.No. I4O; Prosymna, Cat.N0.i58 
and Routsi, Cat.No. I60.
The type of trefoil which decorates the bases of tall alabastra appears 
only once, on the vase from Routsi Cat.No. I59. This is not surprising 
as the shape is a Cretan one and this vase is the only example of it on 
the Mainland.
There do not seem to be any examples of Type C on the Mainland apart 
from two bell cups from Nichoria,Cat.No. I56, and Prosymma, Cat.No. 157- 
These are probably Minoan imports, as the shape is a Cretan one, the 
fabric of both appears at Knossos and there is an exact parallel to the 
decoration from Knossos, Cat.No. 14- Also the interiors of both are 
monochrome and this feature does not appear on the Mainland in this period.
The appearance of other trefoils is peculiar to the Mainland (Pig. 10d). 
The simple trefoil base with its additions of rock and weed nhich one 
observes in the Cretan Types now has extraneous decoration floating inside 
it and a^assive build up of rock on the outside. Three sherds from the 
Tomb of Aigisthus at Mycenae are a good illustration (I6). They portray 
trefoils which have sea-urchin and net inside them while rockwork and 
weed grow up on the outside. These trefoils are pointed at the apices 
(Type E).
A vase from Asine, Cat.No. 137, which is obviously a Mainland product 
both from its shape and its apf)earance - black paint on a yellow slip
as opposed to the Minoan shaded-brown paint on a pinky-buff slip - is
decorated with another example of a Mainland trefoil. The mot if se- 
above and below each handle with wave pattern in between. It has
weed inside and rockwork outside at the joins of the 'horse-shoes' as 
well as on the apices, and is outlined inside by a row of dots. The 
rockwork at the joins has a hollow centre, i.e. a reserved circle is 
left in the middle of each piece of rock (which seems to be a character­
istic I%inland form). The rest of the decorative surface is filled with 
urchins of Type 2 (qv. urchins. Chapter l). A similar example comes 
from Aigina (Ph. 1?) and another is mentioned in the Munich Catalogue 
(Ph. 18) (17). This sherd, which is also decorated with a Type A 
octopus tentacle, has no provenance but its fabric - grey-pink clay with 
black lustrous paint - and .’the t r i p o d suggest a I%inland origin.
The trefoils on Mainland vases are of two categories - those that are 
the same as the Minoan ones and those that are individual to the jVIainland. 
Of the former, all the Minoan Types are represented except Type C - the 
plain trefoil. This is not surprising as the two varieties of Type C 
occur frequently on bell cups (C1) and tall alabastra (C2) and there are 
as yet no Mainland produced examples of these shapes, the two bell cups 
mentioned above being Cretan imports. Another trefoil which appears 
only once is that which adorns the bases of tall alabastra, but again this 
is a Cretan shape, the one example being an import or a Mainland copy.
Trefoils that belong to the Mainland repertoire are not as simple as 
the Minoan varieties. Their additions, both internal and external, give 
them a baroque appearance much in keeping with the more ornate style of 
Mainland decoration.
Rockwork
Apart from the trefoil M y c e n a e a n  rockwork is of two kinds. One of
these is very similar to the Minoan Type (e.g. Müycenae, Cat.No.i50), but
the second is peculiar to the Mainland. These are rocks which have stems
with hollows in and grow from bands running across the surface of the 
vase instead of grwwing only from the neck or belly band as on Cretan
examples. This is illustrated hy two sherds from %cenae, Cat.No. 154, 
some from Aigina, (Ph. I7), and one from Athens, (Ph. 158)^ 18}. The rock­
work on the last example is painted against an open ground indicating 
that the sherd belongs to the end of LMIB.
Rockwork of the Minoan Type ( M  28) which has a fill of scale pattern
also appears. In a simple form it springs from the base band of the
alabastron Melos, Cat.No. 120, but a more ornate variety is seen on hherds 
from Korakou and on a jug from Phylakopi, Cat.No.121. On the Korakou 
sherds it appears in the shape of a horse shoe, Cat.No. 143, in one 
instance and as a band Cat.No. I4I, surrounding an argonaut on the second. 
The horse-shoe formation also appears round the neck of the Phylakopi jug 
in a massive formation.
Another sherd from Kora&ou, Cat.No. 142, already mentioned for its 
trefoil decoration is painted with rocks in a manner very similar to a
sherd from Mycenae (I9) and they are possibly by the same hand.
Sea-urchin
The sea-urchins on Cretan vases differentiate into three Types (qv.
sea-urchin, Chapter I and Pig.6). All these Types appear on the Mainland
though not necessarily on I%rine Style pots. Type B seems to continue 
longer than the other Types as it appears on Crete on a LMI - II vase 
from Knossos, Cat.No. 12, and on the Miainland as PM 27.7, on a LHIIB jar
from Mycenae, Cat.No. 149*
The IVIainland versions have already been defined by Purumark (20) under 
the heading sea-anemones. (Por a discussion of this see Chapter l)
Type A
Only one I%rine Style vase on the Mainland illustrates this Type (PM 27.7
This is a stirrup jar from Thebes, Gat.No. 162 which is probably a Cretan 
import (qv. octopus. Chapter l).
Type B.
Specimens of Type B (PM 27-5) appear on the Kakovatos jar. Cat.No.146, 
the Asine alabastron Cat.No.137, and on a sherd from Ivjycenae, Cat.No. 155, 
which is compared in the B.M. Catalogue (21 ) to a sherd from Troy (22).
They are almost identical so the latter is probably a Mainland import.
Type C
There are no examples of Type C (PM 27*IO) on Marine Style vases but 
several on non-Marine vases, two examples coming from the Tomb of Aigisthus 
at Mjycenae (23). This Type is more stylised than the Minoan Type; 
the spmnes radiate from a central orb following each other in clockwise 
motion whereas the Minoan motif has no central ofb but the spines, joined 
at their inner ends, grow in every direction.
The Mainland Marine motifs follow the Minoan typology but they are 
painted in a less fluid style. Octopus Type B of which there are forty- 
one sherds, predominates in the small corpus but, owing to the lack of 
materials from settlements, the only recognisable shapes on which it 
appears are jars and stirrup jars. There are fewer examples of the 
argonaut - eleven of all Types - but they appear on a greater range of 
shapes. The triton and star do not appear. The absence of the triton 
is only partly explicable in that it appears on shapes whc)ih belong to the 
Minoan repertoire rather than to the I/iycenaean, i.e. rhyta, basket vase, 
hole mouthed jar because it also appears as a filling motif on large jars
(;qv. triton, Chapter l) and these appear on the Mainland. However, one
of the aspects of Type B (the predominating form of octopus
on the Mainland) is that it has very little background decoration and
this consists mostly of sea-urchins and weed rather than the tritons^
/f/
spray fronds and trefoils of Type A (qv. octopus, Chapterl). This would 
account for the absence of the triton as a filling motif. The absence 
of tritons as a main motif explain the absence of the star, for this 
motif is used with the triton and not by itself, except in the later 
Alternating Style. The fish appears only once on a vase Varkiza, Cat.
No. 164, which is probably a Minoan import (qv. fish. Chapter l), and the 
dolphin does not appear, although there are non-ceramic representations.
The corpus of the Mainland Marine Style is so small and also limited, 
as it comes mostly from tombs (Kogakou is the only settlement)^that 
it is difficult to come to any conclusions as to ptovenance without a 
clay analysis. An examination of the decoration has shown differences 
from Minoan examples and a less skilful application of the motifs. This, 
and in some cases the criterion of fabric, suggests that there was a 
Mainland school of the Marine Style which copied imported vases or 
specimens manufactured locally by itinerant Minoan potters.
1. Verbal communication , as also the references to Nichoria and Lefkandi 
below. The f r a g m e n t  from Nichoria consists of necks and handles only.
2. ^  58 (1963) 94-106
3. Archaeometry VIII (1965) pi. 18a. N0.I
4. OA VI 159
5* Prosymna 417
6. ^  III (1917) 142
7. Aigina, unpublished; Athens, Graef Die Antike Vasen von der Akropolis 
zu Athen I pi. 2 No. 48
8. From a Chamber Tomb at Kastelli, not published.
9. ^  VI 159
10. BSA 25 (1923-4) pi 45ii
11. OA VI 159 note 2
12. Idio XXII (1939) 131-47
13. JHg XXIV (1904) 318 note 1
14* Saflund Berbati 26 fig. 11
15. Platon Crete pi 45
16. ^  (1955) pi 75a
17. Munich Catalogue No.11a Pig.3
18. Graef Die Antike Vasen von der Akropolis zu Athen I pi. 2 No. 45
19. BSA 25 (1923-4) pi 45a
20. g  M  27
21. m g  1 .1 A772,5
22. Pimmen Kretische-Mykenische Kultur 95 Pig. 79
23. BSA 25 (1923-4) pis. 51a, 52b
/&2
CONCLUSION
In this study a corpus of the Mariee Style has been collected and 
discussed and several new aspects have come to light. Firstly, it has 
been possible to divide the octopus and the argonaut motifs into Types 
A, B, and G. Type A appears against a full Marine Style background.
On vases decorated with Type B there is less use made of background 
motifs and it is possible that Type B is stylistically later than Type 
A. Type G is a development of Types A and B and would seem to be later 
as horror vacui, one of the features of the Marine Style, no linger appears, 
However, as a Type G octopus appears on a vase painted in the crowded 
Marine Style associated with Type A, there cannot be a long gap between 
Types A and G. There appears to be progressive simplification of style 
from Type A to G. This stylistic evolution appears to be one of time 
which might also suggest a chronological sequence.
The addition of many unpublished sherds to the corpus has added new 
shapes to the rather small range of those decorated in the Marine Style.
A study of these shapes has shovm that the most interesting is the pear 
rhyton which was introduced in LMIB (possibly inspired by originals in 
shell) perhaps especially for decoration in the Marine Style. The 
appearance of the pear rhyton accounts for the loss in popularity of the 
peg top rhyton. A count of the different shapes has shown that the most 
popular are rhyta followed by bridge spouted jugs and stirrup jars.
As the rhyton is particularly connected with ritual and as most of the 
Mlarine Style vases from Zalcro were found in the shrine pantry it is 
possible that the Marine Style was used on vases especially meant for 
religious use.
Several painters have been traced and a central workshop has been 
located. It has been argued that the Marine Style was not manufactured 
at Knossos as very few examples of this style had been found there and
most of them came from houses outside the palace. However, from the 
quantity of Marine Style sherds found by the author in SM Knossos, nearly 
half the Marine Style corpus now comes from Knossos. Ivlany of these 
pieces were found in contexts belonging inside the palace. These facts 
together with a visual comparison of the clays are cogent arguments in 
favour of the central workshop of the Marine Style being at Knossos but 
it must be borne in mind that most of the available evidence is from here, 
as much of that from the other old excavations has been lost.
A theory as to the nature of this central workshop has also been put 
forward - that production was only on demand and t h a ^ % e  demand was . 
from shrines - and the Marine Style on the Mainland has also been dis­
cussed. The existence of travelling Minoan potters and painters has 
been suggested as well as the local production of the Marine Style by 
IVIainland artisans rather than all the Marine Style vases being Cretan 
imports.
The Marine Style is a very small part of LMIB. The entire corpus 
including material from the islands and the Mainland consists of about 
three hundred and sixty sherds and seventy five whole pots, nearly half 
of which comes from Knossos. This being so, it does not seem likely 
that the Marine Style occupied the whole fifty years of LMIB, even though 
it was probably produced by one central workshop only and production was 
not continuous but on demand. Unfortunately, it has not been possible 
to compare the proportions of Marine to non-Marine decoration in LMIB 
as so little LMIB has been published. For the same reason the first 
appearance of this style cannot be established in relation to other LMIB 
motifs.
Although it can be seen that from the simple LMIA floral patterns the 
more advanced LMIB crocus, iris and lily began to appear^that LMIA 
grasses became more dense and that at some time during the period the
!%5
olive spray painter was at work, it is impossible to tell at what point 
during the period each motif appeared and to relate the appearance of 
the Marine Style to them.
The Kythera deposits are important for the end of the period as the 
closed LMIB destruction deposits include Type G together with much 
Alternating Style but no Type A or B except two sherds of the former, 
which are possibly strays. Thus Type G is shown to be stratigraphically 
as well as stylistically later than Types A and B.
In conclusion it can be said that, although it is not possible to 
assign the first appearance of the Marine Style to a definite point 
during LMIB, yet an internal Marine Style chronology can be observed.
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